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Main use Online Batch Reeds, Stats- Stats- Payts, Advice Row-
infn infn rgstr, mangt, DHSS bills, assis- total

Subject area system system index resrch etc. tance percnt

Fieldwork
referrals 7 27 2 7 1 0 2 46
and cases 22

Home help
cases or 0 1 5 5 0 13 0 24
staff 11

Foster

parents 0 0 0 1 0 22 0 23
11

Children
in 0 0 6 8 2 1 1 18
care 9

CSDP, deaf,
blind, mental 0 0 17 4 0 0 0 21
handicap 10

Residents
of 00130509
homes 4

Surveys,
census, 0 0 0 13 1 00 14
etc. 7

Welfare
benefits 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 15

7
Other

or 0 0 5 12 6 15 2 40
unstated 19

Column-
total 7 28 36 53 10 56 20 210
percentage 3 13 17 25 5 27 10 100

Table 2.1a: Main Subject Area of application by Main Use

Stage of application Absolute Relative(%)
frequency frequency

Pre-feasibility and discussion 16 8

Feasibility study and investigation 42 20

Design, programming and testing 29 14

Fully implemented (phase 1 at least) 108 51

Suspended or abandoned before implementation 10 5

Suspended or abandoned when implemented 5 2

Total 210 100

Table 2.1b: Stage reached by the various computer applications
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Stage of applicn

Main use

Information

system

Records, register,
index

Statistics

Financial -

payments, billings

Other or

or unstated

Not yet
implem¬
ented

24

20

27

Fully Suspended Row-
implemtd or total
(phase 1) abandoned percent

16

33

54

8

14

35
17

36
17

63
30

56
27

20
10

Column total 87
Column percentage 41

108
51

15
7

210
100

Table 2.2a: Main Use of application by Stage Reached

First year of use up to 1972 1976 Row-
1971 to onwards total

Main use 1975 percent

Information 0 4 11 15
system 14

Records, register, 1 9 8 18
index 17

Statistics 4 11 15 30
29

Financial - 17 14 2 33
payments, billing 32

Other or 0358
unstated 8

Column total 22 41 41 104
Column percentage 21 39 39 100

Table 2.2b: Main Use of application by First Year of Use
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Number of
mentions Source of information

14 BURISA journal
Derbyshire's report (***)
Bradford SSD (*,**)
Clearing House Bulletin register of research (****)
East Sussex SSD (*,**)
Sheffield SSD (*,**)
Lancashire SSD (*)
Cheshire SSD (*)
LAMSAC register of computer applications (****)
Buckinghamshire SSD (**)
Kent SSD (**)
Social Services Research Group publications
Manchester SSD

Ayr SSD (**)
Havering SSD (**)
Leeds SSD

Hampshire SSD
Merton SSD
13 other local authorities and agencies

13
12
11
10
9
8
7

4
3

2

1

* Also described in Derbyshire's report (see ***)
** Also described in some detail in an article in BURISA in issues

1-22. The Buckinghamshire article appeared in May 1976 after a
number of questionnaires had already been returned.

*** "A Comparison of Five Computerised Client Information Systems in
Social Services Departments" (Derbyshire, 1974a) was written
after visits to the 5 departments concerned.

**** xhe Clearing House Bulletin of Local Authority Social Services
Research (formerly INLOGOV), published by the Social Services
Unit at Birmingham University includes a bi-annual register of
current research in social services departments, which includes
the name of the project but little or no explanatory details.
In 1977 the register was expanded to include brief notes on each
application. The annual LAMSAC register of local authority
computer applications (not just social services) is similar in
this respect. Both registers rely on information being sent in
by subscribing local authorities.

Table 2.3: Sources of information used in returned questionnaires

Year 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Articles in the three journals
Systems in Clearing House Register

3* 7 3 8 7 6
1 7 4 9 9 6

* BURISA was launched in 1972 and only had one issue that year.

Table 3.3.1: Publicity about client record systems
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Authority A Authority B UK(1)

Population: total 220,000 300,000 -

% under 18 28 30 27(28)
% aged 18-64 59 57 59(58)
% over 64 14 13 14(13)

Area (hectares) 13,500 13,750 -

Households: total 77,000 97,000 —

% public rented 46 53 28
% owner occupied 33 33 50
% private rented 21 14 22

Authority Budget 1976/77 £65m. £83m. —

% to social services 9 9 —

SOCIAL SERVICES
Total expenditure £5.6m. £ 6.9m. -

% fieldwork(2) 17.6 19.5 16.0(14.2)
% residential care(2) 41.4 41.5 47.4(47.5)
% support services(2) 40.4 37.8 36.0(37.9)
% research & development(2) 0.6 1.2 0.6(0.4)
% administration 21.9 15.1 14.7(13.1)

Number of staff
fieldwork 117 149 -

administration 127 110 -

Staff per 1000 population
fieldwork 0.53 0.50 0.47(0.49)
administration 0.57 0.37 0.38(0.38)

Notes

(1) Figures in brackets give the average for metropolitan districts.
(2) Including administration.

Sources
Households; 1971 census, figures for 1974 re-constituted local

authorities.
Other: As supplied by the Local Authority to the Chartered Institute

of Public Finance & Accountancy, 1976-77.

Table 4.1: Comparative Statistics for the Two Authorities

dept A dept B

Average number of social work
staff in district offices 14.5 17.

percentage breakdown:
district officers/seniors 22% 23%

other(*) qualified social workers 14% 19%

unqualified social workers 48% 37%
social work assistants etc. 16% 21%

* All but one of the seniors and district officers were qualified.

Table 4.2a: Grades of district staff in the two departments
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Var- Meaning of variable
iable

PP03 Age

PT01 Years of post-school education

PX23 Years in fieldwork

PX31 Admin/secretarial/industrial experience

PX32 Caring profession experience

PE21 Caseload size

PE22 Expected stay in department

PE24 Highest position expect to reach

PE26 Member of BASW

PE31 Member of work-related group

PF01 Mistakes completing sheet T

SU02 Colleague discussion- client permission?

SU03 Client/SUer relative responsibility

SU06 Specialist v. generic approach better?

SU08 Best time to stay in one department

SU23 individual v. social SW context

SU24 Use of estimation in form-completion

SV01 Influences- departmental rules

SV02 Influences- clients' views

SV03 Influences- SW's political views

SV04 Influences- professional standards

SV45 Activities- form-filling (not files)

SV46 Activities- group/community work

SV47 Activities- friendly check-ups

SV48 Activities- practical help

SW07 Decisions referred to seniors

SW21 Time of last visit to HQ

SW22 Time of last phone to HQ

SW23 Time of last visit from HQ

SW24 Time of last phone from HQ

SW25 Time of last memo from HQ

SW26 Time of last SSU case discussions

SW41 Project leader's name

SW51 Project staff (excl. leader) names

CA01 View of self- generic v. specialist

CA02 Individual v. team approach in district

Values taken All Depts.. Districts..
for table A £ A1 A2. A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B6

under 35 .57 .61 . .53 .6 .6 .5 .7 .7 .2* .5 .7
sOl

under 2 .31 .43 ..18 .7* .5 . 2 .4 .2 .2 .2 .2
t05 sOO

under 4 .49 .58 . .41 .6 .5 .8* .4 .5 .4 .3 .5
sll

no .51 .52 . ,50 .4 .3 .5 .9* .5 .4 .5 .6
sOl

no .46 .43 . ,48 .5 .5 .5 .2* .5 .6 .4 .5
sll

under 36 .42 .55 . .28 .6 .4 .6 .6 .4 .1* .1* .4

t05 (8) (9) (9) (7) (7) (7) (8) (7)
under 2 years .46 .48 ..43 .5 .3 .5 .7* .6 .4 .3 .4

sll
up to senior SW .48 .55 . ,42 .5 .5 .7 .4 .6 .5 .4 .1*

(inclusive) (9)
no .85 .89 .,82 .8 1.0 .8 .9 1.0 .9 .8 .5*

sOl
no .52 .62 . ,41 .5 .7 .8* .5 .4 .6 .2* .5

t02 s07 s02
no mistakes .56 .48 . ,64 .5 .5 .4 .5 .5 .6 .7 .8*

s 12
more necessary .44 .48 . ,41 .6 .4 .5 .4 .5 . 5 .5 . 1*

(AB,BA,BC) s05
SWer more respon¬ .56 .58 . ,53 .5 .6 .3 .9* .5 .4 .7 .6
sible (AB,BA) (8) s03

generic (AB,BA) .43 .34 . ,51 .3 .3 .4 .3 .3 .5 . 4 .9*
(9) sOO

shorter (AB,BA) .52 .53 . ,50 .4 .4 .5 .9* .6 .5 .5 . 4
sOl

wider context .55 .54 . 56 .5 .3 .5 .8* .7 .4 .6 .5
sll

less acceptable .75 .65 . 84 .7 .8 .7 .5* .9 .8 .8 .9
t02 s04

most/extremely .51 .44 . 58 .5 .6 .3* .4 .6 .5 .8 .5

important tOl sll
most important .28 .39 . 16 .5 .3 .4 .5 .1 .2 .3 .1

16i
most/extremely/ .39 .48 . 29 .5 .3 .7* .5 .4 .2 .4 .2

medium important s07
most/extremely .74 .61 . 87 .6 .8 .4* .5 .9 .9 .8 .8
important t02 s02

most/extremely/ .60 .54 . 66 .8 .7 .3* .4 .6 .8 .5 . 7
medium important s09

most/extremely .17 .13 . 21 .1 .1 .3 .1 .1 .1 .5* .2
important s02

most/extremely .36 .46 . 25 .5 .5 .3 .5 .2 .3 .3 .3
important t03

most/extremely .57 .72 . 41 .6 .8* .8 .6 .5 .7 .3* .2*
important • too s09 s08 s02

first - .48 .52 . 44 .6 .6 .2* .7 .4 .2* .6 .5
finance/aids s07 (9) s06

in last 7 days .53 .74 . 31 .4 .8* .8* . 9* .3 .2* .4 .3
too s08 608 s03 (9) s06

in last 7 days .67 .67 . 67 .7 .9 .6 .4* .6 .5 .7 .9
s 12 (9)

in last 7 days .41 .52 . 28 .4 .5 .6 .6 .1* .3 . 5 .2
tOl (9)

in last 7 days .53 .48 . 59 .4 .6 .3* .6 .6 .5 .6 . 7
s 13 (9)

in last 7 days .62 .55 . 69 .7 .7 .3* .5 .6 .6 .9* .7
s03 (9) sll

in last 7 days .61 .67 . 54 .7 .7 .7 .5 .3* .5 .7 .6

(9)
not known .38 .26 . 51 # 2 .3 .3 .3 .9* .1* .7* .4

tOl (9) sll s06
none known .44 .19 . 72 .0* .3 .2* .3 .7 .8* .6 .8*

tOO sOl sl2 (9) s04 s04
generic .63 .61 . 66 .4 .7 .7 .6 .3* .8 .7 . 9*

s05 (9) (9)
team/mixed .44 .33 . 54 .5 .3 .4 .1* .6 .7* .4 .4

t03 (8) (9) (9) s 15 (7)

Table 4.2b: Differences between districts and departments - proportions of social workers taking specified
values of certain variables

Note: Further details of all these variables are given in appendix 5.

Key:
.46 « proportion of social workers in specified category who took specified value was .46.
t04 « Kendall's tau correlation significant at .04 level.
s04 - Chi-2 correlation (corrected for 2x2 table) significant at .04 level.
(4) - Number of respondents in sample ■ 4.
* ■ district differs by over .25 from mean for proportion of social workers taking specified value.

Description of table: see overleaf,
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Description of Table 4.2b

Table 4.2b shows a selection of the ordinal social worker

characteristic variables, and ordinal variables relating to office

organisation, which are derived from the fixed-answer sheets completed
>•

during interviews with social workers. The complete set of these and
other variables is given in appendix 5, but table 4.2b only displays
those such variables which revealed significant differences between

departments or districts or which are mentioned in the text for other
reasons.

In other respects the format and derivation of the table are

identical to that of table 6.1, excluding the final three columns of
that table. To avoid repetition the reader is referred to the

description of that table, at the start of 6.1 in the main text.

One additional point should be made here, to avoid

misinterpretation. The main intention of the table is to make

comparisons between departments and between districts, and the results

should not be taken in an absolute sense. For example, the fact that

social workers in department A thought that "professional standards"

(SV04) should be a lesser influence in their work tharv did those in

department B should not be misinterpreted as indicating that they

thought them unimportant or less important than (for example)

"political views" (SV03) (which scored higher in department A). In

fact social workers in both departments thought that "professional
standards" should be the most important influence and "political
views" the least, and the difference between the two departments was

just one of degree.
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Districts visited Dep t(! )

4.3.1 COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION
Districts (implementn. order) A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B6 A B
Order visited 2 3 1 4 5 6 7 8 -

Months from district implem¬ 9 5 2 3 5 4 3 1 4.8 3.3
entation to time of visit
Months from first district 9 9 8 9 5 6 6 11 8.8 7.0

implementation to time of visit

4.3.2 THE DISTRICT
Miles from headquarters 2.5 4.5 0 0 1 5 0.5 2 1.8 2.1
Active caseload (number) 380 480 460 590 620 710 850 700 480 720
Z child/family 60 40 46 61 47 28 28 39 52 35
Z elderly/handicapped 35 41 46 32 43 50 59 47 39 50
Average cases per worker 32 37 33 31 33 47 50 37 33 41

4.3.3 THE OFFICE (Rooms: S«social work; A»admin; R~reception; C»coffee)
Building conducive to mixing? yes med yes med no med yes yes
Social centre of office (+) S/A C S none none CSS
Location of VDU S/A A R R R(*) R R S
Location of client index " * S&A "
* This VDU was shortly to move from room R to room A, leaving the client

index in room R.

4.3.4 THE SOCIAL WORK STAFF
Number of staff in post 12 13 14 19 19 15 17 19 14.5 17,
Z qualified 33 39 36 37 37 40 53 37 36 41
Z male 42 46 43 58 32 53 47 47 48 44

Average age 35 34 33 34 32 40 33 31 34 34
District officer type (+) A A B C A B B B — —

4.3.5 THE ORGANISATION

Meetings- number per month (* - only for specific purpose/ on demand)
whole district 0.5* 0.5 1 2 0.5 2 1 2 - -

individual teams 2 * * * * * 2 * - -

district management 4 * 2 2 2 2 2 2 - -

Allocation meetings per week 3 0 0 0 4 5(+) 1<+) 0 - -

Intake/longterm division yes yes yes yes yes no no yes - -

Organic/mixed/mechanistic (+) org org mec mix(+)mec org mix org - -

Table 4.3a. Comparisons Between Districts

Note: "+" means see text of relevant section.

(!) The averages quoted are for the four districts visited in each department.
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Table 5.1.3: Information held on the two computer systems

TYPE OF INFORMATION DEPARTMENT A DEPARTMENT B

Personal details
01 Surname
02 Forenames

03 Address

xl6
x20
line 1
line 2
line 3

- x24
- x24
- x24

04 Sex
05 Date of birth
06 Telephone
07 Religion
08 Relation to household head
09 Marital status

10 Occupation
11 Cooking method
12 Heating method

postcode - x8

cl-2
x6

c2-7
cl-4
cl-5
cl-5

x20
x20
number - x4 (c4-23

if placement)
street - x20
district - x20
town - x20
cl-2
x6
x6
xlO
c6-28

Case reference number
This has 3 parts in department A and 2 in department B (see 5.1.3)
21 District code cl-8 -

22 Household number x6 x5
23 Household member x2 xl

Referral details
31 Date of referral
32 Status (active,closed

unknown, etc)
33 Referral agent
34 Presenting problems,

case category code
35 Date last updated
36 Referral method
37 Client group
38 Task
39 Client aware of referral?
40 Bus pass application?
41 Case cross-reference
42 Census cross-reference
43 Property cross-reference
44 Housing cross-reference

Disposal details
51 Social worker allocated
52 Senior responsible
53 District responsible
54 Date of allocation
55 Closure date
56 Completed by duty worker?
57 Duty worker code
58 Referred to other agency?
59 Long term case?
continued overleaf

x6
c2-4

c2-34
5 of c2-20

cl-6
3 of c2-12
c2-10
cl-2
cl-2
c9
c5
cl3
cl2

c3 - worker codes

cl-2
c3 - worker codes
c2-33
cl-2

x6
cl-2

c4-25
c3-7 5

x6

(covered in 34)

c4
c4

(see CASE REFERENCE) c2
- x6
- x6

worker codes
worker codes
district codes

(see item 99)
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Family / household members
61 Relationship
6 2 Name
63 Address
64 Date of birth
65 Case cross-reference

(max. of 16)
xl2

(as 01,02 above)
2 of x24
x6
c9

(no limit)
c6

(as 01, 02 above)
(as item 03)

Movements, Placements, Previous Addresses
(max. 6 placements-) (no limit)

Department A recorded placements only; department B recorded all

previous addresses whether at
71 Address/name of placement
72 Date of admission
73 Reason for admission
74 Date of discharge
75 Reason for discharge
76 Length of stay

Reviews, Visits, Actions

81 Type of action
82 Date of review
83 Date of next review
84 Category/Problem

85 Social worker activity
86 Major change area
87 Resources allocated
88 Resources needed
89 Res. termination reasons

a placement.
(as items 03,06)
x6

home or

C3-100+
x6
c2-75
x6
c2-31
cl-3

(current review only)(max. 8 reviews,

- (reviews only)
x6
x6
5 of c2-20

2 of c2-10
c2-5
8 of c3-300
8 of c3-300
c2-l 1

visits, or actions)
c3-4
x6
x6
c3-75 (overwrites
item 34 above)

*

*

Next of Kin
91 Surname
92 Forenames
93 Address

xl6
x20
2 of x24

Other Agencies Involved
99 Details of agencies

(see items 33,58) (no limit)
x60

KEY TO TABLE 5.1.3
- This information was not stored on the system.
* Although no field (ie spaces in which characters can be stored)

was provided for this information by department B's system, it
was entered by some staff under OTHER AGENCIES (item 99). The
very wide field available there readily lent itself to use for
"other information" (5.1.3f).

xl6 This information was stored on the system in characters - not in
code. A field of up to 16 character spaces was reserved for it.

c3-43 This information was stored in code. The codes were up to 3
characters long, and there were 43 possible codes for this
category on the codelist. The mnemonic codes used in department
B have been entered as "c" rather than "x", even though in many
cases the inadequate validation program (5.5.5b) allowed any
characters to be entered - not just the intended codes.

3 of This indicates that 3 separate fields were provided for this
information. For example, up to 5 presenting problems (item 34)
could be entered in department A's system for each client.
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Title of group Executive Resources Executive Review Residential

Life of group 1/76-12/76 2/76-7/76 1/77- 2/77- 6/77

Frequency of weekly 2-weekly 4-weekly 2-weekly ?

meetings

COMPOSITION OF GROUP:

SSD HQ staff
AD planning 1* 1* 1*
AD fieldwork 1 1
AD administration 1 1 1
AD residential 1
AD day care 1

Planning/research 3 2 1 1* 1*
Administration 1 1 1
Residential 1 1

Day care 1

Computer section
Computer manager 1 1

Programmer/analysts 1 1 1 1 1

Company consultants 2 1 2

SSD district staff
District officer 1 -

. 1
Senior clerk 1 1 1 1

Abbreviations
AD assistant director

HQ headquarters of the social services department
SSD social services department
* in the chair

Table 5.3.2: Composition of Computer Working Parties in Department B
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PURPOSE
DOCUMENTATION DATE OF CIRCULATION TO Cons- Educ- Train-

PUBLICN. DISTRICT STAFF ultn. ation ing
(***)

Department A
First mailing: includes 2.75 all staff

- director's letter
- preliminary report

Second mailing: includes 3.75 all staff
- 'why this system?'

Example case & forms 2.76* all staff
User guide 3.76* A1: all staff

A2: DO,seniors,
SDC,**

A3-6: DO,SDC,**
Procedural notes 6.76* Al,2: all staff

A3-6: none

Department B
Feasibility study 3.75 DO,**
Four background papers 12.75 DO,**
Layman's guide 2.76 all staff
Minutes of groups(5.3.2) 1.76 on DO,SDC,**
Working papers various DO,SDC,**
Systems manual 11.76 DO,SDC,**

Key:
DO District officer
SDC Senior district clerk
A1-A6 Districts in department A in order of implementation
B1-B7 Districts in department B in order of implementation'
* These are the publication dates: the documents were given out to

each district at the time of implementation in the district or
subsequently if published after implementation had begun

** In most districts these documents were made available to all

staff, and some were discussed at district meetings
*** Training and reference
NOTE: This table excludes documents used in running the system - code

lists, forms, printouts, etc. These are described in 5.1.

Table 5.4.1: Computer Documentation issued to District Staff

DEPARTMENT A DEPARTMENT B SIGNIFICANCE
Total number of respondents
Respondents who named:

the project coordinator
any other project staff

42

31 (74%)
34 (81%)

39

19 (49%)
11 (28%)

0.04
0.00

Table 5.4.3: Number of social workers who could name project staff
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Conventional Wisdom Department A Department B More Details

(see 3.4 for details)

a. Operational aid yes - but a lot yes 5.1.3e,f,
of coding h poor 5.1.4,5.1.6
design of forms
and printouts

b. Consultation little effective some effective 5.4.2
c. Education, persuasion yes - massive at yes - continuous 5.4.2-5.4.4

certain stages but less intensive
d. Insulate from system no no -

e. Minimum impact no no -

f. Prior implementation no partial - codes 5.4.3
& referral form

g. Incremental approach no- deliberately yes 5.5. 3a, 5.1. 8d
rejected

h. Full-time coordinator yes yes 5.3
i. SSD management some problems (*) some problems (*) 5.3,5.5.2b

commitment

j. Computer section yes yes 5.2.1,5.5.2a
commitment

k. Computer experts yes - from yes - from 5.2.1,5.5.4
seconded computer section computer company

1. Technical problems some - software & some - software & 5.4.3,5.5.5
form design hardware

m. Motivation for other factors other factors 3.2,5.5.2
system present present

* In department A such problems were minimised since the project was run by
an autonomous group, reporting to the director; and in department B by
giving the project group executive powers and by setting deadlines.

Table 5.5.3: Use of conventional wisdom (3.4) by departments A and B
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Var-Meaningofvariable

Valuestaken
All

Depts..

Districts...

Districts..

iable

fortable

A1

AJ

A2

A3

A4

B1

B2

y

B6

OrgMixMec

CA04Caseloadmanagement-computerv.manual
Computerlist

.41

.35.48

.7*

.4

.0*

.3

.4

.5

.6

.3

.46

.50.23

(6)

(8)

(6)

(6)

(7)

(6)

(8)

(4)

CA05Computerreports-accuracy
Good

.32

.33.31

.4

.6*

.3

.0*

.2

.7*

.3

.0*

.44

.17.24

s09

(8)

(9)

(6)

CA06Computerreports-usefulness
Creathelp

.56

.44.68

.5

.6

.4

.3

.3

.8

.8

.8

.66

.57.35

/somehelp

toi

(9)

(9)

(9)

(9)

CA07VDU-usagebyself

Never

.58

.57.60

.5

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

.8* s11

.3* a(lh

.49

.74.61

CAO0VDUlook-up:jobforadminorSW?
Adminonly

.61

.64.58

.7

.7

.6

.6

.9*

.5

.8

BOO .1*

.50

.71.73

/adminmainly

slO

sOO

CA09Computerv.cardindexpreference
Computer(VDU&

.42

.41.43

.3

.8*

.1*

.5

.3

.4

.8*

.1*

.41

.65.18

clientindex)

(9)

806

(7)

(9)

s02

(9)

CA10Code-completionbyselfv.other
Usuallyself

.67

.87.46

.8

.8

1.0*.8

.2*

.6

.6

.4*

.67

.71.64

too

s02

600

811

CA11Procedureguideaccess

Haveowncopy
.62

.70.54

1.0*.5

.7

.7

.8

.6

.4

.3*

.61

.53.73

/haveseenit

t07

s01

(9)

(9)

CA12Reviewform-referencevalue
Veryuseful

.28

.13.45

.3

.1

.1

.0*

.5

.4

.5

.5

.31

.24.27

too

(9)

s08

(6)

CA13Reviewform-ownusage

Neverorrarely
.49

.52.46

.6

.5

.4

.6

.9*

.5

.1*

.0*

.52

.33.62

/fewpermonth

s02

sOl

(2)

CA14Computerv.previous-overallpreference
Prefercomputer

.49

.39.59

.5

.6

.1*

.5

.4

.5

.9*

.5

.53

.68.22

t09

sOl

sOl

CA15Form-filling&paperwork-timetaken
Lesstimenow

.61

.55.67

.6

.9*

.3*

.5

.2*

.7

.8

.9*

.76

.67.24

/nodifference

(9)

s09

s03

sOl

806

CA16Superiors' access-infringement?
Yes

.17

.24.09

.2

.3

.4*

.1

.0

.1

.1

.2

.18

.09.23

t03

804

CA17Attitudechangepost-computer
Morefavourable

.38

.43.33

.5

.5

.3

.5

.2

.4

.6

.2

.39

.55.22

CA18Cost-reasonablepriority?
Yes,or

.31

.37.25

.5

.7*

.1

.3

.3

.2

.3

.2

.39

.30.17

notsure

601

CA19Cynicismreobjectivesofcomputer
Yes

.73

.67.78

.8

.5

.6

.8

.9

.6

.8

.8

.69

.78.74

CA20Formdesign-consultationadequacy?
Adequate

.39

.40.36

.9*

.6

.2

.1*

.3

.3

.3

.6

.56

.18.25

(7)

(5)

(8)

(6)

(8)

(3)

(5)

CA21Trainingadequacy?

Yes

.50

.58.41

.6

.9*

.3

.5

.2*

.5

.4

.5

.64

.45.29

t06

s01

(9)

(8)

CA22Security-computerv.manual
Computermore

.62

.48.76

.6

.6

.3*

.4

.8

.6

.7

.9*

.69

.52.57

secure

too

s07

s07

CA23Clientsviewsrecomputeruse
Clients

.51

.49.52

.6

.6

.3

.5

.4

.4

.7

.6

.54

.64.32

wouldn'tmind

(9)

CA25Moreclientinformationoncomputer?
Anythingin

.28

.23.33

.3

.0*

.4

.3

.5

.2

.5

.2

.16

.41.41

files

t06

s05

CA26ComputerappropriateinSW?
Inappropriate

.28

.39.17

.4

.2

.6*

.5

.3

.2

.0*

.2

.23

.23.46

t03

s03

s06

Forfullexplanationoftable;seestartof6.i. Key: .46=proportionofsocialworkersinspecifiedcategorywhotookspecifiedvaluewas.46. 104=Kendall'staucorrelationsignificantat.04level. s04-Clii-2correlation(correctedfor2x2table)significantat.04level. (4)»Numberofrespondentsinsample=4.Thisfigurei6showniflessthan10. * •=districtdiffersbyover.25frommeanforproportionofsocialworkerstakingspecified
\



Use of caseload list

Nothing/nothing much
Checking accuracy of computer list or

own manual list

Keeping reviews/visits up-to-date
Other caseload management (closures,

overall view, etc)
Other (supervisions etc)

Dept A Dept

11 8

6 7
13 2

9 14
6 7

Notes;

1. Some respondents gave more than one use.
2. The two social workers in department B who used the list for
review purposes did so purely by handwritten annotations, as compared
to the computer-printed review system in department A.

Table 6.1.2a: Social workers/ comments as to their use of the
caseload list (seniors excluded)

Reasons for preferring caseload list Dept A Dept B

Better quality information (more complete,
up-to-date, accurate, etc) 6 10

Saves keeping manual list 1 14

Notes:
1. Some social workers gave more than one reason.
2. The low total figures for department A are because this question
was not asked in the first two districts visited there (A3 and Al).

Table 6.1.2b; Reasons given by those social workers who preferred
the caseload lists to their previous manual system

Method of correcting mistakes Dept A Dept B

Use appropriate form 3 9
Inform admin staff (see note 3) 21 15
Inform senior (see note 3) 10 0
No idea what to do 50

Notes:
1. Some respondents gave more than one answer.
2. This question was not asked in district B6, where implementation
was still in progress.
3. A few social workers said they left it to admin or senior staff to
spot mistakes as well as to correct them. These have been included,
as appropriate, in the second or third rows of the table.

Table 6.1.2c: How social workers said they corrected mistakes in
caseload lists
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Relative advantages

Availability/speed of use
Easier/more understandable to use

Information more complete/accurate

Card index VDU/Client index(*)

41 15
23 3
19 37

*Note: Although the printed client index was beginning to be
recognised as quicker and more useful (in department B) than the VDU
for looking up whether a caller was known, it was only in district B3
that this was widely recognised at the time of my visit (6.2.5d).
Thus the answers given in the table refer very largely to the VDU
alone rather than the VDU/Client index combination.

Table 6.1.3a: Numbers of social workers who stated various advantages
of the card index and the VDU/Client index(*)
(Total respondents =73)

District Case category ? Birth or age? Name of GP?
cards VDU cards VDU cards VDU

B1 31 40 23 33 7 14
B2 38 40 27 30 14 21
B3 34 40 17 36 10 29
B6 37 40 24 38 12 27

Total 140 160 91 137 43 91
% completion 87% 100% 57% 86% 27% 57%

Table 6.1.3b : Completion rate for various types of entry
and on the VDU

District Cases with
"other
information"
cards VDU

Information
concerns

an agency
cards VDU

Information
concerns

other matter

cards VDU

B1 12 12 1 10 13 3
B2 12 7 1 5 10 2
B3 14 18 2 12 13 8
B6 16 26 1 26 15 3

Total 54 63
% completion 34% 41%

5
3%

53
33%

51
32%

16
10%

Table 6.1.3c: Items of "other information" entered on cards and
on the computer
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Storage medium Cases Case category Birth or age GP's name

Cards (1974/75) 42
Cards (1976/77) 38
Computer (1977) 40

38(90%)
31(82%)
40(100%)

20(48%)
26(68%)
36(90%)

8(19%)
13(34%)
29(73%)

Table 6.1.3d: Completion rates for various types of entry in
different years

Medium used Cases Times taken (seconds)
total average shortest longest

Card index 13 351 27 14 65
Client index 13 365 28 7 50
VDU 9 510 57

.
20 175

Table 6.1.3e: Times taken to look up various client names on

various types of index

Method Dept A Dept

Ask admin staff 27 21
Use VDU 9 5
Use client index 0 13

No. of respondents 34 34

Note: Some social workers gave more than one method.

Table 6.1.3f: How social workers said they usually found out
if a caller was known

Frequency of use of VDU Dept A Dept B

Never 26 27
Once or twice 4 11

Normally or occasionally 16 7

Table 6.1.3g: Crosstabulation of VDU usage ( CAO 7) by department
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Dept A

25 ( *)

4.7

Dept B

37

2.6

Number of respondents

General results of form-completion
Average errors per form
Forms with correct combination of sections

completed
Respondents who mentioned having difficulty

with mock case

«

Specific entries on form
Forms where cessation of day nursery would

have been entered on the computer
Forms where date of next review would have been

entered on the computer
Forms where category/problem code on computer

would have been updated

Key:
(*) For department A the results for the original, more complex, mock
case (A3.3) are excluded.

7(28%) 32(86%)

22(88%) 19(51%)

6(24%) 31(84%)

23(92%) 34(92%)

20(80%) 2(5%)

Table 6.1.4a: Differences between departments in mock-case completion

Codes available No. of uses

CATEGORY - MAJOR CHANGE AREA

No change intended 2
Major environmental 4
Social/personal environmental 10
Social role 0
Behaviour/attitude relationships 5

CATEGORY - SOCIAL WORKER ACTIVITIES

Investigation
Information/advice
Mobilising departmental services
Advocacy - mobilising in other agency
Education in social skills

Check-up/review visiting
Facilitating problem-solving/decision-making
Sustaining/nurturing
Group activities
Report

Notes:
1. Number of social workers completing forms = 25.
2. For "social worker activity" one or two codes could be entered.

Table 6.1.4b: Choice of codes by social workers during completion
of mock case in department A

1
3

13
4
0
5
8
3
0
1
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Action taken No. of cases

Use general code (eg "other") 26
Use nearest code 16
Some code is always suitable 13
Add narrative to form beside coded entry 10
Leave entry blank 2

Note: There were 57 respondents, and some gave more than one reply.

Table 6.1.4c: Action taken by social workers when no code is suitable

Dept A Dept B

Have own list 26 11

Easy access to list 2 5
Hard to find / Never use it 3 12

Table 6.1.4d: Access to codelist by social workers, excluding seniors

Dept A

Overall opinions of review form

FAVOURABLE:
Total= 7

UNFAVOURABLE:
Total= 56

21=Based on coding; no
structured narrative

ll=Poor layout
ll=Form use not understood

Dept B

27

ll=Quick to complete
10=Good structure/layout

38

13=Long turnround time in
awaiting and filing

9="Update Type" tick-boxes
confusing

Use of form for reference purposes in file

FAVOURABLE:
Total=

UNFAVOURABLE:
Total= 47

21=Narrative section too

small/Form no use apart
from narrative section

15=Codes too time-consuming

27

17=Top form up-to-date;
no need to search file

9=Agency/GP info, useful

40
14=Poor presentation
7=Family ages and

structure absent

Notes 1. Some respondents gave more than one reason.
2. Only reasons given by 7 or more respondents are detailed.

Table 6.1.4e: Comments on the review forms by social workers
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Dept A Dept B

MAIN GOOD POINTS

Benefits to social workers & seniors

(information, "discipline", etc) 18 30
Benefits to district as a whole 22 20
Benefits to management and administration 18 4

MAIN DRAWBACKS

Operational drawbacks affecting social workers
(time, duplication, etc) 27 30

Other drawbacks (cost, civil liberties,
changeover disruption, etc) 10 25

Note: Some social workers gave more than one answer

Table 6.1.5a: Main good points and drawbacks of the computer system,
as seen by social workers

Dept A Dept B

MAIN OBJECTIVES INTENDED

All-round improvement in district activity -

efficiency, professionalism, etc 21 25

Improve planning and management 17 11
Provision of a central index for the department 10 9

MAIN BENEFICIARIES INTENDED

Management 23 14
Administration 12 12
All members of the department 8 15
Social workers 7 2

Note: Some social workers gave more than one answer.

Table 6.1.5b: Main objectives and beneficiaries of the computer
intended by those who introduced it, as seen by social workers
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Dept A Dept B

COMPUTER MORE SECURE BECAUSE ...

Security of manual systems is poor (files on
desks, break-ins, fire danger, etc) 22 24

VDU hard to use (password, off at night, etc) 19 23

Computer information limited and often coded 5 4

COMPUTER LESS SECURE BECAUSE ...

VDU easy to use or can be seen by others 10 5

Computer information already available to more
people 9 6

Computer access could be widened further -

councillors, other agencies, etc 6 3
Criminal access to bulk information easier 3 3

Note: Some social workers gave more than one reason.

Table 6.1.6a: Reasons given by social workers for security or
otherwise of computer information, compared to a manual system

Dept A Dept

Anything on files can go on computer 10 15
Some extensions to computer information

should not be permitted 29 29

Nothing else should go on/too much on already 5 1

Table 6.1.6b: Attitudes to extension of information on the computer
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Dept A Dept '

Definitely inappropriate 18 7

Inappropriate in some respects,
or to some extent only 20 26

Definitely appropriate 8 9

Table 6.1.7a: Appropriateness of computers in social work

(variable CA26)

Dept A Dept
Infringement - detailed results
A: Yes 5 0
B: Yes, but beneficial/right 6 4
C: No 19 13
D: No, and beneficial/right 16 27

Infringement ? - summary (variable CA16)
AB: Yes 11 4
CD: No 35 40

Superiors' access beneficial/right
BD: Mentioned (spontaneously) 22 31
AC: Not mentioned 24 13

Note: For convenience the four main types of response have been
labelled here from 'A' to 'D'. The second and third parts of the
table combine responses 'A' to 'D' in the manner shown.

Table 6.1.7b: Does the computer infringe on social workers/ rights
through providing more information to superiors ?

Infringements described by social workers
Computer becomes master, makes social workers

administrators, infringes on time, forces
unreasonable classification

Senior management access - threaten district
autonomy, misinterpret information

Wider access threatens confidentiality
(Number of social workers commenting

Dept A Dept B

7 6

8 2
6 4

16 11)

Why it was right/beneficial for superiors to have more information
Helps social workers - better supervisions, more

accountability, improves your performance 4 8
Helps senior's work 3 9
Helps management/planning 4 0
(Number of social workers commenting 10 14)

Table 6.1.7c: Comments by social workers during discussion on
infringements
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District

Organisation -

organic/mixed/mechanistic
Proportion preferring

computer (variable CA14)
Overall attitude to the computer-

favourable/ average/unfavourable

A1 A2 A3 A4 B1 B2 B3 B6

org org mec mix mec org mix org

.5 .6 .1 .5 .4 .5 .9 .5

ave fav unf see unf ave fav see

A9.6 A9.6

Note: The organic/mechanistic classification in the first row of the
table was developed in chapter 4, using data unrelated to
computerisation. Thus it was obtained independently of the variable
in the second row and of the classification in the third.

Table 6.2.2: Relationship between district structure and preference
for the computer

Degree of accuracy Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3

Good 263
Some problems 427
Poor 410

Table 6.2.3a: Accuracy of computer reports, as seen by social workers
(variable CA05)

Type of errors Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3

List out of date 620
Cases omitted/added/repeated 514
Mistakes in individual cases (wrong codes,

dates, addresses, etc) 522

Note:.Some social workers mentioned more than one type of error.

Table 6.2.3b: Type of errors in caseload lists mentioned by social
workers
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Indications of accuracy Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3

Total number of cases 622 715 852

Date of birth omitted, or year only stated 148 165 179
(24%) (23%) (19%)

Invalid category code 5 1 3
Invalid social worker code at head of list 7 0 0

Table 6.2.3c: Indications of accuracy from observation of caseload
lists

Method used by seniors

Computer caseload list
Manual list or no method

Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3

3 7 6
3 0 1

Table 6.2.3d: Methods used by seniors in supervisions to keep track
of cases (as reported by social workers)

Method of correction Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3

Use appropriate form 1 3 5
Inform admin staff (see note 3) 9 3 3
Inform senior (see note 3) 0 0 0
No idea what to do 0 0 0

Note: See notes 1-3 at table 6.1.2c.

Table 6.2.3e: How social workers said they corrected caseload lists

Method Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist

Ask admin 9 7 0
Use VDU 0 2 0
Use client index 0 0 8

Table 6.2.3f: How social workers found out if a caller was known
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Whereabouts of list Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist

Have own list at hand 0 6 3

Have easy access to a list 0 0 4

List hard to find/often lost 7 1 1

Note: Seniors are excluded - all had their own list at hand

Table 6.2.3g: Access to codelists by social workers

Time period Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3

Always within a few days 114
Sometimes up to a few weeks late 573
Sometimes very late or never 413

Table 6.2.3h: Is client information sheet sent to computer when
changes are made to it ?

Preference Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3

Computer system
•

4 6 10
No preference/not sure 1 2 0
Previous manual system 6 3 1

Table 6.2.3i: Preference for computer or previous manual system

Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3

Inappropriate 320
Inappropriate in some respects,

or to some extent only 567
Appropriate 224

Table 6.2.3j: General appropriateness of computers in social work
(variable CA26)
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Reasons for preferring caseload list Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3

Better quality information (more complete,
up-to-date, accurate) 008

Saves keeping manual list 353

Notes : 1. Some social workers gave more than one reason.
2. Regarding district B2 see qualification in 6.2.5c.

Table 6.2.5a: Reasons given by those social workers who preferred the
caseload list to their previous manual system

Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3
Overall opinions of form
favourable 5 6 11
unfavourale 10 14 6
Use for reference purposes in file
favourable 3 6 10
unfavourable 14 13 6

Note: For details of the more frequent comments see table 6.1.4e.

Table 6.2.5b: Comments on the CIS by social workers

Dist B1 Dist B2 Dist B3
Main good points
Benefits to social workers and seniors 6 7 10
Benefits to district as a whole 555
Benefits to management and administration 022
Main drawbacks

Operational drawbacks affecting social workers 997
Other drawbacks 468

Note: Some social workers gave more than one answer.

Table 6.2.5c: Main good points and drawbacks of the computer, as seen
by social workers
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Name and Meaning of Variable...

CA04: CA05: CA06:
Caseload Accuracy Usefulm

management of computer of
method reports reports

Var¬ Meaning of variable Lower values more more more

iable of variable ^ computer accurate useful

PPLA Local authority
$

department A - - .01
PP03 Age younger - - .00
PT03 Social work qualification no - - .00
PX21 Position in district lower position - - .00
PX23 Years in fieldwork less years - - .00
PX25 Admin/clerical experience no - - .01
PX28 Supervisory experience (excl. SW) no - - .01
PX32 Caring profession experience no - - .00
PE21 Caseload size less cases .01 - .01
PE24 Highest position expect to reach lower position - - TCff
PE26 Member of BASW no - - .00
PF01 Mistakes completing sheet T less mistakes .01 - -

SU01 Agency discussion- client permission? more necessary .02 .00 .05
SU05 Theory v. common sense better in SW? commonsense - - .00
SV04 Influences- professional standards more important - - Toff
SV45 Activities- form-filling (not files) more important .01 - .00
CA02 Individual v. team approach in district more team - .05 .01
CA04 Caseload management- computer v. manual more computer - .02 .00
CA05 Computer reports- accuracy more accurate .02 - .00
CA06 Computer reports- usefulness more useful .00 .00 -

CA09 Computer v. card index preference more computer .00 - .01
CA12 Review form- reference value more useful .01 .01 .02
CA14 Computer v. previous- overall preference more computer .00 - .00
CA15 Form-filling & paperwork - time taken less/same now - - .01
CA26 Computer appropriate in SW? less appropriate ! .03 .02 .01

For explanation of table: see 6.3.1.

Table 6.3.2: Social worker characteristics and computer reports: tau correlation significances

Usefulness of Use Unqualified, Qualified Seniors,
assistants, DOs(*)
etc

Great help or some help 14 9 21
No help 27 4 4

2 great or some help 342 692 842

*Note: All seniors and district officers interviewed were qualified except for
one. This unqualified senior is however excluded from the table as he/she had a

missing value on variable CA06.

Table 6.3.2a: Usefulness of caseload lists (CAU6), as reported by
different categories of district staff (PX21)



Name ana Meaning of Variable

CA07: CA08: CA09:

Usage of VDU lookup: Prefer comp¬
VDU admin or uter^) or

by self SW job? card index?

Var¬ Meaning of variable Lower values less more more

iable of variable often admin computer(*)

PP02 Sex
V

female .00 - .03
PP03 Age younger .01 .04 -

PT04 Science or management training no .00 .00 -

PX23 Years in fieldwork less years - .00 -

PX24 Industrial experience (any type) no .01 - -

PX28 Supervisory experience (excl. SW) no - - .00
SU23 Individual v. wider SW context wider context - .01 -

SV08 Influences- colleagues' views more important - - .00
SV41 Activities- supervision sessions more important .05 .01 -

SV42 Activities- counselling, casework more important .01 - -

SV47 Activities- friendly check-ups more Important - .01 -

SW24 Time of last phone from HQ more recent .00 .01 -

CA24 Client access to own file more acceptable 75? - .01
CA27 CXm experience of this system less months - .00 -

CA04 Caseload management- computer v. manual more computer - - .00
CA06 Computer reports- usefulness more useful - - .01
CA07 VDU- usage by self less often - .00 -

CA08 VDU look-up: job for admin or SW? more admin .00 - -

CA09 Computer v. card index preference more computer - - -

CA14 Computer v. previous- overall preference more computer .02 .05 .00
CA15 Form-filling & paperwork - time taken less/same now - - .01
CA17 Attitude change post-computer more favourable - - .01

CA18 Cost- reasonable priority? more reasonable - - .00
CA26 Computer appropriate in SW? less appropriate .04 - .00

For explanation of table: see 6.3.1.

(*) Note: For variable CA09 social workers were asked how the new system of the VDU and computer-printed
client index compared to the old card index system. Variables CA07 and CA08, on the other hand, refer only to
the VDU and not to the client index as well.

Table 6.3.3: Social worker characteristics, the VDU and client index: tau correlation significances
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Name and Meaning of Variable.

CA10: CA12 CA13:
Code compl- Review form Review
etion: self reference form:

other value

CA15:

Form-filling
& paperwork:
time taken

Var- Meaning of variable Lower values more more less less/same
iable of variable self useful frequent time now

PPLA Local authority
♦

department A .00 .00 - -

PE24 Highest position expect to reach lower position - .04 .00 -

SU03 Client/SWer relative responsibility more SWer's - - - .01
SV01 Influences- departmental rule6 more important - .00 - -

SV03 Influences- SW's political views more important - - .01 -

SW21 Time of last visit to HQ more recent .01 .02 - -

SW23 Time of last visit from HQ more recent .00 - - -

SW41 Project leader's name less known .00 - - -

SW51 Project staff (excl. leader) names less known .00 - - -

CA01 View of self- generic v. specialist more generic - - .01 -

CA03 Own caseload- long or short-term? more long -

.01
.00 -

CA04 Caseload management- computer v. manual more computer - - -

CA05 Computer reports- accuracy more accurate - .01 - -

CA06 Computer reports- usefulness more useful .04 .02 - .01
CA09 Computer v. card index preference more computer - - - .01
CA10 Code-completion by self v. other more self - - .00 -

CA12 Review form- reference value more useful - - - -

CA13 Review form- own usage les6 frequent .00 - - .02
CA14 Computer v. previous- overall preference more computer - .01 .01 TUU
CA15 Form-filling 6 paperwork - tine taken less/same now - - .02 -

CA16 Superiors' access- infringement? more worried - .01 - -

CA18 Cost- reasonable priority? more reasonable .04 - - .00

CA19 Cynicism re objectives of computer more cynical - - - .00

CA20 Form design- consultation adequacy? more adequate - - - .01

For explanation of table: see 6.3.1.

Table 6.3.4: Social worker characteristics, forms and coding: tau correlation significances

variable significance significance significance
overall in dept A in dept B

SW21 .01 .22 .34
SW23 .00 .36 .00
SW41 .00 .48 jJIO
SW51 .00 .38 .26

Table 6.3.4a: Tau correlation significances of variable CAlC with various other variables, by aepartment
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Name and Meaning of Variable

CA14: CA17 CA18: CA19:
Preference- Attitude Cost- Cynicism re

computer change post reasonable objectives
v. previous computer priority? of computer

Var¬ Meaning of variable Lower values
f

more more more more

iable of variable
i

computer favourable reasonable cynical

PP02 Sex
$

female .00 .00 .04 .03

PT03 Social work qualification no .01 - - -

PT13 Arts/social-science training (excl. SW) no - .00 - .03
PX24 Industrial experience (any type) no .01 - - -

PE21 Caseload size less case6 - .01 - -

PE24 Highest position expect to reach lower position .00 .01 .02 -

SU02 Colleague discussion- client permission? more necessary - - - .00

SV06 Influences- director's views more important - - .00 .01
SV08 Influences- colleagues' views more important .02

'

-i2iL - .01
CA24 Client access to own file more acceptable - - - .01

CA04 Caseload management- computer v. manual more computer .00 .04 - -

CA06 Computer reports- usefulness more useful .00 - .02 -

CA09 Computer v. card index preference more computer .00 .01 .00 .04

CA12 Review form- reference value more useful .01 - - -

CA13 Review form- own usage less frequent .01 - - -

CA14 Computer v. previous- overall preference more computer - - .00 .05
CA15 Form—filling time now v. previous less time now .00 - .00 .00

CA17 Attitude change post-computer more favourable - - - -

CA18 Cost- reasonable priority? more reasonable .00 - - .01

CA19 Cynicism re objectives of computer more cynical .05 - .01 -

CA22 Security- computer v. manual more computer 7TRT - - .01

CA26 Computer appropriate in SW? less appropriate .00 .03 - -

For explanation of table: see 6.3.1.

Table 6.3.5: Social worker characteristics and the computer as a whole: tau correlation significances
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Name ana Meaning of Variable

CA22: CA23: CA25:

Security: Computer More infor¬
computer use: cli¬ mation on

v. manual ents views? computer?

Var- Meaning of variable Lower values
o

more less more

yLP.i* of variable computer worried acceptable

PPLA Local authority department A .00 - -

PT03 Social work qualification no - .01 -

PT13 Arts/social-science training (excl. SW) no .01 .01 -

PX21 Position in district lower position - .00 .04

PX23 Years in fieldwork less years - .01 -

PE05 Previous computer experience no - - .00
PE24 Highest position expect to reach lower position - .01 -

PE25 Member of NALGO no - - .01

PE26 Membe r of BASW no - - .00
SU04 Detached/emotional relationship better? emotional .01 - -

SV01 Influences- departmental rules more important .01 - -

SV04 Influences- professional standards more important .01 - -

SV41 Activities- supervision sessions more important .01 - -

SV45 Activities- form-filling (not files) more important .00 - -

SW22 Time of last phone to HQ more recent - - .01

SW24 Time of last phone from HQ more recent .00 - -

CA01 View of self- generic v. specialist more generic - - .01

CA14 Computer v. previous- overall preference more computer .00 - -

CA19 Cynicism re objectives of computer more cynical .01 - -

CA22 Security- computer v. manual more computer - .04 .00

CA23 Computer use: would clients mind? less worried .04 - -

CA25 More client information on computer? more acceptable .00 - -

CA26 Computer appropriate in SW? less appropriatet .01 - .05

For explanation of table: see 6.3.1.

Table 6.3.6: Social worker characteristics, security and confidentiality: tau correlation significances

Name and Meaning of Variable.

CA16: CA26:

Superiors' Computer
access: in- appropriate
fringement? in SW?

Var- Meaning of variable
iabie

PE26 Member of BASW
SV43 Activities- informal work, discussions
CA28 Mistakes in mock-case completion
CA06 Computer reports- usefulness
CA09 Computer v. card index preference
CA12 Review form- reference value
CA14 Computer v. previous- overall preference
CA16 Superiors' access- infringement?
CA21 Training adequacy?
CA22 Security- computer v. manual
CA26 Computer appropriate in SW?

Lower values more

of variable worried

4
no .01
more important .01
less mistakes .01
more useful -

more computer
more useful .01
more computer -
more worried -

more adequate
more computer -
less appropriate

less

appropriate

.01

.00

.02

.00

.01

.01

For explanation of table: see 6.3.1.

Table 6.3.7: Social worker characteristics and the nature of social work: tau correlation significances
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Dept A Dept B

Deal- in codes not narrative; hard not soft data;
facts not opinions; are cold not personal 27 19

Computer may dicate to social workers; restrict
options; make social workers administrators;
force objectivity and evaluation into social work 9 9

Dangers over confidentiality and access 3 5

Table 6.3.7a: Why social workers felt computers to be out of place in
social work

No. of mentions

1984; mass surveillance, unscrupulous use of
computer lists; etc 16

Cleverness of computers; "fantastic"; good for
boring jobs; etc 11

Computer blunders - Swansea; bills for £0; etc 9
Computer only as good as the user 6
Use of computers as excuse by officials 4
Computer incompatible with personal approach;

Marks and Spencer withdrew computers; etc 3

Note; Some social workers mentioned more than one topic

Table 6.3.7b: General impressions of computers from books, media, etc

No. of mentions

Type of social worker who likes the computer
Efficient/methodical/recognise value of
paperwork/enjoy paperwork 20
Willing to do as told/accept change/open-minded 16
Find computer helpful/high caseload 6
Enjoys using VDU/likes computers/likes toys 5
Young/professional/academic 3

Type of social worker who dislikes the computer
Disorganised/dislikes administrative work 21
Dislike change/used to own method/older 16
Frightened/suspicious/not technically-minded 14
Worried re access and confidentiality 14
Like personal, involved approach/dislike codes 10
Lazy/inadequate/afraid of superiors 9
Resentful of cost/gimmickry 9
Left-wing/nonconformist/"extreme socialist type" 5
Efficient/professional/prefer to organise own work 5
Female 2

Note: Some social workers gave more than one reply

Table 6.3.7c: Views on types of social workers who like or dislike
the computer
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No. of Variable Favourable (f) or unfavourable (u) Corrs.

sig . corrs. useful¬ SWers' attitude cynicism civil not inc-

at levels: value used in ness VDU use- change- re intro liberty luded

.05 .01 name meaning this table (1) etc (2) CA07,08 CA17 - CA19 (3)

10 6 PE24 highest posn. expect to reach lower position uuuuuu • u f_ f CA18
8 3 PX21 position in district lower position uuuuu f If
7 4 PP02 sex female uu u £ f CA09,18
7 •?4 PT04 science/management training no uuu uu f CA21
6 4 PPLA local authority department A fuuu uu

6 3 CA27 own experience of this system less months uuu £ CA05,20
5 4 SV45 form-filling (not files) less imp.(l) uuu u CA20
5 3 PP03 age younger 11 if u CA21
5 3 PT03 social work qualification no uuu f caTT
5 3 PX23 years in fieldwork less years uu £ f f_
5 3 SW24 time of last phone from HQ less recent(l) uu uu u

4 3 PT13 arts/social science training no I f ff
4 3 PE26 member of BASW no _u f ff
3 3 PE21 caseload size less cases uu u

Table 6.3.8; Social worker characteristics which correlated best with computer attitude variables

Notes:

(1) Generally the tables in this thesis (eg appendix 6) use the lower values taken by variables. However this
pattern has not been followed in the above table in the case of variables SV45 and SW24 where the higher values
are given. This is done so that the pattern in later columns of the table can be seen more easily.

(2) This column concerns attitudes to the use, usefulness, and appropriateness of the computer (excluding the use
of the VDU) and is based on variables CA04, 06, 10-14, 26.

(3) This column deals with attitudes to what might broadly be termed civil liberties issues - the security of
information on the computer (CA22), the extension of computer information (CA23), whether clients are thought
to mind that a computer is used (CA25), and the fact that superiors now have more information (CA16).

Description of table (see also example below)
The table shows those social worker characteristic variables which correlated significantly with at least three

computer attitude variables at the .01 level or better, or with at least six at the .05 level or better (the
complete set of all correlations at the .05 level is given in appendix 6). The first two columns show the number
of such correlations. The name, meaning, and an extreme value (note (1)) of each variable are then specified.

The right hand section of the table summarises attitudes to the computer of social workers taking the specified
values of the characteristic variables. The columns were obtained by grouping together those computer attitude
variables which correlated in the same direction with the characteristic variables and which also fell into the
same broad area of meaning (e.g. notes (2) and (3)). Those attitude variables which did not correlate
significantly with more than three of the characteristic variables and whose meaning did not fit into any of the
other columns are listed in the final column.

In the columns a "u" or an "f" is entered for each significant correlation between the social worker
characteristic variable and one of the variables on which the column is based. An "f" indicates an attitude
favourable to the computer, and "u" an unfavourable one. Underlining (eg "u") indicates a correlation significant
at the .01 level or better.

Example:
Variable PX21 correlated at the .05 significance level or better with 8 computer attitude variables, and 3 of

these correlations were at the .01 level or better. Five of the correlations (including two of the three most
significant) suggest that the lower the social worker's position in the office, the less useful they regard the
computer system, and the less likely they are to use it. However a further correlation suggests a different
relationship regarding use of the VDU - those staff in lower positions are more likely to want social workers to be
able to use the VDU. Finally, two other correlations suggest that staff in lower positions tend to be more
satisfied as regards civil liberties issues.
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Figure 1.5.1: Structure of a typical small Social Services Department
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Figure 1.5.2: Mechanistic and organic types of organisation

MECHANISTIC ORGANIC

Tasks

a. Tasks and problems facing the
organisation are broken down
into specialisms.

b. Individuals pursue their tasks
as distinct from the goals of
the organisation as a whole -
like a subcontract worked on

independently.

Authority

c. A hierarchic structure - a

dependence on superiors to define
individual tasks and relate them
to the goals of the organisation.

d. The head of the organisation has
final responsibility for defining
tasks and relating them to the
organisations's goals.

Communication

e. A hierarchic structure -

communication tends to be
between superior and subordinate.

f. Communication consists of
commands and decisions.

Reference groups

g. Importance and prestige attached
to local rather than cosmopolitan
knowledge, experience and skills.

Problems are expected to arise which
do not fit predefined specialist roles.

Individuals pursue their work in
relation to the goals of the
organisation as a whole.

A network structured) - adjustment and
continual redefinition of individual
tasks through interaction with others.

Shared responsibility for relating
current tasks to the organisation's
goals - decisions are taken at the
point where relevant knowledge and
expertise is located.

A network(*) structure - communication
takes place according to the needs of
the organisation rather than to the
rank of the people concerned.
Communication consists of information,
advice and consultation.

Importance and prestige attached to
expertise in the technical and
professional circles outside the
organisation.

(*) Organic systems are nonetheless stratified. Burns and Stalker (1961)
state: "Positions are differentiated according to seniority - ie greater
expertise. The lead in joint decisions is frequently taken by seniors,
but it is an essential presumption that the lead, ie 'authority', is
taken by whoever shows himself most informed and capable."
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Figure 5.1.2: Operation of the two systems
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Figure 5.1.4: Computer forms attached

Department A

Form A1 - Referral form for client (*)

Form A2 - Referral form for household member (*)

Form A3 - Review/movement form (*)

Form A4 - General amendment form

Department B

Form B1 - Referral form (double-sided)

Form B3 - Client information sheet (*) - see also 5.1.2b

(*) = plus carbonated copy
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Figure 5.1.A - Department A - Form A1 - Referral form (client)
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Figure 5.1.4 - Department A - Form A2 - Referral form (household member)
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Figure 5.1.4 - Department A - Font A3 - Review/movement form

SOCIAL SERVICES/REVIEW/MOVEMENT FORM No. CASE REF. No.
TERMINATION SS 333 I S~ / O ,1 2-3^,0

NAME 'SMITH ADDRESS -2j LC-WP %T.
DATE OF

BIRTH 1,2 0Z,1,Z

Type of Action: — Movement j 2 j Temknation^^g^' Review ^Amendment I 4 ' Date j | 3 [ 1, (g
MOVEMENT DETAILS:

Address from which admitted

Discharge from Admission to.

I i 1 I II 'I 1
Reason for Admission/Discharge—Children I Others Staylnd. [_1 ! Dsv 2 i Short J 3 j Long

TERMINATION DETAILS: - ,

Resources Terminated -rr* H.v"-. 1 2. 1 . 3 i 1 , , 1 , ,

1 , , 1 L i i

i
i , ,

Reason for Termination j O 2. I

REVIEW DETAILS:

Social Worker Activities j q ; j [ Q ^

Major Change Area 1 0 ^

Resources Allocated - _

Resources Needed .

Resources no longer Reauireo . I*"! I,"3

Resources Unavailable .

—j—i— 1 1 . . II , , II . .

1 , . 1 , ,

i 1 . . 11 , . 1
. . ii . . i ! , ,

In l.3l 1 , , 1! . .

. . 1! . . II . . 1 ,

, , 1 1 , , 1 1 , , i , ,

, . 11 . , ! I , •

i

,

Date of Next Review j j 3 , O ; G "7 "7 I
Transfer Soc. Work New District Household Ref. No.

Social Worker's Notes.

f>crTlv \juvs~S. b LxfWs*-
keAx- wUi <L9LA^.H-

Social Worker's Signature C(5vf"^
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Figure 5.1.4 - Department A - Form A4 - General amendment form

SOCIAL SfcRVIC65 DEPARTMENT
FORM N<x

CA*£ RSFFK6*rC6

1/1(11,1

etlENTS NAME/ADDLES

GENERAL AMENDMENT FORM

s

scSeew
No

DETAILS TO 8E
AMENDED/UPDATED

TICK
APT BOX ENTER BELOW DETAILS OF AMENDMENT/UPDATE REQUIRED

01
REFERRAL

(PRINCIPAL CLIENT)

03
REVIEW/MOVEMENT/

TERMINATION

07/03/03
ASSESSMENT

DETAILS

10
REGISTRATION

DETAILS

11/12
CHILD AND YOUNG

PEPSONS
DETAILS

I
|
!
> ■

HOUSEHOLD
"

MEMOER 0&TAIL5

j1
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Figure 5.1.4 - Department 3 - Form B1 - Referral form (side 2)

PROBLEM SUMMARY AND REASON FOR REFERRAL

C^jJ) p-rrie(i

ACTIONS PERFORMED

ACTIONS RECOMMENDED

picxc«-

Referral Taken By
(Signature)

ALLOCATION DETAILS

MEDICAL DIAGNOSIS
(Where relevant)

ALLOCATION DATE

CLOSURE DATE

ALLOCATED BY
(S^.W. Initials)

■ £,/. i 1

| < <* 'Q'"2- ■ *"!' ^ ■

ALLOCATION DECISION

ALLOCATED TO i V i ^ i
(initials)

ALLOCATION DEFERRED

CLOSED: SITUATION RESOLVED

NO RESOURCE

REFERRED ELSEWHERE

-1 I

ALLOCATION (Notes)

Visvi- krvjc^Ltf(i L OL>vtwvj^-

Senior5^^!^.^l-
(Signature)

Date (.L?:26_.
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Figure 5.1.7 (Department A): Referral and allocation procedure

KEY TO SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A1,B1 Referral forms in the two departments (5.1.4)
Admin Includes receptionist
CIS Client Information Sheet (department B - 5.1.2b)
NFA Senior decides No Further Action, so no social worker

allocated. Usually duty officer did all required.
VDU Visual Display Unit (5.1.5)
Hard Copy Printed copy of contents of VDU screen (5.1.5)
SW Social Worker

Note: The time scales in the left hand column assume no
~

hitches. The dotted lines indicate that case papers
wait in a basket for the next stage of the process.
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* 7 V
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7
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Figure 5.1.7 (Department B): Referral and allocation procedures

Note: See previous sheet for meanings of symbols and abbreviations
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Figure 5.2 (Department A): History of the project In department A
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Figure 5.2 (Department B): History of the project in department B
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Figure 5.4.5: Press coverage of the two systems

Department A

Council Newspaper

June 1976

down the
form

j>- ■

A PILOT computer
scheme Tor the Social
Services Department
has been inpperation at
the district
office since the end of
April.

The aim of the system is to
create a central register of
people throughout the
borough who are -receiving

. any form of aid from Social
Services, such as meals on

.-wheels or home helps, and to
.provide social work staff with
instant access to information
which will enable them todeal
moreeasilywith the manydif¬
ferent problems which arise.

Once the system has been
thoroughly - tested and
approved itwillbe introduced
to the other offices.

GREAT VALUE

"When folly operational,- the
system will beofgreatvalue in
auch crises at fuei shortages
and power cuts by providing
speedy information about peo¬
ple likely to need help in such
situations.-^ - "

L Deputy Director -df Social
Services, ; Sir "-4BWV

I mm, told membersofthe
' Social 'Services -Committee:

"We have overcome the prdb-
t iems of security and confiden¬

tiality. Only officers .-of the
; Department will have access
J to the information and there
] will he passwords which can
1 be changed regularly.
| "The computer will reduce
: the need for slot of form fil¬

ling and allow social workers
to devote more time to their

I clients."-

Department B

Local Press

June 1976

Social workers get
push-button aid

SOCIAL workers on IP
should soon be able

to spend more lime "in
the hold" and less in tho
office — thanks to a com¬

puter.
Members of

Council * social
services commit lee last
night gave the co-ahead for
a system which will mean
social workers will be able

lo obtain up-to-the-roinm®
infonnauon on any of iho
12,f»00 clients at the push oX
a button.

The computer system, ono
of the first of its kind in the
country, will show what
social help > might be
expected among the 6.000
clients of social workers, the
5.S00 people receiving homo
help -service and SOQ people
in residential care.

It will be linked with the
town'< main computer in tho

~~

(bfH'/C?
Computer lo
aid social
workers
SOCIAL workers in
will become the first in the
country to have computerised
Information about 12.U00 clients
available to them.

In a report to the social ser¬
vices committee last night, the
Director. Mr
said a study made during the
planning stage showed initially
information about fi.QOO clients
would be held in the computer.
In addition, the names of over
12.000 members of clients'
families would be recorded.

He stressed computerisation
would not affect the strict confi¬
dentiality of information.

Explaining the need for the
system, Mr MMP said: "It
means xve will be able to pro¬
duce information more speedily.'"
It will be time-savim; and social
workers will l>c dealing with
people rather than going
through files." '

A ftcrwa rdv conunittrf chair¬
man Coun. said:
"In the past there has been
adverse publicity aboui informa¬
tion stored in computers. But
1 want to make it clear, if any¬
thing, our imormation will lie
even more secure."

civic centre and will flash
information to area social
work teams in theJr offices
on a visual display uruL

oun.
_

committee chairman, loid
members: "It will mean field
workers wdl be able to
spend more time in the field
.with clients, where they
belong, rather than in the
office doing paper work."

Social services director.
said:

"We either have io transfer
our records to a computer
or refuse to take additional
cases.

"It will mean creator
accuracy for future use and
be extremely time saving.
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Figure 5.5.4: "Computer Jargon"

from "Computers, Managers and Society"

by Michael Rose

computer sales consultant: The immediate-access store on

this machine consists of 32K bytes, each of eight bits.
managino director: But these 'kay-bites' are actually connected

together - by wire, I mean?
computer sales consultant: 'Kay-bites'? Sorry. . .?
managing .director: You referred to 'kay-bites'. You said they

came in eight bits, and there were thirty-two of them. I'm asking if
they're actually joined together. . . .

computer sales consultant: I'm with you! I'm with you now.
Yes, that's right, there's thirty-two of them. But they're not called
'kay-bites'. Just bytes.

managing director: You definitely said thirty-two 'kay-bites'.
computer sales consultant: I'm sorry, no. Thirty-two K -

letter K - bytes. B-Y-T-E-S.
managing director: Ah I see . , . bytes.
computer sales consultant: The 'K' stands for a thousand,

of course. When I say 'K' 1 really mean a thousand of something.
Sorry about that.

managing director (.eagerly): A thousand bits?
consultant: No, actually. Bytes of eight bits here.
managing director : Just eight bits?
consultant: That's it. Eight bits. . . . No! no! I tell a lie! There's a

parity bit too with each byte. . . . We call that one a 'parity bit'.
managing director: An extra one? That's good. That's very

handy. It must be handy if you have extra work. This sounds a very
good machine.
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APPENDIX 1: THE BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH

This appendix looks at the background to the research. It describes

the relevance to the research of my previous experience (Al.l), the

choice of topice (A1.2) and the choice of departments (A1.3). Finally

(A1.4) mention is made of the pilot study - but the influence of the

pilot on the main fieldwork is left to appendix 3 (methodology).

Al.l MY OWN BACKGROUND

The research topic chosen was closely linked to my prior training

and experience. My academic training consisted of a mathematics

degree and a diploma in machine intelligence. I worked for a year for
British Steel as an operational research scientist, thus gaining a

background in systems analysis and computer programming. Subsequently
I was coordinator of a pilot scheme set up by Edinburgh Corporation

Social Work Department to draw up a register of elderly and disabled

people in a small area of the city (Craigentinny) and to ensure that

persons on the register were aware of the various benefits and
services available to them. The project was physically located in the

local district office of the social work department. It was a simple

matter to computerise the register, so that the project could have
available lists of persons in various categories, and statistical

printouts. Later I became the paid organiser of Edinburgh Citizens'

Rights Office, a largely voluntary agency which provided advice and
assistance regarding welfare benefits to members of the public and
conducted research in this field. One reason why a significant

proportion of those entitled to such benefits did not receive them

appeared to be the complexity of the system of benefits - their

number, the different forms, offices, assessment scales, etc. The
idea of a computer system to inform members of the public exactly how
this 'jungle' of provision affected them seemed to be a possible
answer and Michael Adler (of Edinburgh University) and myself were

able to set up a research project, funded initially by the Scottish

Office and subsequently by IBM UK Ltd., to develop and test such a

system for a Scottish local authority (Adler and du Feu, 1975; du Feu,

1977).

Thus my training and employment up to 1975 were largely concentrated
in two areas - computing and social work-related projects. It was
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from this background that the research proposal arose. My application
form for an SSRC award stated:

"I propose to investigate the existing and the potential

applications of computers by local authorities to problems

specifically concerned with social services. This would include

applications such as the computerisation of case records,

registers of elderly and disabled, assessment of entitlement to

welfare benefits, placing of children in care, etc. I would

probably also include applications in other local authority

departments if they could be said to help promote social welfare -

for example job guidance for school leavers by the education

department, house exchange schemes in the housing department, etc.

On the other hand I would largely exclude payroll calculations and

other such applications which are not specific to the task of the

department but are common to many computer installations.

I would propose to draw up a register of existing, proposed, and

potential applications; to investigate how and why such

innovations are introduced; to investigate their benefits and
costs to the public and the local authority. I might also make

computer models of some of the proposed applications to

investigate their feasibility and relative merits and, if

appropriate, to suggest how they could be implemented by local
authorities.

Most applications of the type to be investigated are still in an

experimental stage in a fairly small number of local authorities,
but the ideas are attracting considerable interest and can be

expected to become widespread. The research I propose, in

addition to its intrinsic interest, will therefore be of
considerable value to those local authorities thinking of

introducing such innovations in their social services departments
and computer sections."

My background was very helpful in looking at this area. I was to

some extent familiar with the life of a social work district office.

I was familiar with computing and the technical problems of design and

programming, and in particular had myself developed two systems

relevant to social services. I had some experience, too, from British
Steel and from the welfare benefits system (Adler et al, 1979), of the

non-technical factors which affect the initiation, design,
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implementation and acceptance or otherwise of computer systems.

Finally I had a number of contacts in and some knowledge of the

developing field of computer applications in social services.

However, the area described in the award application encompassed a

wide range of possibilities, and it rapidly became apparent that it
would be necessary to home in on a more specific topic which could be

adequately covered in the time available.

A1.2 THE CHOICE OF TOPIC

The first major task undertaken in the research was a survey of

proposed, existing and abandoned computer applications in or relevant
to social services. The questionnaire, methodology and response rates

for this survey are described in appendix 2 and the results appear in

chapter 2.
At the same time as this questionnaire was being developed, tested,

issued and collected, I was gathering information about relevant

computer applications from a wide range of other sources. These
included personal contacts made during the Welfare Benefits project, a

visit to the Birmingh am Clearing House for Local Authority Social
Services Research; and scanning of current and past publications

including those listed in 1.1, 2.3 and 3.1.
From this background material it was clear that computer

applications relevant to social services were usually numerical -

financial, survey analysis, etc - and sometimes extended to simple

registers of a well defined group of clients such as the blind or

children in care. This was confirmed by the results of the postal

survey, as described in chapter 2. However it was equally clear that

virtually all the discussion and interest amongst the research
officers involved in computer applications focussed on the grander

topic of large scale client information systems (1.1, 1.2), their

likely benefits and drawbacks, and the severe problems (on which
several systems had foundered or were foundering) of designing and

introducing them in a manner acceptable to social work staff.
At the same time I was doing some reading on the question of

computerisation and innovation in organisations. Some organisational

types were generally held to be more appropriate for innovation than
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others (1.5). The design and method of implementation of systems,

too, was important as this had to be appropriate to the organisation
and its staff (Rose, 1969; and references to Westin in 3.3.2).

In the social services research journals it was often suggested

(chapter 3) that social worker reluctance was a or the major problem

in introducing social services client information systems. It was

suggested in several papers that an important reason for their lack of

acceptance was that computers were in some way incompatible with

beliefs about social work; and a social worker friend of mine wrote to

me saying "Social work is an art, not a technical process" and

"clients, by coming to be treated impersonally will come to be

regarded merely as 'products' which from time to time require to be
serviced". Moreover social workers were said to have a notorious

dislike of paperwork. Articles referred to a vicious circle in which

poor input to the computer led to poor output, so bringing about
further disillusion.

The focus for my research was therefore narrowed down to (1.3.1)

looking at the various factors which might determine the reception of
a computerised client record system in a social services fieldwork
district office. Following the decision on the topic, further reading
was done, particularly in the area of social worker characteristics

(1.4), as this had not been considered up to then.
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A1.3 CHOICE OF DEPARTMENTS

It was decided early on that a case study approach should be used

(A3.1). This choice was in any case largely dictated by the fact that

few departments had reached the stage of implementing a computerised
client record system. The survey of authorities (chapter 2) revealed
seven proposed systems which were to include computer terminals in

district offices, and only four of these seemed likely to be

operational by the time of my fieldwork. I felt it important that the

systems to be studied should include terminals since otherwise the
district offices would not contain any visible symbol of

computerisation and social workers would merely be receiving printouts

which (if suitably designed) might look little different from typed

sheets, and since articles in social services journals had often made

much of the benefits for social workers of having such terminals in

their offices (chapter 3).
For the purpose of obtaining comparisons it was important to include

at least two departments in the main fieldwork; and because of my

intention to conduct a detailed (and therefore time consuming -

A3.1.5) case study it was felt that the inclusion of more than two

would be unrealistic.

Of the four possible systems one was already well established, much

visited, and widely reported in the journals (although rarely, if at

all, by disinterested parties). Informal conversations suggested that
this department might be suffering from over-exposure to visiting
research officers - and this was not particularly encouraging for a

lengthy period of fieldwork. Two other departments were just

commencing operation. They were both initially adopting a 'low
profile' in order to avoid the glare of publicity which had hit

previous departments when their systems had failed; and both were part

of very similar local authorities (4.1.1). These similarities made

the departments attractive for the fieldwork, since there would be

fewer external factors to take into account. The fourth department

was different in that although it had terminals in district offices,
these only provided printed output and did not include a visual

display. This made the department less suitable for the main study,
but it was adequate for the pilot.

Fortunately the three departments thus selected were all agreeable
to my undertaking fieldwork with them.
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A1.4 THE PILOT STUDY

For the pilot study approximately 10 days were spent in the

department: two at headquarters, a week in one district office, and

then a final day at headquarters. The methodology used was very

similar to that described in appendix 3 - and indeed it was the

intention of the pilot to test that methodology. Generally speaking
the methodology proved reasonably satisfactory, and the value of the

pilot was therefore twofold: in providing experience in use of the

methodology, and in suggesting various relatively minor modifications
for the main fieldwork.

Further reference to the pilot study is not necessary here, since

the main lessons learnt are described in appendix 3. These resulted

in: changes to the design and use of sheet T, the self-completion
instrument used to collect information on social worker backgrounds

(A3.4.2a); changes in the method of collecting information concerning

beliefs about social work (A3.4.2b); and a growing appreciation of the
time that would be required by the methodology during writing-up as

well as during the main fieldwork (A3.4.2b). One area where the pilot

study did not reveal a difficulty which would be encountered in the

main fieldwork concerned the wording of the mock case (A3.3.1).

Additionally certain information collection methods were abandoned

as a result of the pilot. These included a 'computer log' which I

placed beside the computer terminal for completion by anyone using the

terminal in order to provide a record of the amount and type of usage.

It rapidly became obvious that the log was not completed regularly or

fully enough to be of any great use. I had also hoped to undertake a

'tracer' observation with forms, by following a few forms on their

journey from social worker completion to computer input. This proved

too time consuming, since it was difficult to find out when a

particular form would be completed, how long it would then wait in an

in-tray, etc. at the same time as arranging and carrying out my

interviews and other information collection methods.
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APPENDIX 2: SURVEY OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES - METHODOLOGY/RESPONSE RATE

The objective of this survey was (chapter 2) to draw up a register

of proposed, existing, and abandoned local authority computer

applications in or relevant to social services departments.

It was decided to use an exploratory and open-ended questionnaire,

since at that stage I had not yet centred on the exact topic for the

main research. Additionally, I did not know enough about existing

applications to include more specific questions without running the
risk of excluding useful responses. The questions used are attached
at the end of this appendix.

A small pilot was conducted in which the questionnaire was sent to

four social services research officers with an interest in computer

applications; but the only major change resulting was greatly to

increase the space available for the answers to each of the questions.
The final questionnaire was sent to all local authorities with a

social services responsibility (social work in Scotland). A response

rate of 65% was obtained (see table A2.1 for breakdown) which was

considered good for a local authority survey. This was assisted by

several factors:

1. I cooperated with another researcher, Adam Redpath, who wished to

circulate all social services departments in connection with local

authority initiatives to increase the take-up of welfare benefits

(including initiatives involving the use of a computer). We were

thus able to share expenses and work, and to enclose a reply-paid

label. Section C of the questionnaire concerned his work, and is

not attached.

2. With the questionnaire we enclosed a copy of the report on the

Inverclyde Computer Welfare Benefits project (Adler and du Feu,

1975), with which we had both previously been involved, thus

providing something in exchange for completing our questionnaire.

3. Considerable interest had been shown in the Welfare Benefits

Project as a result of articles in various periodicals, and as a

result we had received some 200 enquiries. Thus in addition to

sending our questionnaire to the Director of Social Services of
each local authority (where it inevitably would get lost in some

cases) we were also able to send it (together with the project

report) to our existing contacts in social services departments -
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Type of
local authority

E & W

County
Councils

Scottish

Regions
E & W

Metropol.
Districts

London

Boroughs
TOTAL

Total number of
local authorities

48

(100%)
12

(100%)
36

(100%)
32

(100%)
128

(100%)

Responses
April - June 1976

23

(48%)
6

(50%)
14

(39%)
9

(28%)
52

(41%)

Responses Jul-Nov 76
(reminder & ADSS OK)

12

(48%)*
2

(33%)*
8

(36%)*
9

(39%)*
31

(41%)*

TOTAL responses 35

(73%)
8

(67%)
22

(61%)
18

56%)
83

(65%)

Limited information
from other sources

7

(54%)**
1

(25%)**
2

(14%)**
4

(29%)**
14

(31%)**

TOTAL where some

information obtained
42

(87%)
9

(75%)
24

(67%)
22

(69%)
97

(76%)

The percentages shown are all column percentages.
* Taken as a percent of those not replying to the first mailing.
** Taken as a percent of those who had not replied to either mailing.

Table A2.1: Response rates to questionnaire on computer applications
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mainly research and development officers.

4. A number of authorities wrote back to say that in view of the

large number of research requests received they were only prepared
to answer questionnaires which had had the formal approval of the

Association of Directors of Social Services. A copy of the

questionnaire was therefore belatedly sent to the association, who

gave it their approval. When we sent out the reminder letter to

non-respondents we were able to say that the questionnaire had now

been officially blessed. The response rate at this point

increased from 41% to 65%, with the final questionnaire returned

being received 4 months after the reminder and 7 months after the

original letter. Interestingly, not all those authorities who had
advised us to seek the permission of the Association of Directors

replied to the reminder. Indeed, one authority wrote to say: "I
did not intend to give the impression that we would complete the

questionnaire if the ADSS agreed your research" and went on to

explain in some detail why completing the form would take a great

deal of time!

Some limited information on 14 of the 45 non-responding authorities

was obtained from the LAMSAC register of Local Authority Computer

Applications and from the register of current research in the Bulletin
of the Clearing House for Local Authority Social Services Research at

Birmingham University. This brought the percentage of authorities
about which we had relevant information up from 65% to 76%.

It is interesting to compare the response rates from different types

of local authority, ranging from 73% for County Councils down to 56%
for London Boroughs and 61% for Metropolitan Districts. Similarly, in
the case of non-respondents, I was able to get information from other

sources (as mentioned above) for 54% of non-responding County

Councils, but only 29% of London boroughs and 14% of Metropolitan

Districts. Articles published in BURISA - the main source of
information about social services computer applications - again

include few from London Boroughs despite the fact that, according to

the results of the survey, it is there that interest in

computerisation has been greatest. It could be that the lack of

publicity and the greater interest in computerisation are both

explained by a greater pressure of work in these authorities.
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Questionnaire sent to local authorities

This questionsaixe is divided into three — ctions:
SBCTICW At Tour nmm, adixeee, etc.

SECTION 3: Quest ions about er,. rriTK or possible computer applications whirh
either are relevant to -the work of local authority Social
Services Department* or are/could be used by local authorities to
provide information for members of the public.

SBCIIOW C: Questions about initiatives (not nenessarily ^computer based) -co
increase take-up of -bewiita.

WOTS ON CMPLBTWG THE QUUH1C—«AgB

1. * runt "if known" and/or "if tpplicable".

2. Zf you do not have safficiest t pace to answer any of the -questions ,

please continue on a separate (beet.
3. 'if you cannot reeb«r precise details it mould be helpful if you

1 * give a rough indication cf the -information.

Please return this

questionnaire in the
pre-paid envelope

TO
David Du Feu U Mae Redpath,
Dept. of Social Administration,
University of Edinburgh,
5 Beccleocb Place,
Edinburgh, BH6 9LW.
Tel t 031-067-1011 aartr 6377

SECTION A» YOW NAME ADDRESS ETC:

Your name

Name of local authority/univerilty/organisation
Your position
Address

ftOBI

Date

I mould like to receive copies of any re

1 would like to receive copies of any re

march reports based on Section B

march reports baaed an Section C
(Please tick one or both bases
If you would like copies.)

SCTIOK 3: g—Tre iresTM-E my—n .tttTr.rrrtus

1. Places list any computer applications that you know cf or are Involved with which
or which are in use, whether by local authorities or by other bodies, sod which

a. ore related to the work of Social Servioes deportments (in floptical. 3ocial Work
and disabled, social work statistics, oaea reoord aystame, tilling for bom help

currently being developed or otmsidered

deportments)• jor example, registers of elderly
foster parent payments, etc.

•/description ♦first local authority or
other body involved

utaet

for -details
•typa «f say other <

i. ta to J»t. .renin lufmrntlot .pr. *»«<■!-■
> calim* mrntmM, Infonation

re«xf ths «poblic «or to
i looal -authority -eerrloei

*r emsist -then. Pur example,
^benefits, index to oounell
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L PItt—' list any applications which-Mta prop®*** «rtwa<ap«tiaDal.da «!1har of tbt-atoora mim, tat which haws now bwn
. ah«H>Twi .or -wbarw Ktaralop—t lias baan discontinued.

sue/ d»Bcn.ptlon of teMr local authority or ♦paraon to contact - ♦stage of develop—it
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APPENDIX 3: METHODOLOGY

This appendix describes the methodology used in the research. A

summary appears as 1.3 of the main text. The instruments used are

attached in appendix 4, and the variables derived from these

instruments and used in computer analysis are described in appendix 5.

The appendix first comments in general terms on the methodology used

(A3.1) and then looks in turn at the various methods of data

collection. The most important source of data (A3.2) was the

semi-structured taped interview with social workers regarding uses of
and attitudes to the computer system. The interview was halted at one

point (A3.3) when the respondent was asked to complete a computer

review form for a mock case. Information about social worker

backgrounds and beliefs regarding social work (A3.4) was collected by
fixed-answer questionnaires completed before and during interviews.

Additionally, open-ended non-taped interviews were held (A3.5) with

various categories of headquarters and district staff other than
social workers, and a considerable amount of observation was also
undertaken (A3.6).

A3.1 GENERAL COMMENTS ON METHODOLOGY USED

A3.1.1 Case Study or Survey?
The results of the survey of local authority social services

computer applications (chapter 2) made it clear that a detailed

statistical survey of computerised client information systems with

terminals in district offices was not a practical proposition since

the number of such systems either operational or about to become so

was very low. The available choice of departments is outlined in

A1.3.

Fortunately, however, the alternative of a case study approach
suited both my own research inclinations and the nature of the

problem. In the first place no previous research had been done on the

topic, thus making it difficult to decide in advance what factors
should be considered in a survey. Using the case study approach it

was possible both to use those previous results which did appear

relevant (eg on organisation types and on social worker



characteristics) whilst also looking for other explanations (eg the

importance of special factors in determining the reception of the

computer in district B3 was revealed - 7.2.3b).

Secondly, the case study approach here allows a greater

understanding of the subject under investigation and the processes at

work. A question such as the impact of a computer system on the life
of a social services district office is just too complex to describe

solely in terms of a set of variables - and the variables would be

unlikely to reveal the "why" as well as the "what". For example it
does not seem very helpful to discover that the more mechanistic

districts are less accepting of the computer innovation, and the more

organic more so, unless one can also provide some explanation of why
this is (as was done in 7.2.3a). The use of the case study approach

was assisted by the fact that I had previous experience both of

computers and of working in a social services district office (Al.l).
Two further points should be mentioned. First the case study

approach permits a more interesting and lively presentation of

results, since these can be illustrated by quotations, incidents, and

observations, which help to bring to life both the "what" and the

"why". Secondly the importance of comparison in the case study should

be noted. Although choice of departments and of districts was largely
dictated by circumstances, it was fortuitous that there were

considerable differences between districts (in the same department) in

the nature of their organisation, and between the departments in the
nature of the system, the method of implementation and in departmental

organisation. For example, had the two departments had mot-e similar

computer systems the research could have tended to over-emphasise the

importance of other factors such as the organisation of districts.

Clearly therefore a case study of one department alone would have been

unsatisfactory in terms of the lessons that could be learnt by other

authorities. It may well be that the inclusion of further departments
in the research (though this was not really a practical proposition -

A1.3) would have provided other examples of ways in which the design
of the system affects its reception - but the two studied here were

certainly adequate to show that system design is extremely important

and to suggest the need for much greater attention to be paid to this.
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A3.1.2 Techniques of investigation

Having decided on the case study approach to investigating how and

why the reception of the computer went the way it did, the work of
Cicourel (1974, chapter 10) proved particularly useful in suggesting

techniques for the research. The techniques are intended to obtain as

full an understanding as possible of the social setting being

^investigated and of the attitudes and beliefs of the individuals who
are a part of it. The suggested techniques are summarised as (a)-(e)
below.

(a) The style of interviewing - see A3.2.

(b) Use of tape (or video) recording for interviews - see A3.2.

(c) Obtaining different versions of the 'same' information -

A3.1.3.

(d) Use of 'feedback' - asking the subjects to comment both on

your conclusions and on your data (ie returning to play back the
interview tapes at a later date). This enables respondents to

comment on the researcher's interpretations and deductions, and

also on their own understanding of the questions in the taped
interview.

(e) Independent involvement by more than one researcher in

interviewing, coding of interviews, and analysis: not to avoid

fraud, but because researchers may interpret similar information

in different ways and because, as individuals and as participants
in interviews and in the life of the office, each researcher is

likely to come away with somewhat differing material.

(f) A further technique not suggested by Cicourel, but in line

with his general approach, was to ask social workers to complete a

computer review form for an example case - A3.3. This was

intended both to provide contrasting versions of information (c)
and to keep in the social worker's mind during the interview their

experience of the system (a) - rather than their views of what it

was meant to do; or what they thought I the interviewer would like
to hear. Also with this intention, respondents were shown copies

of computer forms, reports, etc during interviews if it appeared

that they were unsure what the question referred to.

Cicourel suggests his techniques as a new research strategy ("an
alternate approach to field research") but unfortunately it was only

possible to use certain of them in this research. Techniques



(a,b,c,f) were used, but constraints of time and resources made (d,e)

impossible - although I initially hoped to use (d) at least. The

problem of time requirements is discussed in A3.1.5 below. Although
the complete strategy could not be used, the techniques are useful in

themselves. Indeed Cicourel does not claim that a complete

understanding can ever be reached: rather researchers "aspire to

realistic inferences".

Three pieces of research came to light which were interesting in

that they used similar methods to my own in some respects, and they
took aspects of social work in the United Kingdom as their subject
matter.

Smith and Harris (1972) reported on the relationship between the

organisation of district offices and the "ideologies of need" of the
social workers within them. The report was interesting not only for
its results but for the convincing way in which the case study

approach, even in one department alone, was able to illustrate a

relationship which Smith and Harris had suspected in it and in other

departments. Techniques used included (a,b,c,e) above, and the

authors claimed that their approach "maximised the potential for

respondents themselves to generate the meanings and significances of
the topics which we report."

Beswick (1975) looked at the exercise of discretion by social
workers in connection with 'section 1' cash payments to clients. The

subject of her work was useful for my research with regard to its
conclusions on the relation between organisation and individuals

(1.5.3) and on social worker attitudes towards departmental rules

(1.4.2a(vi)). However the methodology was also useful in that it
entailed techniques (a,c,f) - in the latter case Beswick reported the
value of physically showing to the respondent a document which they
used in the course of their work.

Finally, albeit at a stage when my own research was already

underway, came the report by Parsloe et al (1977) on a major

investigation of the task of the fieldworker in social services

departments. The research used techniques (a-e) and claimed to

present "a vivid picture of the organisation of work in 31 area teams

and of the feelings, attitudes and perspectives of their members".
The report, and discussions with a member of the research team, did

however hint at two practical problems regarding methodology. Firstly
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was the amount of time and resources entailed in transcription,

correction, and analysis of taped interviews. Second was the almost

complete omission of quantitative data: certainly the researchers

overall were very satisfied with their methodology but they agree

that, for example, data on the backgrounds, education, and experience
of respondents might have been better collected through a preliminary

questionnaire rather than as part of the taped interviews.

A3.1.3 Different versions of the 'same' information

Cicourel (1974) points out that "different interpretations of the

'same' event or object by the same or different respondents occur

routinely". Phillips (1973) reports that respondents in interviews

take into account what they see as the purpose of the interview and
what they think is the 'right' answer - and that this may be done

unconsciously. He describes studies of interviews which have shown
that attributes of the interviewer can account for as much variance as

the main experimental variables. Certainly from time to time during

my interviews clear examples of such extraneous factors were apparent.

Social workers would occasionally contradict themselves, or after a

period of 'reasonable' answers come out with a strongly-felt outburst

concerning a point which had already been covered, or make a clearly
incorrect statement. Such occasions seemed to be motivated by a wide

assortment of factors such as loyalty to the department, not wishing
to appear ignorant, not wishing to appear 'anti-computer', the sudden

memory of a recent incident when the computer had behaved

uncharacteristically well or badly, or by virtue of the fact that they

for once had the time to stop and think carefully about the impact of
the computer. Some examples are given in A3.2. If such clear

evidence appears from time to time it is only reasonable to conclude
that such biases are continually operating to some degree. And indeed

this must be so: Phillips remarks on the impossibility of bias-free

research "where human beings collect data from active thinking people

like themselves". He quotes Gouldner: "There is not as great a

difference between the sociologist and those he studies as the

sociologist seems to think."
The interaction between researcher and respondent occurs again at a

broader level, between researcher and (in my case) the whole district
office. The director of one department told me some time after my
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fieldwork that my visit to certain districts had made a major

difference to their use of and attitudes to the computer. This was,

he said, because the staff had thought seriously about the computer

for the first time thanks to my presence - I had not made suggestions

as to its use whilst in the districts.

Such conclusions do not negate the value of face-to-face interviews:

many of these biases are equally present when a respondent fills in a

self-completion form. Indeed the face-to-face interview has the

advantage that the stronger biases are likely to become apparent

fairly early on in the interview, whereas they would rarely be

identifiable at all from a self-completion form.

Cicourel's view is that in order to attempt to make realistic

inferences "we must create circumstances for generating contrasting
versions of the 'same' information". Where possible interview

materials "must be contrasted with materials secured from the daily

workings of individual respondents". This approach was used wherever

possible, with evidence on the same point being gathered not just in
social worker interviews, but in interviews with other staff (A3.5)
and through observation (A3.3,A3.6). Where similar inferences could
be drawn from several sources, this added weight to that conclusion.
Where different sources pointed in different directions this suggested

the need for closer investigation. The identification of such
differences can be useful in revealing conflicts or different

understandings between the various participants.

Before turning to an example one further general point should be
made. It is not always possible (eg because of constraints on time
and other resources) to collect different versions of the same

information. However another technique proved useful on a number of
occasions. Instead of attempting to obtain different versions of the
same information, results on similar topics were compared. If the
results were similar this added weight to the conclusions drawn,

whereas when they varied it was necessary to look for explanations.

For example (6.3.8) it was found that a social worker who favoured the

computer in one respect concerning its use or usefulness was likely to

favour it in other such respects. This enabled greater reliance to be

placed on these results than would have otherwise been the case. An

exception was that although social workers in department A favoured

the computer less than those in department B in most practical



respects, they were more conscientious when it came to

code-completion. The reasons for this difference were investigated
and are outlined in 6.1.4d. Similarly, staff in district B3 tended to

fall into a consistent pattern of favouring the computer relatively

highly in most of its practical aspects, but with an exception as

regards attitudes to the VDU and client index - for the reasons

outlined in 6.2.5d.

An example of the "contrasting versions" technique
The most important use of the technique of obtaining contrasting

versions of the same information was when social workers were asked to

complete a form for a mock case (A3.3), after already having been
asked to give any comments about the design and use of the form.

Another example concerned the benefits and drawbacks of looking up

information on the previous card index as compared to using the

computer methods - the VDU (5.1.5a) and/or the client index (5.1.6a).
Data on this topic was obtained from five sources: interviews with

social workers; interviews with administrative staff who regularly
used the VDU; interviews with the research staff involved in design
and implementation; observation of admin staff using each method; and
observation of the information actually stored on each medium. For

simplicity in the following account I will omit reference to the
client index and concentrate on the comparison between the VDU and the

card index; although the comparison between the use of the client
index and the VDU in different districts was itself of great interest

(eg 6.2.5d).
From the interviews with social workers three main categories

emerged for comparing the VDU and card index: availability/speed of

use; comprehensibility/ease of use; and accuracy/completeness of
information stored. Social workers were clearly of the opinion

(6.1.3b) that the VDU provided better quality information, but that it

was slower and less easy to use. Admin staff agreed that information
was better and that access was slower - though they did not find the

VDU difficult to operate. The research staff, on the other hand, had
led social workers to expect not only that information from the VDU
would be more accurate but that it would be quicker and as easy to

look up; and in my interviews with them they still held this latter
view - although now with some reservations. The VDU was, they said,
at least "as quick as" the cards, or it "would be quicker eventually
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when it settled down."

Since it became clear during these interviews that differences of

opinion existed, it was decided to conduct tests in department B to

obtain further contrasting versions of the information. Although
somewhat limited the tests pointed convincingly in the direction of
the VDU providing better information (6.1.3b(i)) but with slower

access (6.1.3b(ii)).

The investigation of the quality of information provided a further
useful comparison with the interviews. Although social workers

generally found the quality of information noticeably improved,

several remarked on the loss of information in the catch-all category

of 'other information'. Such remarks prompted me to look in detail at

the type of 'other comments' stored, and an interesting pattern

emerged showing a marked increase in information about 'other agencies
involved' but a marked decrease in all other types of 'other
information' (6.1.3b(i)).

No conclusion was drawn as to the reason for the difference in

opinions between research officers and social workers regarding speed
and ease of use: although clearly the research officers were much more

used to the VDU, they had a greater personal investment in its

success, and they were perhaps taking into account that card indexes

only covered clients known to each district whereas the VDU

information covered the whole department. The clear difference of

opinion was however important (with the views of social workers being

supported by those of admin staff and by limited observational data):
this difference had made an important contribution to the disillusion

felt by many social workers (eg 6.1.3b(ii) last para; and 5.4.2).

A3.1.4 Use of quantitative data

This section first discusses in general terms the use of

quantitative data, and then turns to the particular types of variables

and statistics used in the thesis.

(a) General comments on use of quantitative data

The use of tape recorded interviews as the main source of data does
not preclude either the use of quantification in analysis and

presentation of results or the collection of other data by more

quantitative means. In the research three types of quantitative data

have been used.
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Firstly a considerable amount of material was collected which

intrinsically lends itself to quantification more easily than do, say,

opinions on the design of forms. This included social worker

backgrounds (sex, age, qualifications, etc) and observational material

such as details, obtained by inspection, of the accuracy of caseload

lists (table 6.2.3c). Whilst it would have been possible to ask about

social worker backgrounds during interviews it was felt that little
would have been gained in the way of additional or more valid

information, and that any such gains would have been outweighed by the

practical consideration of the additional time required in interviews

and in analysis. These decisions were supported by the study (Parsloe
et al) mentioned in A3.1.2, where such information was collected in

taped interviews. The instrument which I used - sheet T - is

described in A3.4.2 and A4.4.1.

Secondly most of the main questions from the taped interviews were

coded to form variables for computer analysis (see A3.2.5 for method).
This is useful as a means of summarising important parts of the
interviews in a way which could not be done by qualitative description

alone. It is accepted that the process of coding inevitably

simplifies what was said and eliminates many of the qualifications and

subtleties present in an interview. However where these appear

especially significant they can be noted and used in the text to

illustrate or to explain either particular general points revealed by
the statistics or particular exceptions hidden by the statistics. The

variables enable correlations to be performed both between each other
and against the various social worker characteristic variables. Were

this not done it would be necessary to attempt to explore such

relationships through interviews alone, and this would certainly have

required more time than was available.

Thirdly two instruments were used (A3.4 - sheets U and V) to obtain

a quantitative view of beliefs about social work. The general

philosophy of the methodology in the research would have suggested, in

preference, a taped interview from which attitude variables were

coded, but again this was impossible in view of time constraints -

this was shown by the pilot study (A3.4.2b). However, given that for
reasons of time some part of the interview had to be conducted by use

of quantitative instruments, it was felt that this was the most

appropriate area. Firstly, beliefs about social work were less
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central to the research than were attitudes to the computer, and

therefore the latter required to use the more explanatory methodology

of the taped interview. Secondly, whereas attitudes to use of a

computer in social work had not previously been investigated there was

literature available (1.4) which suggested categories that could be

used in assessing at least some important areas of beliefs about

social work.

In conclusion quantitative data, and quantitative methods of data

collection, had an important part to play in the research. This arose

because of their intrinsic appropriateness in certain areas and
because of the major savings in time which they make possible. The

techniques of comparison described in A3.1.3 were used in order, as

far as possible, to ensure that the inferences drawn were reasonable

ones. Quotes and examples from the transcripts were used to provide

explanations of why the situation was as the variables suggested it to

be, and to bring more forcibly to the text some of the feelings

expressed by the social wokers and something of the atmosphere in the
district offices.

f

(b) Types of variables and statistics used
Most of the variables used in the research dealt with attitudes and

beliefs - either concerning the computer or concerning social work. It
was felt that these could best be measured by using ordinal variables.
Measurement of attitudes is of course fraught with difficulties.
Social workers were asked, for example, whether overall they preferred
the VDU or the card index for looking up information about clients,
and the results were coded into three groups - 'prefer VDU', 'prefer
card index', and 'no real preference/undecided'. In reality some

respondents preferred the VDU because it provided better information

and at the same time the card index because it was quicker to use.

Others preferred the card index because they felt the expenditure on

the computer was not justified, although they preferred the VDU
because they found it satisfying to use. Some even preferred the VDU

because, since they found it difficult to use, admin staff always
looked up the information for them - whereas previously they had to go

to the card index themselves. In coding, such views were forced into

the framework of an ordinal variable, implicitly assuming that each

person would recognise the three distinct points of view, with an

ordering between them, and that their views could be located as being
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most nearly like one of the three. Although it was felt possible to

simplify attitudes in this way for the purpose of summarising them in

the form of variables, it was felt that it would be unreasonable to

force them yet further, into interval variables, though this would
have allowed the use of more powerful statistical tests.

The SPSS computer package, which was to perform the statistical

analysis, provides three tests for use on ordinal data. Spearman's
test was eliminated since (Galtung,1967) it is calculated using the
distances between values rather than just their ordering, and since it

is intuitively unsatisfactory in that even though maximum dependence
between the two variables is indicated by +1 or -1 (depending on

direction of correlation), complete independence is not signified by
zero.

Both of the tau variables (tau-b and tau-c) overcome these two

objections. The tau statistics are calculated by taking all possible

pairs of cases, and checking each pair to see if their relative

ordering is the same (concordant) on the first variable as on the

second, or if it is reversed (discordant). The statistics are then
based on the number of concordant and discordant pairs. A problem
arises with 'tied pairs' - i.e. when a pair of cases takes the same

value on one of the variables and thus is neither concordant nor

discordant. Existence of tied pairs causes the tau-c statistic to

fail to reach unity even if all other pairs point in the same

direction. In this thesis most of the ordinal variables have few

categories (usually 2,3,4 or 5), and therefore considerable numbers of
tied pairs can occur. The tau-b statistic corrects for this problem,

but suffers from the fact that it does not attain unity unless the
cross-tabulation table is square. However this was felt to be a

slightly lesser drawback since most comparisons between

cross-tabulations involved tables of similar size, since most tables

were in any case nearly square, and since the fact of non-squareness

is obvious from the definitions of the two variables whereas the

existence of tied pairs is not obvious except by inspection of the raw

data itself. Finally, on a practical level, one of the SPSS

procedures which it was hoped to use only utilised tau-b, and not

tau-c. However as a check the tau-c statistics were also calculated,

and none was found to differ greatly from the corresponding tau-b
statistic.
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A3.1.5 Writing up of results/the problem of time

As has already been suggested a serious difficulty with the approach
used was the amount of time involved, especially in the post-fieldwork

stages. This section describes the method of writing up of the

results, and then looks at the question of time.

The chapters describing the relevant literature and the survey of
local authorities (chapters 1-3) were the first to be written - this

was largely done prior to the fieldwork. After fieldwork had been

completed chapters 4 and 5 (the descriptions of the departments and of
the computer system) were written. These two chapters were

necessarily very detailed as they provided the background against
which the reception of the computer was to be described and, as far as

possible, explained. It was only once these chapters had been written
that the computer attitude variables were coded from the transcripts
and detailed analysis of the reception of the computer was undertaken.

The reception of the computer is described in chapter 6. The

analysis of the material for this chapter was done in parallel with -

and indeed was part of the same process as - the writing of the

chapter. The sources used in writing the chapter were:

- earlier chapters (4,5) on the departments, the districts, and

the computer systems
- interview transcripts and notes made from them during the coding

process (A3.2.4)
- results coded from the transcripts but not used as computer

attitude variables (eg because not ordinal or because too many

missing values - A3.2.5)
- cross-tabulations of the computer attitude variables by social

worker characteristic, by district and by department
- notebooks containing observational material and notes from

non-taped interviews (ie interviews with staff other than social

workers) - A3.5,A3.6

The steps in the process were as follows. Each main aspect of the

computer system was taken in turn, and a detailed chart was drawn up

showing the location in the sources listed above of all material
relevant to that aspect. Secondly the correlations of those computer

attitude variables relevant to that aspect against department,
district and social worker characteristic variables were considered.
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This provided the focus for the final stage in which the material
indexed in the charts was used to provide explanations and further

evidence to support or to qualify the results suggested by the
correlations. Although the correlations normally provided the focus

for this analysis, other results (not related to the computer attitude

variables) were often identified from the other source materials.

The problem of time

Although not all of Cicourel's techniques were used (A3.1.2), the
time involved was considerably greater than if a more quantitative

approach had been taken. The use of open-ended questions and probes

rather than fixed-response questions made interviews themselves

longer, but it was in analysis and writing-up that the difference was

really felt. The tasks of typing out transcripts and of coding from
them are wholly additional to quantitative methods. Perhaps even more

importantly writing up takes considerably longer because of the rich
wealth of material which has been collected (as summarised above).

The results, however, are finally more convincing because the
conclusions are often supported by several independent pieces of

evidence (see A3.1.3) and because it is often possible not only to

state a particular result but to explain why it is so, and to

illustrate this with quotes from the participants.

A3.1.6 Details of the sample

As was explained in A1.3 the choice of departments was largely
dictated by external considerations. The same proved to be the case

in selecting districts within departments and, although to a rather

lesser extent, in choosing which staff to interview within each

district.

Owing to the time limitations on my research it was essential to

commence fieldwork no later than January 1977. At this point

implementation was complete in four districts in department A but only

two in department B (figure 5.2A). Since I did not wish to visit

districts until they had used the computer for, if possible, at least
a couple of months, and since department B reported that they were

suffering considerable teething problems on the hardware side in their
first district, there was little choice but to visit first the four

districts which were ready in department A.

By the time I was ready to visit department B it was early April
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1977, at which point implementation was complete in five districts.

My initial intention was to visit the four where implementation had
been completed first, as I had done in department A. However the

department was particularly keen that I should include district B6

since here the district themselves had taken an unusual policy

decision that the VDU should be as much for the use of social workers

as it was for admin staff, and that wi.th this in mind it should be

located in the main social worker's room (A9.3). I agreed to this

suggestion, as it seemed likely that this would provide interesting

comparisons. Districts B1 and B2, in addition to being the first to

be computerised, were in their own buildings in their own areas,

whilst districts B3-B5 all shared one large building in the centre of
the main town, and I therefore decided to visit B1, B2 and one of

B3-B5. However districts B4 and B5 both expressed unwillingness to

accommodate a researcher (I do not know why), thus forcing the choice
of district B3. The visit to district B6 was not very satisfactory.

Implementation there was further delayed by hardware problems, and I

was not able to visit until September. On arrival I found that

implementation had progressed more slowly yet than I had understood,
and was still not complete. By then my schedule did not allow for any

further delay, and it was necessary to complete the fieldwork
nonetheless.

Although constrained in this way the choice of districts in

department B proved very satisfactory for the research. Districts B1,

B2 and B3 in particular provided interesting organisational contrasts

(4.3) and these proved to have significant consequences for the

reception of the computer (6.2).
As far as choice of social workers for interviews was concerned,

there were again certain constraints. My intention was threefold: to

interview 10-12 social workers in each district (so as to obtain

80-100 interviews in all); to include the district officer and all

seniors (as they would probably be 'opinion leaders' as well as

knowing more of the background to and method of computerisation); and

thereafter to interview a sample of the remaining social workers which
would be fairly representative in terms of status (qualified,

unqualified, and social work assistants). It was felt that status

would probably be the characteristic most strongly related to

attitudes - and this proved to be the case - 6.3.8. The first two of
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these objectives were fully met, but the latter was less successful

for various reasons. The number of social workers in districts

(varying between 12 and 19 including seniors and district officer) was

not much higher than the number of interviews needed. This meant that

every case where an interview was impossible had a serious effect on

the selection. It was common for one or two members of staff to be

away - ill, on a course, on holiday, etc. Additionally in some

districts a few social workers refused to be interviewed - in some

cases by outright refusal and in others by adopting delaying tactics
as a result of which I occasionally had to find someone else at the

very last minute.

As a result of these deliberate choices and unavoidable constraints

there were some differences between the samples in the two

departments, as shown in table A3.1.6a (see overleaf).
Most noticeably, the sample in both departments over-represents the

proportions of senior staff (including district officers) and

under-represents unqualified social workers. Secondly, since there
was usually one more senior in department B's districts than in

department A's, and since the total sample in each department was of
almost equal size, senior staff form 36% of department B's sample

against 29% of department A's. The relevance of these differences
within the overall sample depends on the purpose for which the data is

being used, and some comments on the representativeness of the sample
for various purposes now follow. It should also be remembered that in

the analysis of results complete reliance is not placed on the
statistics alone, but rather various different types of data are all
used so that conclusions are supported by evidence from more than one

source wherever possible (A3.1.3).

(a) Use of sample to ascertain attitudes in both departments combined

Occasionally in the text the percentage of all social workers
interviewed in both departments in total who hold a certain attitude

towards the computer is stated. On such occasions the views of

seniors and district officers are over-represented because of the

decision to interview them all. However the absolute number of staff

in these two categories is relatively low - some 30% of the sample.
It could also be argued that their views merit some kind of

'weighting' owing to their influential position in districts.
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Dept A Dept B

Populn. Sample Populn. Sample
No. % No. % No. % No. %

District officer 4 7% 4 9% 4 6% 4 9%
Senior soc. wkr. 9 16% 9 20% 12 17% 12 27%
Other qualified 8 14% 5 11% 13 19% 9 20%

Unqualified 27 46% 18 39% 26 37% 10 22%

Assistants, etc 10 17% 10 22% 15 21% 10 22%

TOTAL 58 100% 46 100% 70 100% 45 100%

Table A3.1.6a: Comparison of sample with population of
districts visited

Variable CA06: Value of printouts

All Unqualified Qualified
A B A B A B

big help 6 13 2 2 4 11
some help 11 14 4 6 7 8
no help 22 13 18 9 4 4
Kendall's tau
- strength -0.24 -0.21 -0.19
- significance .01 .09 .11

Variable CA12: Use of review form for reference

All Unqualified Qualified
A B A B A B

very useful 5 17 4 7 1 10
some use 22 18 12 10 10 8
no use 13 3 9 2 4 1
Kendall's tau
- strength -0.39 -0.31 -0.49
- significance .00 .02 .00

Variable CA14: Overall preference - computer v. previous

All Unqualified Qualified
A B A B A B

computer 18 26 9 10 9 16
no preference 15 6 9 3 6 3

previous 13 12 10 8 3 4
Kendall's tau
- strength -0.13 -0.07 -0.15
- significance .09 .30 .16

Table A3.1.6b: Attitudes by department; qualification kept constant
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(b) Use of sample to compare attitudes as between the two departments

Since in department B the sample slightly over-represents qualified

staff, and under-represents non-qualified, as compared to department A

it might be that the different attitudes towards the computer in the
two departments could be related to this difference rather than to the

difference between the two systems. Certainly the weight of other

types of evidence presented in chapter 6 would strongly suggest that
it was the nature of the system which was the main determinant of the
different social worker attitudes. Nonetheless the possibility must

be considered that the reason why department B appeared more

favourable in most respects was because a higher proportion of

qualified staff (including district officers and seniors) were

interviewed there, and because qualified staff are generally more

favourable to computerisation than unqualified. In order to test

this, crosstabulations by department were performed on some of the
most important computer attitude variables, keeping qualification
constant. It was found that considerable differences in attitudes

between the two departments remained (table A3.1.6b). In all cases

the direction of correlation remained the same. Thus even though the

bias in the sample may enhance the differences shown between

departments A and B, the differences are clearly present within both

categories of staff. Finally, as mentioned earlier, there is an

argument that the views of qualified staff (and they are mainly
district officers and seniors) should in any case be weighted as they
are opinion leaders.

(c) Use of sample to compare attitudes of qualified/unqualified staff

A converse point to that in (b) was the possibility that the

differences shown up between qualified and unqualified staff were

caused by the bias in the sample. In other words, if social workers

generally favoured department B's system more, then the fact that

qualified staff were found to be particularly favourable might have

resulted from the fact that the sample in department B included a

higher proportion of qualified staff than did that in department A.
This was tested by crosstabulating attitude and qualification, keeping

department constant (table A3.1.6c). Again the differences between

qualified and unqualified staff were found to be present within both

departments.
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Variable CA06: Value of printouts

All Dept A Dept B
Unqual Qual Unqual Qual Unqual Qual

big help 4 15 2 4 2 11

some help 10 15 4 7 6 8

no help 27 8 18 4 9 4
Kendall's tau
- strength -0.44 -0.44 -0.41
- significance .00 .00 .00 ♦

Variable CA12: Use of review form for reference

All Dept A Dept B
Unqual Qual Unqual Qual Unqual Qual

very useful 11 11 4 1 7 10

some use 22 18 12 10 10 8
no use 11 5 9 4 2 1
Kendall's tau
- strength -0.12 -0.02 -0.16
- significance .14 .46 .15

Variable CA14: Overall preference - computer v. previous

All Dept A Dept B
Unqual Qual Unqual Qual Unqual Qual

computer 19 25 9 9 10 16
no preference 12 9 9 6 3 3

previous 18 7 10 3 8 4

Kendall's tau
- strength -0.23 -0.21 -0.23
- significance .01 .07 .06

Table A3.1.6c: Attitude by qualification; department kept constant



A3.2 THE TAPE RECORDED INTERVIEWS WITH SOCIAL WORKERS

A3.2.1 Justification for the approach used

Social worker views on the computer and on their use of it were

obtained through tape recorded interviews, usually lasting around 45
minutes (but varying between 20 and 90 minutes). The method of

interviewing basically consisted of predetermined questions followed

where necessary by probes (some predetermined, some not) although for
a variety of reasons this pattern was not adhered to rigidly. Full
details of the method appear in A3.2.2 below.

The reason for using this approach rather than, say, a

self-completion form was that it was expected to provide a better

understanding of social workers' attitudes to and uses of the system

and of the relationship between these attitudes and factors such as

the nature of the system and the organisation of district offices.
The paragraphs below illustrate some of the ways in which the approach
tries to achieve this understanding.

(a) Understanding the processes at work
The interview transcripts (particularly when taken together with the

other sources of data) provided evidence not just about what happened
but about how it happened - the processes at work in the reception of
the computer in the district office. Thus through interviewing

different social workers it was possible gradually to build up a

picture of some of the reasons why a mechanistic office was less

receptive to the computer and an organic one more so (summarised in

7.2.3a). Similarly the reasons, which were largely apparent by

inspection, why the caseload lists were less appreciated in department
A than department B, were confirmed and illustrated by quotes from the

transcripts (6.1.2b).

(b) Avoiding preconceptions

For two reasons it was difficult to know in advance how the

reception of the computer might work out in districts, and therefore
an open-ended approach to interviewing was important. Firstly, unlike
the question of social worker characteristics and office organisation,

there was no previous research on computer applications in social
services to suggest what predetermined categories might usefully be

investigated. It was difficult to decide in advance precisely what to

look for or what might be found. More importantly, it is optimistic
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to expect that a predetermined self-completion instrument could be

devised which would enable the factors in the reception of the

computer in individual districts, each with their own peculiarities,
to be elicited as clearly as from an interview. Thus the 'special
factors' in district B3 (7.2.3b, 6.2.5) were very clear from comparing
interviews there with those in other districts. However their

importance was less obvious to the social workers in the district, who

did not have the benefit of comparison with other districts and so

tended to take them for granted at least to some extent. Therefore
had I not spent some time in the office, and had I used a

self-completion instrument, it is possible that the importance of the

special factors would not have been so apparent and that I would have

placed greater weight on the predetermined organic/mechanistic
distinction.

(c) Enlivening the text

In addition to providing a better understanding for the research the

transcripts provide quotations, examples, and anecdotes which can be
used in the text to present the reader with a more vivid account of
the reception of the computer, and help to bring to the text some of
the 'life' of each office and of different types of social worker.
Provided that such material is not used selectively but rather for

illustration of points for which other evidence too is presented, or

as evidence of exceptions, then there is no loss of rigour, and indeed
the reader is hopefully brought closer to the reality as seen by the

participants.

(d) Value of face-to-face encounter

Perhaps the greatest benefit of this approach results from the fact
of there being a face-to-face encounter and dialogue between the
researcher and the social worker. In summary, this both allows the

respondent a better opportunity to explain his or her views precisely,
to bring up additional points, and to place the appropriate degree of

emphasis on different matters; and also allows the interviewer to

direct the interview to ensure that particular points are fully

explored. Some examples of the value of such interaction between
researcher and respondent are now given. In many cases it will be

clear that the same degree of understanding would very likely not have
been achieved through a self-completion instrument, especially if no

researcher had been present.
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Firstly the presence of the researcher means that misunderstandings
or complete failure to understand the question by the respondent can,

at least sometimes, be identified and rectified. Such problems may be
obvious from the response itself or through gestures or facial

expression or from the response to later questions, and in such cases

the respondent can be further prompted. See examples 1 and 2 in

A3.2.5b. In some cases the very fact that the social worker does not

understand the question may be a useful indication as to his/her
beliefs - 6.1.7c.

Secondly, facial expressions or gestures are often also an

indication that the respondent's given reply is not the whole story.

The following piece of dialogue provides a very explicit example:
Interviewer (I): Within the department who was intended to be the main

beneficiary (of the computer) - social workers, admin staff or

management at HQ?

Respondent (R): ... Um ... Both. By having more accurate

information about clients the social work function should be enhanced.

And more accurate information should enhance future planning, and
enable more reliable projections about future needs, population

changes, and so on.

_I: What did your big smile mean when I asked that question?
R: (laughs) Well I was being tempted to say it depends on who's

selling it to whom! (the respondent then went on to explain her

doubts).

In the dialogue the reason I asked about the smile was twofold:

partly to get an explanation, but also partly just to remind myself

that the respondent had thought the question a telling one and had

probably not given a full answer - the tape records laughs, but it

does not record smiles alone.

Thirdly it is sometimes the case that, although the respondent

understands the question, his or her view as to what is a relevant
answer differs from that of the researcher. The respondent may

consider some matter fairly trivial whilst the researcher considers
the same point to be particularly valuable. It may be, for example,
that a particular matter is commonplace in one district but rare

elsewhere. Social workers in the district therefore hardly regard it
as worthy of mention whilst from the researcher's perspective it may

be very interesting. Such matters may be revealed by statements such
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as "No, ... except that ...", or "No, but ...". Had the respondent

been completing a written questionnaire s/he would probably have
ticked "No", whilst from a fuller knowledge of the respondent's views

the researcher might feel the answer should be coded as "Yes" or as

"Sometimes". In an interview the researcher can request details when

exceptions are hinted at, in order to ascertain whether they are of

interest from the perspective of the aims of the research. For

examples see A3.2.5b (example 2, second point) and A3.3.2.

Fourthly, the interview setting enables the researcher to follow up

answers which are evasive, too abstract, or not sufficiently detailed,

by pressing for further details. Two examples where a probe uncovered
a somewhat different version, are now given:

_I: Do you think that clients should have a right to look at
information held about them, either in casefiles or on the computer?

R: Well, speaking personally, anything I put down on my files,

anything I write about the client, I would have no objections for the
client to see them.

_I: Some people say that some of what is written down is opinion, and
so on. What do you think about clients seeing that ?
R.: (sigh) ... I think, the type of work I do, a lot of the time I

convey my feelings to the client, so it wouldn't matter. Obviously

there are one or two circumstances where you have got to be very

discreet.

I: What, if anything, do you use this (the caseload list) for ?
R: Urn, I don't use it, quite frankly.

_I: Do you look at it at all when it comes ?
R: Every now and then I do ... I look at it to see when my reviews

should be done.

The second example also provides an example of the type of probe

which attempts to make the respondent think about what goes on in
their everyday work setting, a technique suggested by Cicourel for

getting beyond answers which just come out of the top of the

respondent's head. Further illustrations of the value of bringing the
interview round to the practical details of the respondent's

day-to-day work appear in A3.2.5b (examples 1 and 2) and in A3.3.2.

Fifthly, extraneous factors (eg A3.1.3) which may affect social
workers' replies are more likely to become apparent through an

interview than through a self-completion form. One social worker,



possibly motivated by loyalty to the department or by a desire to give

'correct' answers, was obviously trying during the interviews to be as

fair as possible to the computer, often pointing out the drawbacks of

the old manual system, but was failing to sound convincing. On the

question of whether, overall, she preferred the computer or the manual

system, she would not give an answer. However, at the very end of the

interview she suddenly burst out with the answer to the earlier

question:

I: Was there anything else you'd like to say about the computer? ...

Anything we haven't covered properly? ...

R: I don't think so David ... Just that it's a load of rubbish!!

A more concrete example of an extraneous factor concerned a long

term social worker. During the interview it transpired that he had

only transferred to long-term very recently indeed, and that his
answers would be better interpreted as those of a short term worker.

One difficulty with the method is that the respondent's views can

change during the course of the interview - not because of something
the interviewer has said but due to the fact that s/he is, perhaps for

the first time, thinking seriously about the subject. This is perhaps
more likely to happen in a lengthy interview than with a

self-completion instrument. However there can be no absolute answer

as to what the 'true' reply should be taken to be: I felt it more

appropriate to take the 'new' position which, after all, was at least
based on a combination of thought and recent experience. One social
worker early on pointed out certain aspects of the system which

"really bug me", but in answering other questions found a whole series
of good points, ending up with the fairly general statement: "It's
just when you start analysing it, there is a hell of a lot of good

come out of the computer. It has disciplined social workers into a

lot of administration, and I think we have more of an appreciation of
what goes on". A senior who initially stated "As far as the forms go,

I think they're fairly straightforward" later on (after completing the

mock case and telling me of the various difficulties he encountered)

changed his views to "I'm not really happy with the layout of this,

now that I think about it". A more confusing example is quote B4 in

A3.2.5d.

A further difficulty resulting from the interaction between
interviewer and respondent is that the interview may generate
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embarrassment, leading to failure to follow up properly on inadequate

answers. Cicourel points out that the use of probes can generate

tension, for example when the respondent is forced to face up to an

unpleasant reality. This happened on a few occasions in my

interviews, primarily with respondents who appeared to feel guilty
about the fact that they did not understand or use the computer

procedures (see also A3.3.2). As a result I sometimes felt nervous

about asking questions which it was obvious that the respondent could
not answer, and on two occasions I did not ask the social worker to

complete the mock case because the mutual embarrassment would have
been too great.

(e) Tape-recording versus note-taking
A small number of social workers refused to have the interview

tape-recorded, and notes had to be taken instead. These notes were

augmented from memory as soon as possible after the interview. In
addition the tape recorder failed on two occasions, and this was not

noticed until the end of the interview, so notes then had to be made

entirely from memory.

Note-taking was found to have very serious drawbacks as compared to

taping, especially where interviews need to be reasonably comparable:

coding is less reliable as many of the finer points are forgotten; it
is not possible to extract quotes; the researcher has less control

over the interview since attention is distracted by note taking; the
time entailed in note-taking reduces the scope of the interview; and,
because it limits the interviewer's ability to participate, the

process of note-taking sometimes seems more of a distraction than
would be the presence of a tape-recorder.

A3.2.2 Method of interviewing

This section looks at the approach to interviewing, some reasons why
certain questions varied from one interview to another, and finally it
describes the instrument. The instrument itself appears as A4.2.

(a) Approach to interviewing

In A3.1.3 various extraneous factors which can influence respondents

were described. In (b) below other reasons why interviews of

necessity varied are given. Such difficulties make it particularly

important that the interviewer, at least, attempts to maintain as

constant an identity as possible from one interview to another. I
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also wished to be seen by respondents as a person who was quite

independent of the department and who was understanding of their views

and of the pressures under which they worked.
I therefore gave the same introductory letter (A4.1) to all social

workers on my first day in the district, usually when I approached

them to fix a convenient time for the interviews. The letter

emphasised particularly my independent status and the fact that I had
in the past worked in a social work district office. During the first

day in the district I did not conduct any interviews with social

workers but spent the time introducing myself, chatting over coffee,
several times acting as tea-boy, and trying to become at least to some

small extent accepted as part of the furniture. I hoped that by the

time interviews began the workers in the office would have begun to

develop some sort of shared opinion about what sort of person I was

and what I was doing there.
It was sometimes difficult to find a room in which an interview

could be conducted in privacy, but this was always eventually
achieved. During the interview I first collected the self-completion

background sheet (A3.4.2a) which was given to the social worker when

the time of the interview was arranged. I quickly skimmed this to

check for omissions and to give me some idea of the background of the
interviewee. The taped interview then took place, interrupted for

completion of the mock case (A3.3), and finally the various fixed
answer instruments concerning views on social work and office

organisation (A3.4.2b-e) were administered. The whole session took
between 45 and 150 minutes, usually lasting rather over an hour.

Occasionally it was necessary to arrange a further short session for
the fixed-answer sheets.

Generally speaking the taped interviews followed Cicourel's advice:
"a standardized format, but allowing for restructuring the questions
and the use of extensive probes". The probes "tend to preclude ...

evasive, abstract answers", and are used to follow up points of

particular interest. Cicourel suggests that a particularly useful

type of probe is to "press for details about past experiences to

stimulate the respondent's experiences of the setting and its

unfolding character": this not only provides useful illustrations and

explanations for use in analysis, but it concentrates the respondent's

thoughts on their real experience and reduces the likelihood of
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abstract answers (examples in A3.2.Id above). The approach differs

from 'in depth' interviewing in that standard initial questions are

used and replies are not followed up wherever they may lead.

(b) Variations between interviews

Cicourel points out that the standard questions prepared for
interviews may require to be "restructured" owing to the peculiarities

of each interview, and this was the case in my fieldwork. It would be

possible to go further by preparing merely a list of questions in

general terms ("What do the participants think about the caseload

lists?") and leaving the interviewer to decide on the exact

phraseology only when actually asking the question - the approach used

by Parsloe et al (op cit, A3.1.2) - or even by just preparing a list
of topics to be covered. Beswick ( (17 5") took the opposite approach
of standard questions, little restructuring, and fixed probes.

My experience suggests that, given that I was intending to code
variables from the transcripts, it was important that interviews be

comparable. It was therefore correct to use standard questions as far
as possible. Restructuring of questions (eg changing the wording
somewhat or altering the order of questions) was certainly necessary

in many cases (see next paragraph) but on the other hand it was found
that it was easy to get 'carried away' on an interesting side issue
and to fail to get the precise answer to the point at issue which
would be required when coding. Whilst I had made tentative decisions
before commencing fieldwork as to which questions would be coded for

quantitative analysis it would have been better to have decided this
more definitely (leaving the option of coding other questions too

should the fieldwork suggest that this would be valuable) and to have
included on the interview schedule beside each such question a

reminder of exactly what information needed to be obtained from the

respondent. This of course would not have precluded the slightly more

open-ended approach described above: it merely means that the

interviewer must ensure that certain points within the interview are

very precisely focussed.

The necessity for restructuring of questions during interviews
arises for a number of reasons. Firstly, the interviewer cannot know

in advance the exact circumstances of each district. In one

supervision team I found that the social workers were not given copies
of their caseload list (the district officer retained one copy and the



supervision team leader the other) although they could look at the

senior's if they so wished. Thus questions on the caseload list had

to be rephrased. Secondly questions may have to be rephrased or

omitted or added owing to characteristics of the individual. A social

worker may have only very recently moved to the office, and so have no

experience of the consultation process and other events which took

place previously. Thirdly respondents may be particularly verbose, or

very skimpy. In the first case an answer to one question may also

provide the answers to others, or may need cutting short, or

redirecting to the original point; and over-verbosity or slow speech

may occupy so much time that there is no alternative but to cut out

some later questions. Fourthly if it becomes apparent that some

extraneous factor is at work (eg a recent particularly unfortunate

experience with the computer) it may be necessary to discuss this more

explicitly and then ask the respondent to try to give their overall
views: "Despite your experience yesterday, how would you say the

accuracy of the computer information compares with the previous manual

system in general?" Finally, one of the objectives of the case study

approach was to identify areas of interest, concerning the computer,

which could not be predicted in advance. Once such views were

identified it was sometimes necessary to add or alter questions in the
interview schedule. Thus initially social workers who preferred the
caseload list to their previous manual system were not asked why this
was so - but it rapidly became apparent that this was a point of
considerable interest (6.1.2b and table 6.1.2b). The discovery of

points of interest during fieldwork, with consequent changes to the

interview schedule, are a common feature of this type of research (eg

Beswick, Parsloe et al).
The variations between interviews described above, the extraneous

factors mentioned in A3.1.3, the loss of information during typing

(A3.2.3) and the difficulties in coding (A3.2.5) might lead one to ask
how much reliance can be placed on conclusions drawn from the
interviews. In fact section 6.3.8 suggested a reasonable degree of

reliability for the variables extracted from the transcripts; and

equally importantly the results from the interviews are wherever

possible used in the text in conjuction with evidence of other types

and from other sources (eg 6.1.2b, 6.1.3b) in accordance with

Cicourel's advice (A3.1.3).
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(c) The interview schedule

The schedule (sheet S) appears as appendix A4.2, and lists the main

questions and probes used in the taped interviews. Only those probes
which were used frequently are included as many others, for reasons

given earlier, depended very much on the dynamics of the particular

interview. As explained above, the exact phrasing used sometimes

varied from that in the schedule.

Additionally it should be noted that there were necessary variations

between the questions asked in the two departments (questions 11-46

only) owing to differences between the two systems. For example the
fact that overdue reviews were notified to social workers through the

caseload lists in department A and through a separate printout in

department B meant that question lie was not asked in department A.

The version of the instrument which is attached is that applicable in

department B.

In consulting the instrument note that headings in capitals were not

spoken. Prefixes "b","s", and "d" indicate which questions were

addressed to whom, as follows:

d - district officers

s - senior social workers

b - basic grade workers, social work assistants, others

Generally those questions prefixed by one or more of these letters
were asked of all staff in that category, whilst unmarked questions

were only asked where follow-up was necessary.

A3.2.3 Typing of transcripts from tapes

It was felt essential to type out full transcripts rather than

either taking notes from them or using them orally only. This
decision was fully justified by the continual use made of the

transcripts during analysis. They were used for coding, for location
of quotes, and - often - for other purposes. For example if the

attitude variables showed that a particular district responded

unusually to some aspect of the computer it was useful to be able

quickly to look through the relevant sections of the transcripts for
that district to seek the explanation.

In order to reduce typing time my standard questions were referred
to by number on the transcripts. This was done even where the

phraseology had been changed, unless the change was particularly
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significant. Additionally time was saved by numbering the more

commonly used probes. Other questions were typed out in full.

The average number of pages per transcript was around six. The time
taken in typing a transcript averaged around three hours, varying from

a minimum of 80 minutes (the interviewee was a painfully slow speaker

who also gave very short answers and left very long pauses) to a

maximum of over 6 hours (a fast speaker, who gave very interesting

answers which encouraged me to ask many supplementary questions, and

when the quality of taping was not good).
Information can be lost during typing for various reasons. Firstly,

owing to the quality of the recording. I have already mentioned the
five refusals and the two occasions when notes had to be made from

memory owing to the failure of the tape recorder. Of the 84

recordings that were made I classified 9 as hard to type owing to the

quietness of the voice. Generally speaking the quieter voices

belonged to the more nervous respondents, this making it more

difficult to keep checking the sound level meter during interviews or

to move the microphone nearer to the person. In typing such

transcripts it is possible to lose a small but important word such as

"not", or a vital prefix such as "un-"; and I occasionally asked a

friend for a second opinion on particularly difficult sections of a

tape. There were also six tapes in which background noises were a

significant nuisance. On one there were frequent loud bangs as

someone walked above us on the tin roof, whilst dogs barked

continuously in the background. The most frequent source of excessive

background noise was traffic - a heavy lorry could occasionally block
out a whole sentence.

Secondly information can be lost during typing because it consists
of non-verbal communication. It has already been pointed out

(A3.2.Id) how information is lost in replacing an interview by a tape.

Cicourel (1974) used video recording in an effort to minimise such
loss. In replacing the tape by a transcript further information is
lost. On the transcripts symbols were used to denote laughter,

hilarity, pauses, heavy emphasis on a particular word or phrase, and

exclamations; and where intonation appeared especially important it

was described in brackets. However there remains a clear difference

between the tape and the transcript. One very plain example of the

significance of intonation came in the following reply. The



respondent, coincidentally, was speaking about the loss of information
which he feared if computer storage were to replace information in

casefiles.

"A lot of the things we record on the casefile are feelings - you

know, how a person said something. Now, I don't know how you would

communicate that on a computer information sheet - because it is

relevant, you know, if somebody comes in and says 'Oh, come in'

(respondent speaks very exuberantly) - you know, you feel welcome.

Instead of 'Oh, it's you, come in then' (said very dully) - when

you know you are not welcome."

A3.2.4 Uses of the transcripts

The uses of the transcripts in analysis are listed below. It will
be noted that the need to go through all transcripts carefully for

coding purposes (a) was put to good use by performing (b)-(d) at the
s ame time.

(a) Coding - see A3.2.5 below.

(b) Identification of useful quotes and passages of dialogue for use

in the text.

During coding such passages were referenced by use of an asterisk on

the coding sheet, so that when analysing a particular matter all
asterisked passages could be re-read. This was not the only way in

which useful quotes were identified, but was valuable in that it could
be done at the same time as the coding process.

(c) Summarising the attitudes of individuals
The process of interviewing, then typing, then coding, plus my

informal contact with the respondent in their district office, built

up fairly definite pictures of attitudes to the computer of most

social workers as individuals. During coding I summarised these in a

few phrases at the top of the transcript. Such memories and notes

allowed me quickly to locate individuals to illustrate particular

points - eg the three contrasting seniors described in 6.3.2c.

(d) Summarising the attitudes of districts
All interviews within each district were coded in succession. This,

together with my memories, enabled me to build up a picture of overall
attitudes to the computer by social workers within each district.

Whilst coding, notes were kept of such points, together with
references back to relevant points in the interviews. Whilst dealing

*
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with the first couple of districts some general headings emerged (eg
structure of district/role of senior regarding computer/use of VDU)
under which it was possible to make these notes in a fairly accessible

fashion. The notes were very valuable in writing the section of the
thesis concerned with district responses to computerisation (6.2).

(e) Ad-hoc purposes

The transcripts were frequently referred to at later stages of

analysis for a variety of ad-hoc purposes - see A3.2.3 (first

paragraph) for a typical example.

A3.2.5 Method of coding from transcripts

(a) How the questions were used for analysis
As was explained in A3.2.2b it was not decided in advance which

questions would definitely be used to provide variables for computer

crosstabulation against social worker characteristic, district, and
local authority variables. Certain questions were borne in mind for
this purpose but this should have been attempted in a more definite

way, in order to reduce the number of missing values for the most

important questions. Had this been done there is of course still the

possibility that a few of the questions would have proved unus able

and that other questions would have been seen to be worth using.

In practice the procedure used was first to code answers to all

questions onto coding sheets, and then to decide which to use to

provide variables. Within each area of interest (eg use of VDU;

attitudes to confidentiality) those variables which were ordinal and

which had the least numbers of missing values were selected.

Occasionally a particularly important variable in some area was

included even though it had a high number of missing values. Those

questions which were used to provide variables can be identified from
the description of the CA.. variables in appendix 5. In writing-up of
each area the coded results for all the remaining questions concerning
that area (ie those not used to provide variables) were carefully

scrutinised and were manually tabulated for frequency tables and other

figures, as will have been noted in chapter 6 (eg table 6.1.5a, from

questions S51, S51a, S51b).
There were a variety of reasons for the high number of missing

values in some questions. In many cases a question was inapplicable -

because it was not relevant to seniors; because the respondent had
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only just moved to the district; because the respondent did not use

the particular aspect of the system under discussion; and so on.

Sometimes (A3.2.3) the quality of tape recording rendered responses

unus able. Various other reasons are given in A3.2.2b - eg omission
of questions through shortage of time, or inclusion of new questions

part way through the fieldwork. Finally a missing value sometimes had

to be recorded when the respondent refused to answer a particular

question or - more frequently - when inadequate interviewing failed to

press the respondent directly enough on a particular point.

(b) The process of coding

There were two alternative approaches to coding. Either to do one

question at a time, looking up all transcripts for that question, or

to do one transcript at a time, coding all questions from that

transcript. The latter approach was used, as it was felt to be more

in line with the general approach to methodology. Each interview is a

process of interaction between the researcher and the social worker,
and information may be lost or meanings distorted by looking at

particular questions and answers outside the context of the interview

as a whole. Thus where an answer lies between two possible codings it

may be possible to decide which is the more appropriate by
consideration of the interview as a whole or of other answers which

refer to the same point. See examples 1 and 2 below.

Cicourel's experience of the coding operation from the perspective
of the coder rings true with my own: The coder has to:

"make 'reasonable' decisions within 'reasonable' time limits, which

could mean anything from a few seconds to perhaps a quarter-hour

depending on one's mood, how previous questions had been coded, how
tired one felt, and so on ... If we (his wife assisted in coding)
felt tired or it was close to lunch or late in the afternoon or

night, our experience with an item could seem endless while the

actual real-time may have been a matter of minutes or seconds".
He might only have added that the transcripts also, fortunately,

provide moments of light relief - as will be seen in example 3 below.

In going through the transcripts it was found that for most

questions categories emerged in which replies could be satisfactorily
coded. A chart was kept showing the codings developed for each

question, and this was expanded as necessary when going through
further transcripts. Generally speaking a fairly definite set of
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coding rules had developed by the time the first 10 or 20 transcripts

had been coded. Occasionally it was necessary to look more carefully
at the developed rules for a particular question and go back through
the transcripts which had already been coded, for that question. This

happened, for example, when a large number of categories were emerging

for a particular question, and it was decided to define a smaller

number of more general categories instead.

For some questions the categories which emerged were relatively

clear cut, whilst in others they were more along a continuum from one

extreme to another. Examples of both types are given as (c) and (d)

below, although it will be seen that difficulties of interpretation
are present even in the more clear-cut example.

Cicourel (1974) reports on the difficulty of coding "ambiguous,

vague, and often contradictory responses into a format permitting

crosstabulation". In general I found that coding was relatively

straightforward, but certainly there were many occasions when this was

not so and when responses were indeed ambiguous, vague, and/or
contradictory.

The following three extracts provide a few interesting examples of

coding practice. Questions and responses are numbered for reference.
The symbol '...' represents a pause.

Example 1

1(1.1) : Is there any information about clients which for reasons of

confidentiality you think should never be stored on a computer?

R( 1.1) : ... Well, I'm of the opinion - I'm a very blunt person, I'm a

very frank person - but I feel that if there's one thing that's going
to go on, the whole lot should go on. I'm like that.

(At a later point in the interview:

1(1.2): Is there anything about the nature of social work that makes

computers to some extent out of place, would you say?

R( 1.2) : Out of place? ... Hmm, I don't know about that Mind,

my casefile, I wouldn't like all of my casefile to go on the computer.

1(1.3): Oh? What sort of thing would you not like to go on?

R(1.3): Well, I mean, discussions I've had with my client, and um of

course all that doesn't go down. There's a lot on your casefile that
doesn't go on the computer.

1(1.4): Why is that alright on the casefile but not on the computer?

R(1.4): I think that's between you and your client.
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In 1.1 the respondent gives an apparently clear answer. Later (1.2)
another statement suggests an opposite answer. A probe (1.3) seems to

confirm this. However the respondent replies in terms of what does

happen rather than, as asked, in terms of what she would like to

happen. A further probe (1.4) confirms that she does not want this

information stored on the computer. Greater reliance was here placed
on the later responses, since more discussion took place, and since

they were at a less abstract level than the initial response. The

initial response may have been given because the question was a fairly

abstract one which the respondent had not previously thought about,
and whose full implications she did not fully grasp on the spot. It

appears likely that a self-completion form would also have obtained

the initial and 'wrong' response. Alternatively the responderrt may

have misheard or misunderstood the question, although there is no

obvious reason to suspect this.

Example 2

1(2.1): A copy of your active caseload list is printed every month.
What purposes, if any, do use this information for?

R(2.1): What do I use it for? ... Well (laughter) I don't use it for

anything, you know. My senior does use it. It's a good help for me

to quickly browse through; I do keep my own list of clients, you know,

a separate list, so, a written list.

1(2.2): What are the advantages of your own manual method?

R(2.2): Well, at the present time it's because I haven't adapted

myself properly to the computer, it's as simple as that, you know.

1(2.3); What did you use for this before the computer?

R(2.3): The list ... I'm keeping the old tradition ... Obviously,
I'm beginning to realise more and more, you know, that it would be
beneficial to me if I was to perhaps urn ... stop all these lists I've

got, and just wait for the monthly turnout (printout). I know for a

fact that it would benefit me, but, you know,

1(2.4): Why would it benefit you?

R(2.4): Why would it? Well it would save me a hell of a lot of sort

of time, you know, and paperwork ... I've got a terrible memory, and
in order for me to remember things I've got to write them down,

critically, you know, until I do remember them. And I think the

duplication in that respect does help me ... although I suppose the
idea of the computer was to try and avoid duplication, and so, I'm
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letting the side down really.

(Later in the interview:

1(2.5): Are there any tasks which are meant to be done by the

computer, but for which you find you have to keep a manual record, for

example in personal notes or a small card index of your own?

R(2.5): No.

This extract provides another example of where a reply to a general

question (2.5) is contradicted when specific details of the

respondent's day-to-day work are discussed (2.1,2.2). Again the

specific reply was preferred during coding, and again it appears

likely that a fixed-question instrument would have obtained the

'wrong' answer to the more general question. This example is

particularly interesting since the general reply was given after the

respondent had given the opposite reply on the specific point.

Unfortunately I did not ask about the contradiction when the second

reply was given.

Question 2.1 reveals a further clear contradiction - this time

within the one reply. The statement that he did not use the list was

given with a laugh, and I suspect that his meaning was: "I only skim

through it, so I can't really say that I use it". But for my

purposes, he did use it. In fact .he goes on to say he finds it "a

good help", and that the duplication of the computer and manual system

"does help me", and later in the interview he refers to cases "that I

see on the printout". This, in my terms, is quite sufficient to

conclude that he does use the list.

Example 3

1(3.1): Obviously there are some social workers who dislike the

computer and others who are more happy about it. Do you have any idea
what kind of person it is either who does or does not like the

computer?

R( 3.1) : ... Hum, well ... You have all these know-alls, you know

(laughs).

1(3.2): And do they like it?

R(3.2) : Yes, Oh, Yes. Yes, yes, I mean they're just that type of

person.

1(3.3): Is this people who are more trained?

R(3.3) : Possibly. Academic, what shall I say, academically minded.

1(3.4) : When you say 'know-all' types?
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R(3.4): Well, you get these big heads in any walk of life, who think

they know it all, and why should they do this and that and the other?
But when it comes down to the basic facts it's probably uh these

people that use it the most (laughs).
1(3.5): What type of social workers are less favourable to the

computer?

R(3.5): ... Well, people who know it all - who think they know it

all, but they don't.

1(3.6): They are the ones who dislike the computer?

R(3.6): Oh, I would imagine so, yes. Mmm.

This section of interview left me completely bewildered. The

respondent seemed blissfully unaware of the apparent contradiction in
what she had said. In coding respondents' views I felt it best to

omit 'know-alls' completely - fortunately they were not mentioned in

any other transcripts!

(c) Example - coding of relatively clear-cut categories
In (b) above it was mentioned that the categories which emerged

during coding were sometimes fairly clear-cut, and at other times they

ranged more along a continuum. An example of the former was question
S26 ("what would you say were the most important good points and the
main drawbacks of the old card index in comparison to the VDU and the

client index?"). Here there were three distinct dimensions in respect

of which respondents compared the old manual system with the computer

method: availability/speed of use; comprehensibility/ease of use; and

completeness/accuracy of the information. The summary of results

appears in 6.1.3b and table 6.1.3a. Even with this relatively
clear-cut set of categories, however, there were some problems and
some oddities. A very few social workers identified further

dimensions for comparison - for example the 'fun value' of the

different methods; and the question of how widely information stored
on the different media was available. In some cases the distinction

between 'speed of use' and 'ease of use' was rather blurred and a

judgement had to be made as to which was the most appropriate category

or whether the reply should be entered under both categories. Of

course, the reasons given by respondents were not phrased as neatly as

might be suggested by the names given above to the three categories.
The main types of answers given are summarised below under the

categories in which they were coded.



Availability/speed of use

VDU/cards quicker to look up

Too many names on VDU

Only one person at a time can use VDU

VDU often occupied by clerk doing input

Breakdowns in VDU or central computer

Card index present at all hours

*Admin staff now look up information for you when you phone them,

instead of you having to use the card index

Completeness/accuracy of information
Cards can be lost/misfiled/duplicated/etc

VDU/cards contain more information on each client

*Can write notes on cards

Information more up-to-date on VDU/cards
More historical information on cards - eg previous social worker,

address, etc

Harder to make mistakes on cards/VDU

*Easier to correct mistakes

Can trust the information on the VDU

Comprehensibility/ease of use

Card index understandable/better presented/easier to use

*Social workers not reliant on admin to look up information when

cards used

Can look up VDU by client address as well as client name (dept A)
It will be noted that a few of the types of reply (those marked
and perhaps a few others) could conceivably have been entered under

another of the headings - but the context of the answers within the
interviews led to their inclusion as shown. Thus for example, some

social workers mentioned the fact that admin staff now looked up

information for them as an indication of how difficult it was to use

the VDU, whilst others mentioned this in terms of the benefit it

provided in saving them time looking up the card index: thus these
answers were entered either in the 'speed of use' or the 'ease of use'

categories depending on their exact phrasing and context.
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(d) Example - coding of less clear-cut categories

In the following example the responses tended to vary along a

continuum, and it was sometimes difficult to decide exactly where a

particular respondent should be placed. The question (S25) was "Would
you say that using the VDU is basically a job for admin staff, or

would it be as well if social workers could use it too, for looking up

information about clients?" The question itself could have been

rather more usefully phrased by referring only to look-up for both

admin and social workers rather than referring to look-up for social
workers but leaving some doubt as to whether look-up alone or all uses

were meant for admin. Nonetheless, a fairly clear pattern emerged

ranging from those who felt that only admin should use it, through
those who felt that it was basically for admin use although social

workers who wished to should use it, to those who felt that both

should be expected and encouraged to use it. No one suggested that

social workers alone should use it.

The responses below are the first which were coded under each of the
three categories in each district. There are only 7 entries under 'A'
since no respondent was thus coded in district B6. Where the

respondent refused to be taped the notes taken instead are reproduced
here.

Code 'A': Admin staff only should use the VDU

A1 (refusal to be taped) "Admin job."
A2 "No, I think that provided you've got two permanent members of the

staff who are available nine to five, it isn't necessary for social
workers to use it."

A3 "... Social workers shouldn't need to. There should be enough

admin support to be able to find out information."
A4 (refusal to be taped) "Best for admin to use it - fewer errors if
fewer people use it."
A5 "Hum ... well I think admin staff ... Do you want the reasons why?

... I think two reasons really. We are well staffed here

administratively really, in spite of our complaints, and we have

enough staff to staff it. And on the other side of the coin the
social workers have so many things to do that I see are not done, that
I would much prefer them to get on with those jobs rather than work
the computer."
A6 "No, I think it would be better if we put some more resources into
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training the admin to use it better, rather than allowing everybody a

free hand to crash off and on the machine when they felt they needed
_ II

t o.

A7 "Um ... not really, because you see if you're on duty you have all
the lists there (the client index?) and I think it's more an

adminstrative - reception - for reception."
Code 'B': VDU basically for admin use, though social

workers should be able to use it if they wish for look-up

B1 "Oh it's got to be basically an admin task. It has to be. I think
social workers should understand how it works and what it means, but

not really to do it. Particularly on input. Because I think the

admin have to be responsible for the accuracy, you know."
B2 (refusal to be taped) "Mainly admin job, but social workers should
be able to interrogate it."
B3 "...I think essentially it's a job for clerical staff. Um,

although, in the nature of the job as a whole, if you want some

information, quickly, there's no reason I think, why you should, um,

have to wait - why you be so rigid as to draw lines of demarcation."
(more)

B4 "Um well, I see my role as doing social work, and uh if I

need to get information to help me to do social work, from the

computer or anywhere else, yes, it would be my job. Or would it? I

don't know. Um, I mean if I want to find out something from the DHSS,

you know, I wouldn't go over there and look through their records, I

would ask somebody to do it for me. ... Uh, it's difficult." (more)

B5 (tape stuck) "Basically admin - but good if social workers could

use it - but wouldn't want to use it regularly."
B6 "Oh, I think it's essential that social workers could use it, but I

think, just because of sheer space and time, that the admin should
have control during working hours presumably, yes."
B7 "I think it's as well if we could use it, I mean there's always a

time when you may need to, and I think, I think you know, uh, we did
have a few trips to the Civic Centre for demonstrations of the

computer before it was inaugurated. It didn't sound too difficult."
(more)

B8 "I regard it basically a job for admin staff ... I suppose I

regard it as useful to know how to use it as I regard it as useful to

know how to type, no different to that."
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Code 'C': Social workers should be expected or encouraged to use it

CI "I think it's useful to have admin there who can quickly get the

information for you, if you're involved in something else; especially
if you're involved in your paperwork while you are trying to interview
a client at the same time, you can get the information quickly. But I
think it's also useful for social workers to be able to know how to

ask it for information as well."

C2 (refusal to be taped) "Social workers should be able to as well, it

should be a help to them to be able to."
C3 "Yes, I think it's better if social workers can use it."
C4 "We're not trained to use it, so if we had one here it would be

quite handy to (be able to?) use it. _I: "If there was one here
would it be a good thing to get to know how to use it?" R: "Yes,
yes."
C5 "I think social workers should be able to call on it as well. Not

from the point of view of feeding in, but, you know, to get the
information that's in it out."

C6 "Well, yes, for getting information out I think it would save a lot
of time because I don't think the admin people can be expected to do

two things at once. If there's only one in and she's on the

switchboard, then I think that's quite a hectic job at the best of

times, without trying to do other jobs as well."
C7 "Um - it's an area of debate, whether it would be better sited with

the social worker group or the admin group. One appreciates the high

activity in relation to computer input from admin, but one also

recognises the value of the VDU in assisting workers who are tied up

with referrals or situations where enquiries perhaps of an urgent

nature to the duty social worker where the cases lie. A VDU sited
beside the social worker would enable them to respond more

informatively and quickly."
C8 "I think for the taking off of information social workers should
use it. For putting on, obviously you should have a limited input,

otherwise it becomes unwieldy. Taking the information off, everybody
should use it."

Reading through the responses the distinction between 'A' and 'C' is
clear. The 'A's clearly feel that social workers should not use the
VDU whilst the 'C's feel that they should be able to. The

intermediate category is more difficult, but on closer inspection the
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distinctions can be made. The 'A's do not envisage social workers

using the VDU at all, whereas the "B's do either envisage it or at the

very least feel that social workers' should know how to use it in case

that should ever prove necessary. The 'A's do not even speak about
social workers knowing how to use it. Differences between 'B's and

'C's are that 'C's sound more enthusiastic about social workers using
the computer; and they are unlikely to mention the role of admin

directly in their reply. 'B's almost invariably mention admin's role

and usually begin by making it clear that the prime responsibility
lies with admin.

The importance of the context of the interview in interpreting
individual responses was mentioned in A3.2.5b, and occasionally this

helped here in deciding how a particular reply should be placed as

between A and B or as between B and C. A few of the more doubtful

placings will be mentioned. Quote B1 borders on category A, but

clearly envisages social workers knowing how to use the VDU. The
doubt about social worker use appears to centre on the question of

input, leaving open the possibility of social worker use for look-up.

Indeed earlier the respondent states that he has used the VDU himself
on a very few occasions, although he finds it quicker to ask the admin
staff normally. Quotes B2 and B5 border on category C, but the
reference to admin having the "main" or the "basic" role locates them

in B. Quote CI borders on B, but the reference to admin staff does
not say that look-up is basically their job, but rather that admin
should be used whenever that is the more convenient course. In other

replies this social worker confirms that he does use the VDU himself

occasionally, and that he finds it "very useful" to be able to do so.
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A3.3 INTERVIEWS WITH SOCIAL WORKERS - HOCK CASE COMPLETION

A3.3.1 Use of the mock case in interviews

At about the mid-point of the taped interview the recorder was

switched off, and social workers were asked the following:
"I'm trying to collect a list of the difficulties that arise in

practice with filling in the review form (Client Information Sheet

in department B). I have here an example case, and I wonder if

you could fill in this review form (CIS) as you normally would for
a case like this. Whilst you are doing it could you mention any

points about it that you find ambiguous, confusing, or difficult,

or where you would normally ask for advice when completing it, so

that I can make a note of them?"

At this point a sheet describing the mock case (A4.3.1-A4.3.3) was

passed over, together with (in department A) a blank review form (form
A3 in 5.1.4) and (in department B) a mock Client Information Sheet as

it would have appeared as the top sheet of the file on the case (form
B3 in 5.1.4 - with the typed additions but without the handwriting).
The correct method of completion of both forms for a similar case is

illustrated in 5.1.4.

In department A it was realised during interviews in the first
district that social workers were making an extremely poor job of

tackling the mock case (A4.3.1). When the same pattern started to

emerge in the second district it was decided to simplify the mock case

by deleting reference to the Fern St. Childrens' Home. The

simplified version (A4.3.2) was used in all subsequent interviews in

department A. It was unfortunate that two different versions of the

mock case had to be used in department A, but this was unavoidable.

My experience in the pilot had been that form completion was quite

good. I had assumed that the quality of form-completion would be

primarily a function of social worker ability and, therefore, that

standards of completion would not differ greatly between the pilot and

the main fieldwork. Indeed, since form-completion was good in the

pilot, I had made the wording of the mock case rather more complicated
for department A. I had not reckoned with the importance of the

design and degree of self-explanatoriness of the forms: had I done so

it might have been easy to predict that social workers in department A
would find it much harder to complete the mock case than did those in
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the pilot department. By the time it came to preparing for fieldwork
in department B I was aware of the importance of form-design, and felt
that the case used in department A would prove too easy (owing to the

simplicity and self-explanatoriness of the CIS). It was therefore

again modified, by adding references to the rent officer.
Whilst the respondent completed the mock case, notes were taken of

any comments made. The tape recorder was then switched on and the

notes summarised to the respondent - who was then asked for any

further comments and for any points which the mock case called to mind

concerning normal form-completion work (questions S44a-f in A4.2).

A3.3.2 The mock case as an element of reality in the interview

As stated to the respondent, an important purpose of the exercise

was to identify difficulties resulting from poor form-design. There

were, however, three further intentions. Firstly, to test the

respondent's own ability at form-completion (A3.3.3); secondly to

provide a break half way through the taping; and, importantly

(A3.1.2f), to provide an element of 'reality' in the interview and so

try and keep the social worker's mind centred on actual experience of
the computer in order that s/he would be less likely to give abstract

responses unrelated to everyday experiences.

Cicourel (1974) mentions the value of "probes that press for details

about past experiences to stimulate a respondent's experiences of the

setting and its unfolding character" and to "preclude evasive abstract

answers". The use of the mock case takes this approach further by

bringing an element of the social worker's relevant experience - the

computer review form - right into the interview.

The mock case was often successful in this respect (as well as in

revealing deficiencies in form design). One interesting example is
the following extract, which begins shortly after the social worker

had completed the mock case.

1(1.1); Were there any other points it reminded you of that crop up

when you are using it for your own cases?

R( 1.1) ; A quick thing actually - you know you are doing your review

here. It's a child but there's obviously no statutory involvement, urn

it isn't a care order or a supervision order, otherwise you'd

get the medicals and what have you.

1(1.2): Why did you mention that? Is there anything confusing?
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R( 1.2): No, no. I think this is something where, quite often a

tradition has been (laughs), or is, that you just review child care

cases, unless something like an emergency cropped up. But now, you

know, people, this gives you an opportunity actually, to plan a review

without there being any statutory obligation to do it.
The respondent's first reply was a little unclear. What he said was

true, but 1 could not see why he had said it, so I asked for further

explanation (1.2). This revealed that the social worker had found
that an effect of the computer was to change the nature of a 'review'.

Previously a review had concerned statutory cases only, but the
definition and the practice of reviewing were changing to embrace a

wider range of cases. The use of the mock case here succeeded in

bringing to light a point which was of great interest to me, even

though to the social worker it was so obvious that he hardly felt it

worthy of mention (he said: "A quick thing, actually...").
On other occasions the mock case made respondents think more

carefully about statements which had been made too abstractly before -

see examples near end of A3.2.Id.

Cicourel points out that introducing reality into interviews may

cause tension. The researcher may be forcing the respondent to face

unpleasant facts or to give concrete details which contradict previous

easily-made abstract remarks. The mock case provided several examples
of such tension. One particular social worker who had made it clear

that she did not like the computer system, but who said she completed

copies of the review form several times a month, visibly found great

difficulty in completing the mock case. When she had eventually done
all she could and I asked for the completed form she instead crumpled
it up and stuffed it in her handbag - not even in the nearby

wastepaper basket! - excusing herself with "This is the sort of form
the short-term people would fill in more". On two occasions the mock

case was omitted since it was clear from the interview that the social

worker would be totally unable to complete it and that any attempt to

ask her to do so would cause considerable mutual embarrassment.

A3.3.3 Coding of mock case

Coding was used for two purposes - to compare the forms as regards
how easy they were to complete correctly (this comparison is made in

6.1.4c(i)) and to compare the form-filling abilities of individual
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social workers (variable CA28 in appendix 5).
The second purpose was rendered difficult because of the different

forms and mock cases used in the two departments, and because two

versions of the mock case were used in department A. As a result it

was necessary to amend the results for individual social workers in

order to make them comparable, as described below. The resulting
variable appears to be valid, since it correlates well with a second

variable which also attempts to measure form-filling ability - see

description of variable PF01 in appendix 5. In practice, however,
neither variable proved very useful in analysis - PF01 was used once

in 6.3.2a, and CA28 not at all.

The number of raw errors for each social worker's mock case

completion was obtained by counting one point for each error or

omission in an obligatory entry on the form and for each spurious

entry where none should have been made, and adding a further point if
the combination of sections of the form which had been completed was

incorrect (implying failure to understand the structure of the form).
This raw figure was then amended as shown below.

Dept A Dept A Dept B

1st case 2nd case

No. of respondents 14 25 37
No. of errors 93 118 96

Taking the second case in department A as a standard, the average

number of errors per social worker was 118/25=4.72. Thus assuming

that differences between the three columns resulted only from the

design of the forms and the wording of the cases the number of errors

which would have been expected had the second case and department A's
form been used for all three groups is (multiplying 4.72 by the number
of respondents):

Expected no. of errors 66 118 175
Therefore in order to eliminate the effect of the differing cases and

forms, results for individual respondents were multiplied by the

following factors:

66/93 118/118 175/96

The adjusted scores were then grouped into four categories each

containing roughly the same number of respondents, and the categories
were coded from 1 to 4 for the purposes of defining variable CA28.



A3.4: SOCIAL WORKER CHARACTERISTICS - FIXED ANSWER INSTRUMENTS

Information about social worker backgrounds and beliefs was obtained

through instruments which in most cases only allowed a choice of

pre-determined responses, rather than through the more open-ended

taped interviews. The instruments used are sheets T, U, V and W,

contained in A4.4. The variables derived from these instruments are

included in the list of all variables in appendix 5. The use of

quantitative methods of data collection is discussed in A3.1.4a.
The present section discusses the choice of variables (A3.4.1) and

the type of instruments and methods of coding used (A3.4.2).

A3.4.1 Choice of variables

The literature described in 1.4 suggested various characteristics

(latent identities such as professional and cosmopolitan/local) which

might differentiate between social workers and which could be used in

an attempt (6.3) to see whether different types of social worker
reacted differently to the computer. Additionally certain basic

variables such as age and sex, and the manifest identity of the social
worker's position within their office, present themselves as obvious

candidates for such investigation.
In the case of the complicated latent identities described in the

literature it was decided not to use these concepts as they stood, but

rather ((b) below) to base variables on the elements from which they

are built up. Thus the variables do not purport to accurately test

the original concepts. Rather it was hoped that they would at least

be sufficient to distinguish between different types of social worker
in a more elementary way. It would be possible to tell how far

academic qualification, say, affected attitudes to the computer; but,
in general, less easy to say the same about cosmopolitanism. The

reasons, both theoretical and pragmatic, for using this approach are

now given.

(a) Reasons for using basic elements rather than original concepts
- The original concepts would have been difficult to use as they
stood. Gouldner's instruments included completely inapplicable

questions such as "What effects have the recent investigations of
communism had on the campus?" As far as 'professionalism' is

concerned there is no clear agreement on all of its core elements and
indeed (1.4.2b) more recent definitions do not use core elements at



all.
✓

- In the course of my research I was also investigating the

organisation, the nature of the system, and the reception of the

computer, and concentrating on the use of tape recorded interviews.

Time constraints would not have allowed the development and testing of
instruments to measure the general concepts and it was decided rather

to perform simple tests using basic elements of these concepts.
- The original concepts overlap in some respects - for example, the

question of skills is important both for professionals and for

cosmopolitans. It seemed simplest and most meaningful to use the

elements themselves.

- This approach does not dispense entirely with the original concepts
- it is still possible to get a reasonable idea of their applicability

by looking at the elements derived from them (6.3.1). Additionally
other groupings of the basic elements - not forming one of the

original concepts - may emerge. Gouldner himself pointed out (1.4.1)
that his concepts needed to be subdivided better to explain his data -

the concepts are not as 'hard and fast' as they might appear when
defined in a text book.

(b) Choice of variables from the original concepts

It was explained above that the variables used were suggested by the

concepts mentioned below - they are not meant reliably to test for
their presence. Indeed it will be noted that a few of the variables

(eg PE26 - membership of the professional association) were suggested

by more than one of the concepts and/or in other ways.

Basic variables

It was felt that the basic sociological variables of sex and age

might be related to attitudes to the computer and should be included

(variables PP02, PP03 respectively). Some other variables which

intuitively seemed likely to be related to attitudes to the computer

included position in the office (PX21), number of years in fieldwork

(PX23), previous experience of computers (PE05), caseload size (PE21),
attitudes to and ability at form-completion (PF01,CA28,SU24,SV44-45),
amount of contact with headquarters (SW21-24), and knowledge of

computer project staff (SW41,51).
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Cosmopolitan/local

Loyalty to the employing organisation and inner/outer group

orientation are important components of Gouldner's cosmopolitan/local

concepts (1.4.1). Variables suggested by these components included
those dealing with influences on work (SV01-09), future career

(PE04,22,24;SU08,09), membership of outside organisations

(PE25,26,31), conflicts between rules and the professional's view

(SU07). Gouldner himself found (1.4.1) that acceptance/rejection of
rules (tested here by some of SV01-09 and SU07) was strongly related
to his cosmopolitan/local concepts.

A third component is commitment to skills. This includes the amount

of education but, for this thesis, it was thought useful (1.4.1) also

to consider the type of education and of experience. The following
variables were included: amount of education (PT01-02), type of

education (PT03-05,12-13), type of previous experience

(PX24-25,28,31-32), importance of skills (SU05).
Professional identity

The definition by characteristics of a professional individual

(1.4.2a) suggested further variables, in addition to the obvious one

of membership of the professional association (PE26). These covered

professional expertise (PT03), position (PX21) - though it was not

possible to test whether this had been achieved by performance as is

required in the definition - use of expertise in decision-making

(SU05), nature of relationship with clients (SU04), conflict between

professional expertise and departmental rules and requirements (SU07,
some of SV01-09), confidentiality issues (SU01-02).
Characteristics specific to social workers

The three factors (a,b,c) in 1.4.3 which differentiate between

various of the main theoretical approaches to social work practice

suggested variables SU03,06,23 and SV02,46. Finally, the oft reported
dislike of social workers for paperwork (1.4.4) suggested SV44-45 and
SU24.
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A3.4.2 Design of instruments and method of coding
Four separate instruments were used, and general comments on each

are given below. The instruments themselves (sheets T,U,V,W) appear

in appendix A4.4, and remarks on the reasons for using these

quantitative methods of data collection in this research are included

in A3.1.4a.

(a) Sheet T (see A4.4.1): social worker backgrounds
This double-sided sheet, which sought background and career details,

was handed to social workers at the time the appointment was made for

their interview, and they were asked to complete it prior to the

interview. Where it had not been completed, the social worker was

usually able to do so whilst I set up the tape recorder. Before

starting the taped interview I quickly skimmed the replies to sheet T

to check that all questions had been answered - a lesson learnt from

the pilot study.
Two social workers refused to complete the form on the grounds that

it was an invasion of privacy (although they were willing to take part

in the taped interview), and one could not be persuaded to get round
to completing it despite my heroically persistent attempts.

The way in which individual variables were coded from the completed
forms is covered under the description of each variable in appendix 5.

It may be of interest to mention a few changes incorporated in the

design of the form as a result of the pilot study. In question 7 the

figures of 2 and 6 years had been 18 months and 5 years in the pilot.
This had resulted in 3 entries in category 1, 3 in category 2, and 6
in category 3 (see variable PE22 in appendix 5 for categories), and
the figures were therefore changed to try to provide a more even

balance. The results from the main fieldwork, however, turned out to

be unbalanced in the opposite direction, suggesting that nothing had
been gained by the change. Secondly, in the pilot study question 8
had been phrased in an open-ended way, and the results were used to

set up the tick-box categories used in the main fieldwork. Finally,
in the pilot the layout of the form appeared to have affected the

response rate to certain questions - those which did not have a box in
which the answer should be entered, but just left a space, were

occasionally not answered. Thus in the main study boxes were supplied
for all answers.
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(b) Comments applicable to sheets U,V and W (see A4.4.2-4.4.4)

Sheets U,V and W were all administered immediately after the taped

interviews. The sheets were handed to the social worker; I read out

the introduction to each question; the social worker then read the

alternative responses; and finally I noted down his/her reply on a

coding sheet. In sheets U and V I was attempting to ascertain views

about ideal social work practice and therefore the word 'should' was

emphasised in questions. Fortunately all respondents agreed to tackle
sheets U and V. The same was true of sheet W, except that it was not

asked of district officers.

There were several changes from the pilot. Firstly on that occasion
two of the sheets were designed entirely as self-completion forms.

They were completed at the end of the interview so that the respondent
would not complete them in the presence of colleagues. Unfortunately

completion by this method was often painfully slow as some respondents
would spend a long time thinking about each question. This was

largely avoided in the main fieldwork by my asking each question and

making it clear that I wanted a fairly speedy reply.

Secondly in the pilot study sheet U was not used at all, but instead
a question on each point was asked during the taped interview. This

process was too time consuming to be used in the main fieldwork, but
it was helpful in defining the alternative sentences which were

finally drawn up for sheet U. For example the question "What part if

any does confidentiality play in the relationship between social
worker and client?" followed by "Why is this?" was asked in the pilot

study. Social worker opinions ranged from those who felt that the
client's permission should be sought before sensitive case details
could be discussed with anyone to those who regarded it as axiomatic
that social workers could at their own discretion use any information

given to them by the client. Secondly it was clear that the social
worker's position on this issue often depended on whether such

discussion was with colleagues in the district or with outside

agencies. From these results questions 1 and 2 on sheet U (A4.4.2)
were developed.
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(c) Sheet U (see A4.4.2): beliefs about social work.

As regards sheet U social workers were asked, for each question, to

indicate which statement immediately struck them as the one they

agreed with most ('a', 'b' or 'c'), and which second most. When

coding variables (SU01-09 in appendix 5) the first and second choices
were both taken into account. Thus if 'b' was first choice and 'c'

second then the social worker was entered as category 3. It had been

expected that the resulting variables would be ordinal, but this

proved not to be so in the case of SU07 and SU09 - the reasons are

given in appendix 5 - and so these two variables were excluded from
the analysis of ordinal variables.

(d) Sheet V (see A4.4.3): beliefs about social work

The use of sheet V is covered by (b) above, with the exception of

the matter of coding. For both sections on the sheet social workers
were asked the following questions, and I noted their replies by

writing the code numbers below against the appropriate item.
1 Which would you say should be the one most important item?
2* Which others would you say should be extremely important?

4* Which would you say should be the least important or unimportant?

5 (if more than one was given in (4)) Which one of these would you

say should be the one least important item?
, 3 VOO-S -|\JY

* If only one item was specified the respondent was asked once

"anything else?" If more than 3 were specified, the respondent was

asked to select 3 only.

This rather complex method of coding was used because of experience
in the pilot. There a scale was used from 'l=extremely important' to

'5=not at all important', and social workers had been asked to place
each individual item on this scale. This had seemed to be a sensible

method of scoring since, firstly, it is easy to use - the respondent

need only consider one item at a time - and, secondly, it is 'natural'
in the sense that if you feel everything to be important you can

indicate this - unlike, say, a ranking method where no indication at

all is given of absolute importance. Unfortunately the pilot showed

that 'natural' scoring occurred to a much more exaggerated extent than
I had expected. One person used nothing but codes 1 and 2 for all

entries, whilst another used no l's or 5's at all. The presence of
'extreme extremists' and 'extreme moderates' rendered this method of

coding unsatisfactory. It seemed unlikely that the respondents were
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using the same meaning for 'important': the moderate filled in her

form in a very reflective and composed way, whilst the extremist did

it in an impulsive "it's obvious" fashion. Beswick (1975) found

similar difficulties in her research. Additionally discrimination

between items was poor where a respondent used only two or three

adjacent categories.
The coding system used in the main fieldwork, and described above,

was an attempt at compromise. It forced respondents to use the whole

range of the spectrum, yet allowed them to concentrate their answers

towards the top, middle, or bottom of the range if they so wished.
There were no serious problems in using the method, although some of
the frequency tables resulting do reflect its complexity and

artificiality - for example variable SV47 (appendix 5) where category

4 has 6 entries whilst the two adjacent categories 3 and 5 have 37 and
15 respectively.

(e) Sheet W (see A4.4.4): questions about district organisation
The use of sheet W is introduced in (b) above. Unlike sheets U and

V it was made clear that I was asking about what happened in practice
- not about what the social worker felt should happen.

On the coding sheet the responses were entered as follows. For

question 1 the alternatives were recorded in order of preference. For

questions 2 and 3 the following alternatives were offered:

l=yesterday or today

2=last 7 days
3=last 2 weeks

4=last 4 weeks

5=last 2 months

6=longer
The answers to questions 4 and 5 were recorded verbatim. The way in

which variables were obtained from these coded replies is described in

appendix 5 (SW.. variables).
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A3.5: INTERVIEWS WITH STAFF OTHER THAN SOCIAL WORKERS

(a) District office level

In all districts an additional interview, largely concerned with

office organisation, was conducted with the district officer (A4.5.1);
and two or more of the administrative staff were also interviewed

(A4.5.2). These interviews were more loosely structured than those

with social workers, and the interview schedules were intended as

lists of topics to be covered rather than as verbatim questions. They

were not used for coding and development of variables, but as a source

of background material to assist in analysis and writing-up (A3.1.5).
In most districts, and especially where the district officer was

particularly busy, some of his/her interview topics (eg the structure

of the filing system) were also raised for further elaboration with
the administrative staff. The interviews with administrative staff,

too, had to be handled flexibly, as it often happened that a

particular member of the administration either formally or informally
became the adminstration's 'expert' on computer procedures. In all
cases I interviewed both the senior district clerk and a receptionist,

but it was generally most productive to identify and concentrate on

whoever was the local 'expert'.

(b) Departmental level
At headquarters, interviews were conducted with officers responsible

for the project, with the director, and with relevant assistant and

deputy directors (those with responsibility for fieldwork or

administration). The style of the interview was as described in (a)

above, and questions and topics were normally drawn up shortly before
the interview, depending on the responsibilities of the person

concerned. Three typical schedules are attached as A4.6.

A3.6: CHECK-LISTS/OBSERVATION

A number of checklists and charts were used to assist in collecting
the relevant information. These are attached as A4.7.

The value of collecting observational material to compare and
contrast with interview material was discussed, and several examples

were given, in A3.1.3; and no further comment is required here.
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APPENDIX 4: INSTRUMENTS USED IN FIELDWORK

The instruments used during fieldwork are attached in this appendix.
Full descriptions are given in appendix 3, and the variables derived
from the instruments are described in appendix 5. The instruments

varied from fixed questions with coded answers to lists of topics

providing a general'framework for interviews, depending on the type of
material to be collected, as described in appendix 3.

The index below shows the location in this appendix of the various

instruments. The index also refers to the parts of appendix 3 where

each instrument is described.

For social work staff in districts

A4.1 Introductory letter A3.2.2a
A4.2 Sheet S - taped interviews A3.2.2c

A4.3 Mock case A3.3.1

A4.3.1 Mock case used initially in department A

A4.3.2 (Easier) mock case used subsequently in department A

A4.3.3 Mock case used in department B

A4.4 Self-completion and fixed-answer instruments

A4.4.1 Sheet T - social worker background A3.4.2a
A4.4.2 Sheet U - beliefs about social work A3.4.2b,c

A4.4.3 Sheet V - beliefs about social work A3.4.2b,d

A4.4.4 Sheet W - district organisation A3.4.2b,e
For other staff

A4.5 Other instruments at district level A3.5a

A4.5.1 District officer interviews on office organisation
A4.5.2 Interviews with admin/reception staff

A4.6 Interviews at departmental level A3.5b
A4.6.1 Interview with director (department B)
A4.6.2 Interview with head of computer section (department B)
A4.6.3 Interview with computer expert (department B)

A4.7 Check-lists for interviews and for observation

A4.7.1 Sheet H - check-list of departmental background material

A4.7.2 Sheet I - check-list of computer inputs and outputs

A4.7.3 Sheet Q - check-list on development of the system

A4.7.4 Sheet Y - details of members of each district office

A4.7.5 Sheet Z - check-list of district background material
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A4.1: INTRODUCTORY LETTER

K

Department of Social Administration
University of Edinburgh
7 Buccleuch Place

Edinburgh EH8 9LW

031-667-1011 X 6826

Dear Social Worker,
I am working on a research"project at Edinburgh University,

in which I am looking at computer applications in Social Services departments,
and in particular fct computerised client record systems. Your local authority
is one of the first in this area, and so I was very pleased when it was agreed
that I could come to look at the computer system and to talk to social workers
about how it affects the work and the various advantages and/or difficulties
that it brings.
What do I want to do ?

After a day or two finding out details about the design and intentions of the
computer system from the staff at HQ, I hope to spend most of the rest of my time
at "ground level" looking at how things work out in practice. In particular,
I would like to have interviews with a number of social workers, and it is here
that I would be very grateful for your own participation. To make sure that I
get your views exactly I would much prefer to tape the interview, although of
course if you would rather not I will try to manage by taking notes. I have
already interviewed some social workers in another local authority, and interviews
in general take about an hour.

Confidentiality

Everything you say will remain quite confidential to myself, in the sense that I
will not write or in any other way reveal anything which would identify the people
who help me with interviews. To help ensure confidentiality I will use code
numbers throughout to avoid writing names on tapes or questionnaires. I should
also emphasize here'that I am an independent researcher, and am not writing reports
on anybody or for anybody. Rather, I hope that my research results (incorporating
your views as one of the social workers interviewed) will be of general use to
other local authorities who are wondering whether or not it would be a good idea
to computerise their client records.

My own opinions

You may wish to know my own opinions on the use of computers for client records.
At this stage I am open-minded on the subject and see both potential benefits and
drawbacks. Indeed my intention in coming is to get opinions from everyone involved.
I hope that you will understand that , as a researcher, I will net be able to express
during interviews even my preliminary thoughts, as it is important for me to hear
your own views, not influenced by anything that I might think.

My background

I have some experience relevant both to Social Services and to computers, and it is
because of this that I became interested in this research project. Although I have
no training in Social 'Vork, I worked for one year as the paid organiser of a welfare
rights agency in Edinburgh; and for another year I was the coordinator of a project
which looked into, and tried to meet wherever possible, the needs of the elderly
in a small area. This project was based in a social work area team office (Note:
the term Social Services is not used in Scotland), and so I do have some apprecia¬
tion of the work pressure that social workers are often under. I hope therefore
that my visit will not cause too much disturbance. I would, for example, be quite
happy to do some interviews in the evening or at the weekend anywhere that suited,
if this would be more convenient.

If you have any questions not answered by this letter, I will be pleased to discuss
them when we meet.

Yours Sincerely

(David du Feu)
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A4.2 SHEET S - TAPED INTERVIEWS WITH SOCIAL WORKERS

Note: Entries in capital letters not to be spoken

INTRODUCTION - TO BE READ TO INTERVIEWEE

The interview is in two main parts. The first part is taped and is
mostly questions about the computer and its effects and your opinions
about it. Then I will switch off the tape recorder and there are some

typed questions that I would like you to look at, which ask your views
on social work quite apart from the question of the computer.

You will have seen my letter explaining who I am and what this
research is about. Could I just repeat that this interview will be
quite confidential to ourselves, and I have allocated you a code
number to help ensure this.

There are quite a lot of questions, so it will help if you stick
fairly closely to them, and then raise anything you feel we haven't
covered properly at the end.

START TAPE

Today's date is .... and this is interview number ....

THE DISTRICT

bs 01 Before we get on to the computer could you very briefly
describe your job here in the team as a (position)?
e. Would you describe yourself as a specialist or a generic
worker?

b 03 Do you have any special responsibilities in the office, such as
being attached to a particular home, or being in charge of tea
money?

bs 05 Would you say that the team as a whole has a distinctive
approach to social work, or is it more the case that each
individual worker has their own approach?

Can we now turn to the computer?

COMPUTER REPORTS

b 11 a. A copy of your active caseload list is printed each month.
Do you get a copy?
(Note: questions w,x,v repeated as necessary after each of
a,e,g,j,m)
w. What (other) purposes, if any, do you use this information
for?
x. What did you use for this before the computer?
v. Is using this new printout/system an improvement over before
the computer?
b. Do you (still) keep a handwritten list of all your cases, or
some other method of your own?
e. Lists of reviews, visits and birthdays are also printed. Do
you get copies?

s g. Lists of each social worker's caseload are printed monthly.
Do you get these?
j. Details of reviews and visits due are printed every two
months. Do you get copies of these?
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d m. Statistics of referrals are printed each month. Do you get
copies of these?
p. Are there any printouts that you have specially requested
from the computer?

bsd 12 How accurate do you find the information on these
printouts/caseload lists?
If there are mistakes:
a. What are the most common mistakes?
b. What are the usual reasons for the mistakes would you say?

bs 16 What is the procedure for correcting any mistakes that you
find?

bsd 17 Overall would you say that your work has or has no been helped
by getting the various printouts that we have talked about?

b 18 a. Does your senior get a copy of the printout of your
caseload?
b. Is it used in supervisions at all?
c. Would you say this has made supervisions better?

bsd 19 Is there any other information that you would like to receive
from the computer regularly or occasionally that it doesn't
provide at the moment?

sd 20 How do you find that social workers react to your having more
detailed information about their work?

VDU AND CLIENT INDEX
b 21 (When you are on duty) what procedure do you use to find out if

a person calling at the office is known to the department
already?
j. Do you ever use the VDU or computer-printed name index for
this?
k. Do you ever use the old card index for this?

bs 22 a. Do you ever ask for information from the VDU?
b. What (other) sort of information, if any, do you ask for
from the VDU?
f. Roughly how many times per week or per month do you ask for
information from the VDU?

bsd 23 Do you ever use the VDU yourself?
a. Do you usually use it yourself?
f. Why would you not use it?

bsd 25 Would you say that using the VDU is basically a job for admin
staff, or would it be as well if social workers could use it
too, for looking up information about clients?

bs 26 What would you say were the most important good points and the
main drawbacks of the old card index in comparison to the VDU
and the computer-printed client index?
a. Were there any other advantages/disadvantages of the card
index?
b. Are there any other advantages/disadvantages of using the
computer method?
e. Do you prefer the old or the new method?

CODES AND PROCEDURES
bs 31 Do you have a list of the category codes (such as ...) used by

the computer?
a. Where is the nearest list to you kept?
e. How satisfactory do you find the codes?
f. What are the main difficulties?

bs 33 Do you ever fill in or amend the codes on the forms?
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b. What do you do if there is absolutely no code for what you
want to enter?
f. Is it usually the senior who completes the category codes?

bsd 36 Do you have any manuals or documents about the computer,
telling you how to use it, the procedures for filling in forms,
etc?
a. Have you ever had cause to refer to this?
b. How satisfactory was it for what you were looking up?

FORMS
bsd 41 a. Turning to the referral form and the CIS (Client Information

Sheet) how do you find these compare to the old referral sheet
and change memo form that were used before the computer?
b. How does the referral form compare to the old referral form?
c. How does the CIS compare to the old change memo?
e. The CIS is also used as a reference document in casefiles.
What are its advantages and disadvantages for this purpose?

bs 43 How many times per week or per month do you yourself enter new
information on a CIS and send it in to the computer?

bs MOCK CASE - SWITCH OFF TAPE
I'm trying to collect a list of the difficulties that arise in
practice with filling in the CIS. I have here an example case,
and I wonder if you could fill in this CIS as you normally
would for a case like this. Whilst you are doing it, could you
mention any points about it that you find ambiguous, confusing
or difficult, or where you would normally ask for advice when
completing it, so that I can make a note of them.

PASS OVER MOCK CASE & BLANK CIS; NOTE ANY VERBAL COMMENTS;
COLLECT BACK CIS; SWITCH ON TAPE.

bs 44 You said you found that ... (mention comments made whilst form
being completed)
a. Were there any (other) points you noticed whilst completing
the form ... Anything that wasn't quite obvious, or anything
were you might have asked for advice? ... or was it fairly
straightforward?
c. Were there any other points it reminded you of that crop up
when you are using it for your own cases?
DEPENDING ON HOW THE MOCK CASE WAS COMPLETED, VARIOUS FURTHER
PROBES USED - EG:
f. What about the OTHER AGENCIES section? Did you think of
adding the rent officer or deleting the day nursery?

bs 46 Are there any occasions when perhaps a CIS/review form should
be sent in, but because of pressure of work or other reasons
you can't manage it?
a. What about the case of a child moving to a home very
temporarily - say for one night only? Do you think forms
should be and are completed in such cases?
e. Are there any occasions when the CIS gets altered in the
file for reference, but when it's not worth sending it to the
computer to get the change done there?

THE COMPUTER AS A WHOLE
bsd 51 We have now talked about the various parts of the computer

system - the forms, the printouts and the VDU. But taking it
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as a whole, what would you say are its most important good
points and its main drawbacks?
a. And what are the main good points?
b. And what are the main drawbacks?

bsd 52 Leaving aside the question of cost for the moment, would you
say that overall you prefer the computer system or the previous
manual system?

bsd 53 Do you find that you (SSW and DO: social workers) spend more or
less time than before on paperwork, form-filling and
administration?

bsd 54 Would you say that the computer in any way infringes on the
rights or professional skills and duties of social workers?
a. Perhaps social workers might feel that superiors now have
more access to information about their work?
b. Or that the administration has in some way been strengthened
at the expense of social workers?

bsd 56 Have you found that your original attitude to the computer
before it was introduced has changed at all now that you have
seen it in operation here?

HOW AND WHY INTRODUCED
bsd 61 What would you say were the main objectives of the computer in

the eyes of the people who decided to introduce it?
a. Within the department who was intended to be the main
beneficiary - social workers, admin staff, or management at HQ?
c. Do you think there were any other reasons why it was
introduced?

bsd 63 Bearing in mind that the decision to introduce the computer was
made before the current cutbacks were envisaged, do you think
it was a reasonable priority for the department at that time?

bsd 64 Would you say there was adequate consultation with social
workers over whether to introduce a computer at all and if so
over what it should do, how forms should be designed, etc?

bsd 66 Now that the computer is operational what channels would you
use to pass on any suggestions or complaints you might have
about it?
a. Have you ever had cause to do this?

bsd 67 a. Was the training that social workers had in the use of the
forms and the computer reasonably adequate?
b. Would you have liked some/more training or is it better
learning on the job?

CLIENTS AND CONFIDENTIALITY
bsd 81 Would you say that information stored on the computer is more

or less secure from unauthorised access than information in
casefiles or on a card index?
a. For what reason?
e. What about the fact that information is now more widely
available within the department than before? Is that a good
thing or not?

bsd 82 Turning now to clients, do you think they will have noticed any
difference in the service here as a result of the computer?

bsd 83 Do you think that clients know that information about them is
stored on a computer?

bsd 84 What do/would clients think about this do you think?
bsd 85 Quite apart from the computer, do you think that clients know

that casefiles are kept with details of their case?
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bsd 86 Do you think that clients should have a right to look at
information which is held about them, either in casefiles or on
the computer?
a. Why do you think that?
c. What about the information that is stored on the computer at
the moment?
d. What about the information in casefiles?

bsd 88 Is there any information about clients which for reasons of
confidentiality you think should never be stored on a computer?
a. Why do you think that?
c. What sort of thing?
d. Do you think there is anything that is alright to put on the
file, but which you wouldn't like to see put on the computer?
g. Why is this alright on the casefile but not on the computer?

COMPUTERS IN GENERAL
bsd 91 Is there anything about the nature of social work that makes

computers to some extent out of place would you say?
a." Is this a general feeling of yours or is there a specific
example that you have noticed or can think of?

bsd 93 Obviously there are some social workers who dislike the
computer and others who are more happy about it. Do you have
any idea of what kind of person it is either who does or does
not like the computer?

bsd 94 Have you heard of any other local authorities that have tried
computerising information about clients?
a. Have you any idea what happened?

bsd 95 Do you remember seeing any books or newspaper articles or TV
programs about computers in general where any points about
computers particularly struck you and you have remembered ever
since?

bsd 99 Finally, is there anything else you'd like to say about the
computer? ... Anything I didn't ask? ... or anything you feel
we haven't covered properly?

SWITCH OFF TAPE
NOW GO ON TO SHEETS U,V,W
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A4.3 MOCK CASE

A4.3.1: Example case used initially in department A

John Smith was born on 12 February 1974 and lives with his parents
at 21 Leaf Street. The department has been involved for some time
because the mother was finding difficulty coping with looking after
John all day. Some time ago the social worker arranged for John to
attend the Ivy Street day nursery. The necessary details were entered
on the computer at the time, and the case reference number allocated
to John was 8-000111-03.

Today is 13th December 1976 and the case is reviewed. It is decided
to place John in Fern Street childrens' home for a temporary period,
under section 1 of the 1948 Childrens' Act, because of unsatisfactory
home conditions. It is decided at the same time that he will stop
attending the day nursery.

Please complete the yellow form SS333, just as you would if you were
the social worker in this case.

A4.3.2: Example case used in department A after first 14 interviews

As in A4.3.1 except for second paragraph:

Today is 13 December 1976 and the case is reviewed. The mother
feels she would like John to stay at home, and the social worker
agrees that she could now cope. It is decided that John will stop
attending the day nursery. Another review is fixed for 13 January
1977.

A4.3.3: Example case used in department B

John Smith is a 3-year old who lives with his parents at 21 Leaf
Street. The department has been involved for some time because the
mother was finding it difficult coping with John's trying behaviour
all day, and this main problem was aggravated by the bad housing
conditions. Last August the social worker arranged for John to attend
the day nursery at Ivy Street. The relevant Client Information Sheet
is attached.

Today is 13 December 1976 and the case is reviewed. John has now
settled down completely and the mother would like him to stay at home
rather than going to the day nursery, although the bad housing
conditions remain. The social worker agrees that the mother could now
cope with John being home all day. At the review it is decided that
John will stop attending the day nursery. The social worker will also
contact the rent officer, Mr. Jamieson, to see if the rent should be
reduced because of the bad condition of the housing. Finally, the
social worker decides to review the case again on 13 June 1977.

Please alter the Client Information Sheet just as you would if you
were the social worker at this review.



A4.4: SELF-COMPLETION AND FIXED-ANSWER INSTRUMENTS

SHEET T - SOCIAL WORKERS RACKGROUND CONFIDENTIAL I CODE | |

I would be grateful if you would complete this form before we have the interview. It asks
for details of your training, experience, future intentions, etc.,in social work. The
form is doubl»-sided, so please remember to turn over I

1. Today's date:

2. Your sex: Ifemalel 1 I male | | (please tick)

3. Your age last birthday: 0-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-100

(please tick)

4. Please list education and training after leaving school EVEN IF NOT RELEVANT TO
SOCIAL WORK:

DATES(year)
from | to

NAME OF COLLEGE/UNI VERS I
/TRAINING BODY/ETC.

TY) MAIN-COURSES TAKEN QUALIFICATIONS
OBTAINED

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
i.

5. Please describe your main Infer, wWiersr wire levant to social work, INCLUDING YOUR
PRESENT JOB:

DATES(year)
from | to

NAME OF DEPARTMENT OR
OTHER ORGANISATION

NAME OF TOWN
OR AREA

JOB DESCRIPTION &
SIGHEST GRADE REACHED

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i

6. Roughly what size is your current caseload ?

NOW PLEASE TURN OVER
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7. How long do you expect to stay working in this department ?

Relatively short term - say less than another 2 years

Medium term - say between another 2 years and 6 years

Long term - probably more than another 6 years

Probably for the rest of my career

■6-
F1ea se

tick
one

box

8. What do you expect to be your main reasons for leaving the department when you
do leave ?

Retire

Family reasons

Look for promotion within social work

Look for a job outside social work

Dis-satisfaction with work situation or

conditions in the department

To experience social work in a different
department / have a change

Other reason(s) - please specify in the
space on the right of this box

PI ease

put
TWO TICKS
in the
MOST

important
box

and
ONE TICK
in any other
important box

9. What position do you see yourself as likely to be in eventually if you stay in
social work, whether or not in this department:

welfare assis¬
tant / care

assistant

ungualified
social
worker

qualified
social
worker

senior
social
worker

team leader
/ district

officer

position at
departmental
level

OTHER

-pi ease

spec ify

(Please put 2 TICKS in the MOST LIKELY box, and 1 TICK in any other likely box}.

l<i Are you a member of a union or prof/essional association ? | YES I 1 |NO | ( (tick)

If YES, state name of organisation:

11. Are you a member of any voluntary groups or associations within the department ?
For example, study groups, departmental darts club, etc. If so, please specify:"

12. Are you a member of any outside groups, organisations, or voluntary bodies which are
relevant to your work ? If so, please specify:

13, what experience (major or minor) do you have of computers, apart from the new Social
Services system ? For example, in educational courses, in employment, or in any other
way (eg married to a computer programmer). IF N'ONE, please state MONE.

DATES(year)
from i to

ORGANISATION OR OTHER
REASON

PLEASE CESCRIPE VERY BRIEFLY YOUR EXPERIENCE AND
HOW MUCH OF YOUR TIME WAS INVOLVED

1

1
1

1

1
• 1

I

1
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A4.4.2: Sheet U - Beliefs about social work

SHEET U - QUESTIONS ABOUT SOCIAL WORK ALL ANSWERS ARE CONFIDENTIAL

Each of the following questions deals with a different aspect of social work,
and lists three or four viewpoints on that aspect.

In each case I would like you to tell me which statement immediately strikes
you as the one you agree with most? And which you agree with second most?

1. The concept of confidentiality is basic to social work practice, and I think all social
workers would agree that sensitive information about a case must be strictly controlled.
However there are differing opinions about how far confidentiality should be taken
when it comes to discussing sensitive details of a case with other agencies that are
relevant to the case. Which of the following is nearest to your opinion about
what should happen ?

a. The social worker should get the client's permission before discussing sensitive
details about their case with other relevant agencies.

b. The social worker should inform the client that they may do this if necessary.

c. It is not necessary for the social worker to mention it to the client at all, since
clients automatically expect social workers to discuss it if necessary, or they
wouid not mind anyway.

2. What about discussing esses with collegues in the team ?
a. The social worker should get the client*s permission before discussing sensitive

details about their case with collegues in the team ?
b. The social worker should inform the client that they may do this if necessary.

c. It is not necessary for the social worker to mention it to the client at all, since
clients automatically expect social workers to discuss it if necessary, or they
would not mind anyway.

3. This question is about the respective roles of the social worker and the client in
casework. How far is it up to the social worker to decide what the problem is and
what to do about it, and how far is it the client's responsibility ? Which of the
following is nearest to your opinion about what should happen ?

a. In working with clients it is the social worker's task to discover and treat the
real and underlying nature of the problem, which may be quite different to the
presenting problem that brought the client to the social worker.

b. The social worker and the client both have equally important parts to play in
discussing the problem and deciding what to do next.

c. Clients are usually aware of the causes of the problem, and basically what they
need are non-directive help and encouragement to tackle it themselves.

4. Another aspect of the relationship between the client and the social worker is how
far the social worker should take a cool detached view of the case and how far thev
should become emotionally involved. Which of the following is nearest to your view
of what should happen ?

■a. Emotional involvement with clients is an essential part of social work, without
which little can be acheived.

b. A compromise is required since a degree of emotional involvement is essential, but
on the other hand the social worker must remain to some extent detached.

c. The social worker should try as far as possible to remain quite objective, and
impervious to the emotional provocations of the job.
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5. This question is about the usefulness of the methods, techniques and skills suggested
by social work theory (for example making contracts with clients, informing clients
that casework will only last for a limited period, etc.), compared to the social
worker^ own common sense and intuition.
V."iich of the following do you agree with most ?
a. Common sense and intuition in dealing with cases should be more important to the

social worker than the techniques and skills suggested by social work theory.

b. A social worker should recognise the importance both of common sense and intuition
and also of the techniques and skills suggested by social work theory.

c. A social worker should rely mainly on social work techniques and skills, and may
go wrong by trying to use common sense and intuition.

6. There has been much discussion over the respective merits of ^£eciali_s£ and generic
social work. Which of the following do you agree with most ?

a. Social work by its very nature requires the wider experience and perspective
which is provided by the generic approach.

b. Both the generic and specialist approaches should be given their place and used as
appropriate.

c. Social work covers a very wide area, and specialisation is important if every¬
thing is to be covered adequately.

7. This question is about whether yai feel there are sometimes conflicts between
departmental rules and priorities for clients, and social workers views of priorities.
For example, suppose a social worker feels a client badly needs a service which
cannot be provided given current departmental priorites and resources. Which of the
following is nearest to your opinion about what the social worker should do or think?
a. This problem should not really arise for the social worker', since the criteria

of the department are those of.greatest need anyway.

b. This is sometimes a problem, but the social worker should usually be able to get
round it. For example by elaborating the facts slightly or by finding other
channels.

c. This is a very real problem, and what the social worker should do is to present
the client's case as forcibly as possible, and if this fails explain to the client why
why the service will not be provided (eg. Financial cutbacks, departmental priorities }

^should be tackled?")
This question is about the context in which social work problems usually arise and" ^
Are they usually individual or family problems, or should the causes and remedies
be found on a wider level ? Which of the following is nearest to your opinion about
what should happen ?

a. Social work problems usually arise with individuals who are for some reason
unable to cope properly, and social workers should concentrate on working with
individuals.

b. Most social work problems arise at the level of the family unit, and social work
intervention should concentrate on working with families.

c. Social work problems should be seen in the context of the local community, and so
should be tackled as far as possible by group work, community work, etc.

d. Social work problems are a manifestation of problems and attitudes in society at
large, and should really be tackled at that level, for example by political action.
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"3. A social worker who stays in the one department for a long time can get a solid
background of experience and local knowledge, and can see the effects of sustained
effort on their part. On the other hand, by moving departments he or she can get
a wide range of experience and can reduce the risk of stagnation. So which of the
following do you agree with most ?
a. It is important for a social worker's professional development that he or she

should get a range of experience in different departments, rather than staying
in the one for a long time.

b. Whilst it is important to get some variety, if a social worker moves too often the
experience gained is likely to be shallow.

c. It is better for a social worker's professional development that he or she should
get a good solid background of experience by staying in the one department,
rather than moving around.

10. Overall, how long do you think a social wnrker is best to stay working in the one
department ?

a. 1-2 years ?

b. 3-6 years ?

c. 7+ years ?

d. whole career ?

11. Finally, a question about forms. Suppose a person comes in for some help over a
short term matter (such as a gas bill and temporary financial problems). Suppose
the social worker has to fill in a departmental form which asks for the clients
date of birth; but the social worker feels this isn't really relevant to the matter
in hand and will not be needed in dealing with the case. What should the social
worker do ?

a. Estimate the client's age, and enter that.
b. Ask the client their age.

c. Ask the client their age, and give some explanation such as "It's normal procedure"
or "It's needed for the computer".

d. Leave the entry blank.
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A4.4.3: Sheet V - Beliefs about social work

SHEET V - QUESTION'S ABOUT SOCIAL WORK CONFIDENTIAL IcODE I 1 fr.ATE I ~i

1. Social work practice is open to influence from a number of directions. Which of the
following influences, in your opinion, should be important to a social worker in
his or her work with clients ?

a. Departmental rules and guidelines

b. The views of the client

c. The social worker's political views

d. Professional standards

e. The general public's views
f. The director's views

g. The social worker's moral principles

h. Views of collegues in the team

i. Views of senior or team leader

2. Below are listed some of the activities that social workers are likely to be
involved in during the course of their day to day work. What should be the
importance placed on each of these activities by social workers, given the fact
that time is limited ?

a. Supervision sessions with seniors

b. Counselling/casework/discussion with clients; aimed at problem-
solving and assessment

c. Informal contact with collegues; informal discussion of cases/problems

d. Writing up of casefiles

e. Other form-filling, administration, and paperwork

f. Group activities with clients / community work

g. Friendly encouragement of clients / check-up visits /etc. - rather than
activities aiming for problem solving or change

h. Practical help to clients - eg contacting electricity board, arranging aids,
helping with budgeting, contacting social security, etc

i. Team meetings / District meetings
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A4.4.4: Sheet W - District organisation

SHEET W - QUESTIONS ABOUT THE ORGANISATION ALL ANSWERS ARE CONFIDENTIAL

These questions are to get an idea of the amount and type of contact there is between
staff in the team and also between the team and HQ.

1. If you want advice or suggestions with regard to one of your cases, which
of the following do you do most often ?

a. Discuss it with a colleague n-ho is an expert in this area.

b. Raise it at a team meeting.

c. Discuss it with a colleague who you often work closely with and who you
know will make helpful suggestions or comments.

d. Discuss it with your senior or team leader, or other superior.
e. There is rarely a need to go to others for advice.

2. How long ago were the last 2 occasions when you discussed one or more of your cases with
a. your senior, team leader, or other superior?

b. any other of your colleagues in the team?

3. I would like to ask a few questions about the amount of contact you have with HQ.

a. When did you last visit HQ for any purpose ? For what purpose ?

b. V/h en did you last phone HQ for any purpose ? For what purpose 7

c. When did you last meet someone from HQ here ? For what purpose 7

d. When did you last get a phone call from HQ ? For what purpose 7

e. When did you last receive a circular or memo from HQ ? For what purpose 7

4. I would also like to know how well HQ is known to staff at fieldwork level.
Do you know the names of the following people ?

a. The director.

b. The assistant director for fieldwork.

c. Any of the people involved with the computer system.

3. Finally, one question about decision-making within the team.
Are there any decisions about cases that you would normally refer to your team
leader or district officer for a final decision ?



A4.5 OTHER INSTRUMENTS USED AT DISTRICT LEVEL

A4.5.1 Sheet X; Office organisation - interview with district officer

01. Draw up map of office including social worker desks and VDU
position.

02. Complete sheet Y, with details of each member of the district
(appendix A4.7).

02.7 Describe the type of area covered by the district?
02.9 Describe job roles of all categories of social work and admin,

staff (seniors, welfare assistants, family aides, senior team
clerk, etc).

03. Could you briefly describe your job and responsibilities here as
district officer?

04. Would you say that the district as a whole has a distinctive
approach to social work, or is it more the case that each
individual social worker has their own approach?

05. Would you say there are currently any major points of debate
within the team, about its policies or general philosophy of
social work?

06. Allocation procedure for new cases.
07. Filing system used - describe, and central filing or by each

individual social worker?
08. What decisions about cases would you expect to be referred to you

as district officer?
09. What subdivisions are there in the team? (intake/longterm,

geographical patches, etc).
10. Apart from the computer, have the office procedures and

organisation here changed much over the last couple of years?
11. What has been the staff turnover since the computer was

introduced? (thinking of people who were not here when it was
being discussed).

12. Could you very briefly describe the manual system that was used
before the computer was introduced? (How records kept - card
index? How updated? Do they still remain? Are they used at
all?)

14. Any written documents giving procedures social workers should use
in dealing with referrals, form-filling, etc.

14.1 Any written documents regarding introduction of computer
minutes of meetings, discussion documents, etc.

15. Meetings held in the district - district, team, allocation,
supervision, other (and for each - how often, what for, who
goes).

17. How was it decided what order districts would be computerised -
and in particular, this district?
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A4.5.2 Sheet L: Interview with admin/reception staff

USES OF COMPUTER BY ADMIN STAFF
04. Could you briefly describe your job here?
04.5 What responsibilities does each member of the admin staff here

have regarding the computer? (check - circulation of printouts,
input of data, interrogation of VDU)

06. Could you.describe your daily routine as far as the computer is
concerned - i.e. anything that is done regularly each morning, or
each afternoon or each week? (check - include procedure for input
of forms to computer)

06.5 What is the procedure when clients call at the office? (finding
out if known, completion of referral form, etc)

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS MANUAL SYSTEM
20. Could you briefly describe the previous manual system? (How were

records kept & updated; do they still remain?)
21. What would you say were the good points and the drawbacks of the

old manual system?
22. What would you say are the good points and the drawbacks of the

computer system?
23. Overall, which of the two would you say were best for the work of

the office?
24. From your experience would you say that computerisation makes

information more or less secure and confidential than the old
manual system?

25. Are there any tasks which are meant to be done by the computer,
but for which you find that you have to keep a manual record, for
example in personal notes or a card index?

USE OF FORMS AND COMPUTER BY SOCIAL WORKERS
41. How well are the forms completed by social workers? (go through

■> copy of review form)
42. Difficulties with the form; possible improvements?
*** Ask respondent to complete the mock case.
44. How much do social workers use the VDU?
46. What documents and written material on procedures and the

computer system do members of the district have?
47. Any other comments on the computer system?

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM
61. What would you say were the main objectives of the computer in

the eyes of the people who decided to introduce it?
62. What involvement did users such as yourself have in the design of

the forms and what the computer would do?
63. If you have any ideas as to how forms or the VDU could be

improved, are there any channels through which it would be normal
to make such suggestions? (+ any examples where this was done?)

64. What training did you have in the use of the computer and the
forms? (and was this adequate?)

81. Is there anything else about your work with the computer that we
haven't covered?
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A4.6 INTERVIEWS AT DEPARTMENTAL LEVEL

A4.6.1 Interview with the director

BACKGROUND
01. Career (incl. date became director; prior job)
02. How sees role of director.
03. Main or distinctive features of department's approach to social

work.
03.5 How far the local authority is run on corporate lines, and what

is director's view on this.

INTRODUCTION OF THE COMPUTER
04. Main reasons for introduc ing the computer here?
05. Few authorities allocate many computer resources to social

services. How was your department able to become one of the
major users of the local authority's computer?.

06. Involvement by councillors in decision to bring in the computer
in social services; or in its subsequent development?

07. Involvement with other local authorities who have tried similar?
Was anything learnt from their experience?

08. Involvement of press or public?
08.5 Involvement of computer company?

PRESENT AND FUTURE USE OF THE COMPUTER
09. Main benefits for seniors, management, fieldworkers, admin?
09.5 Does the computer have any immediate benefits for you as

director? Do you receive any printouts from it?
10. Main drawbacks or problems encountered.
11. How do present and anticipated benefits compare to costs?
11.5 Was any cost benefit analysis or comparison with the manual

system done at the start?
12. Is information about clients more or less confidential and secure

than with the previous manual system?
13. Views on access to social services information by other agencies

- eg hospital or housing department might find it useful to have
a terminal to enable them to find out whether somebody has a
social worker and who it is.

14. Future of the computer system?
15. Any other comments.



A4.6.2 Interview with head of computer section

DETAILS OF THE COMPUTER SECTION
01. Present hardware configuration - type of CPU, departments with

VDUs, etc.
02. Development of computer.section - how and why decided to get

present machine.
03. Own background - when started here, previous job.
04. Main applications - use by different departments; proposed future

applications.
05. How is it decided which department gets the next application? Is

there competition between departments or does the initiative
usually come from the computer section?

06. Computer section staff - how far allocated to departments for
specific projects, and how far form a 'pool'.

07. Costs - how computer section is funded. Do departments pay
development &/or running costs, or is there a central budget?

SOCIAL SERVICES PROJECT
11. How decided that social services would get a major application of

the computer? Where did initiative come from? Unusual for
social services to be a major user - why did it happen here?

12. What staff resources have been provided by the computer section -

past, present, future?
13. Main problems in development and implementation of the system.
14. How does reception and use of computer in social services compare

with similar systems in other departments?
15. What involvement has there been by the computer company?
16. What is your view of record linkage? Housing department or

hospital might find it useful to be able to look up whether a
person has a social worker and who it is.

17. Amount of development and running costs? How much paid by social
services?

18. What would you say are the main benefits of the system to the
social services department?

19. Have you had any interest in the system from other authorities?
20. How do you see the future of the system?
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A4.6.3 Interview with computer expert seconded to the department

BACKGROUND
01. When started in the department? Previous job? Current position?
02. Own involvement in social services system - how much and when?

IMPLEMENTATION
11. Describe implementation process in districts.
12. Variations in implementation between districts.
13. Main problems of user acceptance?
15. Compared to other departments that use terminals (which

departments?) what differences in the way the computer is used
here?

16. Differences between the way the computer is being used and what
had been expected or intended?

17. Looking back on implementation, what should have been done
differently?

TECHNICAL DETAILS OF SYSTEM
21. Overall flowchart/description.
22. Language and size.
23. Noteworthy design points.
24. Statistics on use of terminals.
25. Statistics on downtime of central computer, lines, terminals.
26. Statistics on losses of whole day's input.

DEVELOPMENT OF SYSTEM
31. Involvement of other local authorities - effects on design and

implementation?
32. Involvement of computer company - effects on design and

implementation?
33. Looking back on design, what should have been different?
34. Do results justify cost, or will they?
35. Plans for future developments?

SECURITY/CONFIDENTIALITY
41. Main system objectives regarding security/confidentiality.
42. Do security requirements differ from those of other local

authority applications?
43. Is the potential or efficiency of the system affected by the

security measures?
44. How effectively are the security safeguards used in practice?
45. Have any confidentiality problems occurred?
46. Attitude to record linkage with other departments? - eg might be

useful to housing department or hospital to have access.
47. What do you feel about whether social services clients should be

told that a computer is used? Should they have a right to
inspect records about themselves?

51. Any other comments?
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A4.7: CHECK-LISTS FOR INTERVIEWS AND FOR OBSERVATION

A4.7.1: Sheet H - Check-list of departmental background material

SHEET H - DEPARTMENTAL BACKGROUND MATERIAL

SYSTEM

dl. Proposals/feasibility study

02. User manual

03. Training material

04. System description
05. Copies of all input documents

06. Copies of all local (VDU) outputs

07. Copies of all central printouts

08. File on system development/implementation

ORGANISATION

21. Organisation chart

22. Recommendations to teams re allocn procedures & filing systems

23. "Procedures" manual for districts/department

STATISTICS

41. SSD financial statistics

42. SSD staffing, various categories

43. Workload statistics - types of cases, functions, etc

44. Geographical area covered by each team - to look up census

COMPUTER PEPT

61. Hardware

62. Total staff

63. Staff on SSD project
64. Charging procedures

PUBLICITY

81. Articles or announcements - get xeroxes
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SHEETJ-INPUTSTOANDOUTPUTSFROMTHESYSTEM
CODE NO.

DESCRIPTION (81getsample)
PROCEDURE for USE

WHOGETS/ PROVIDES THEINPN.
PREVIOUS MANUAL SYSTEM

CHANGES SINCE INTRODUCED
FRBQ.SiAMOUNT OFUSE- statistics

input:QUALITYOPD output:USERREACT TOCONTENT/FORMAT
VTA|ton)

OTHER OTHER

COMMENTS/ PROI1LEMS

•



A4.7.3: Sheet Q - Check-list on development of system

DE^ELOPrSMT 0' THE S7ST3M SHEET Q CODE DATE

bosition: 1 Idate started in dept: ' date started present job:

What were the
stages of
development, up to
the present time?

Date Were you in any
way involved
at this stage?
How much time?

Who else was

involved at this
stage? SWs/comp/
res/mangt/polit/
cos/IAs/press/&c

What were the problems & contentious
issues at this stage?
Who took: the decisions, & on what
grounds?
Any other comments.

Initial idea
(how did it
originate?)

Initial report/
feasibility study
(comparison of
existing/alt
methods)

Decision to go
ahead.

(decision to use
online system?)

Detailed system
design; i/p & o/p
formats

Program testing
(& piloting?)

Operational
system

(amendts,
consul tn, &c)

Training of
users

Future intentions

(esp changes
planned in next
year or two, to
the system or
its use &

operation)



A4.7.4: Sheet Y - Details of members of each district office

SHEET Y - MEMBERS OF THE DISTRICT OFFICE. 1 DATEl
SO/xl/ssw/rwft))
Sw(u)/swW

NAME OP WORKER PoSlTlo^ SPECIALISM
/GENERIC

SPECIAL

RESPONSIBILITIES
HOW LONG IN
THIS OFFICE
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A4.7.5 Sheet Z - district background material to collect

1. ROOMS CHART
- location of social workers, seniors, admin, reception
- location of VDU, client index, procedure guides
- location of files

2. FILING SYSTEM
- short & longterm files, active & closed - where and how kept
- numbers of each
- get sample blank casefile and forms

3. COMPUTER REPORTS
- list of all reports printed regularly
- who they go to immediately and eventually
- what used for

4. WRITTEN PROCEDURES RE COMPUTER
- any written by HQ? kept where? contents?
- any written by the district? get copy?

5. PROCEDURES FOR REFERRALS, CLOSURES. PREPARE FLOWCHART INCLUDING:
- form completion by who
- checking whether person is known
- destination of completed forms
- allocation of referrals
- entry of information onto computer
- destination of forms and files after entry
- return of new CISs received from HQ
- checking of CISs by who
- destination of new CISs

6. ALLOCATION METHOD/MEETING - OBSERVATION
- who present
- number of cases

- time taken
- what allocation based on - skills, experience, development,
interests, caseload size, etc.
- at end state my observations and ask senior for comments
- observe what senior does to referral and review forms at

allocation

7. INPUT OF REFERRALS TO COMPUTER - OBSERVATION
- observe and ask what problems arise

8. CHECKING OF RETURNED CIS FORMS - OBSERVATION
- who does it
- what is checked

9. NOTES ON INFORMAL ORGANISATION OF DISTRICT
- lunch arrangements
- where seniors are normally to be found
- existence of social centre?



10. CASELOAD LISTS - OBSERVATION
- check batch of caseload lists on arrival from computer
- statistics on numbers and types of cases
- errors and omissions
- amount of use of code "other"

11. REFERRAL BOOK - OBSERVATION
- check referral book over 6-week period
- number of new referrals and re-referrals
- number of days from referral date to putting on computer
- what columns used in referral book

12. CARD INDEX - CHECK SAMPLE OF 40 CARDS (EVERY 10TH CARD)
- number of family members on each card
- number of addresses
- case category entered?
- name of GP entered?
- number of social workers involved with case

- date of birth entered?
- use of handwritten comments

13. CLIENT INFORMATION SHEETS - CHECK SAMPLE OF 40
- whether closure, update or new referral
- number of family members
- number of previous addresses
- number of actions actual
- number of actions overdue
- note case category
- date of birth entered?
- any use of special codes or conventions
- names of agencies entered?
- note other uses of "other agencies" section

14. TEST OF INPUT TIMES
- check times taken to locate names (or discover not known) on

client index, card index, VDU, using admin person who normally
does VDU interrogation.

- for each medium, in each district, find four names to include
all combinations of known and unknown, common and uncommon.
Common names should be towards end of that group of names.
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APPENDIX 5 - LIST OF VARIABLES

This appendix lists and gives details about the variables used in

the thesis. Variables are listed in alphanumeric order except that

the "CA" variables (see below) are listed last. For each variable the

following details are given:

First row (the items are separated by colons)
- variable name (underlined)
- whether binary (B), ordinal (0), or nominal (N)
- which question derived from (see below)
- number of missing observations (total observations = 91)
- strength and significance of chi-2 correlation (with Yates

correction if 2x2 table) against department variable (PPLA). If
the test is inappropriate (because an expected value is less than

5) is entered. If the test is appropriate but the

significance is worse than .10, "x" is entered.
- strength and significance of Kendall's tau correlation against

department variable (PPLA). If the test is inappropriate (because
the variable is not ordinal) is entered. If the test is

appropriate but the significance is worse than .10, "x" is

entered.

Second row - meaning of variable

Subsequent rows - cross-tabulation against department, in columns
as follows:

- values used for SPSS coding
- meanings of values
- values taken in department A
- values taken in department B
- total values for departments A and B

Final rows - comments, if any, on derivation, use etc. of
variable.

Derivation of variables

The instruments used are shown in appendix 4 (and described in

appendix 3). In the list of variables below the question from which a

variable is derived is indicated as follows (third entry of first

row) :
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Tn: appendix A4.4.1, sheet T, question n (variables P...)
Un: appendix A4.4.2, sheet U, question n (variables SU..)
Vn: appendix A4.4.3, sheet V, question n (variables SV..)
Wn: appendix A4.4.4, sheet W, question n (variables SW..)
Sn: appendix A4.2, sheet S, question n (variables CA..)

Thus variables beginning P, SU, SV, SW are derived from the fixed
answer instruments administered to social workers, and those beginning

CA from the taped interviews. Generally the CA variables denote

attitudes to the computer but a few (CA01,02,03,24,27,28) describe

personal characteristics or attitudes other than to the computer. For

general comments regarding the coding of CA variables from the taped

interviews, see A3.2.5.

PE04 : B : T8 : 4 : x : x

Respondent's expected main reason for eventually leaving the

department
0 all other reasons 20 25 45

1 promotion within social work 24 18 42

Leaving to undertake social work training was given as an "other
reason" by some respondents to question 8 - this was counted as

leaving for promotion.

PE05 : B : T13 : 5 : x : x

Prior experience of computers

0 none 31 32 63

1 some 11 12 23

Any type of experience, other than receipt of computerised bills etc.

or experience of the social services system, was counted.

PE21 : 0 : see comment : 29 : * : 0.19 .05

Caseload size

1 1-25 8 4 12

2 26-35 10 4 14

3 36-45 5 9 14

4 46-55 7 8 15

5 56+ 3 4
.

7

Social workers were asked to state their caseload (question T6) , but

the figures given sometimes differed from those recorded on the

computer caseload printouts. The latter appeared more reliable in



general (since in completing sheet T the social worker was usually

working from memory) and so were normally used here. Seniors and

district officers were excluded as their caseloads were either

non-existent, or very temporary (eg they might hold a caseload for a

few weeks whilst a social worker was replaced), or very small. Their
main use of the computer was to assist in supervision of social

workers, not to handle a caseload of their own. This exclusion

explains the high number of missing values.
PE22 : 0 : T7 : 3 : x : x

How long the respondent expects to stay working in the department

1 less than another 2 years 21 19 40
2 another 2 to 6 years 14 17 31
3 over 6 years 98 17

PE24 : 0 : T9 : 6 : * : 0.14 .08

Highest position respondent expects to eventually reach in social work
1 welfare assistant/care assistant 02 2

2 unqualified social worker 61 7
3 qualified social worker 84 12
4 senior social worker 10 10 20

5 district officer 89 17

6 position at departmental level 12 15 27
"Career grade" social worker was entered as 4, "social work lecturer"
as 6.

PE25 : B : T10 : 3 : x : x

Member of NALG0 (National Association of Local Government Officers)

0 no 9 6 15

1 yes 35 38 73
PE26 : B : T10 : 3 : x : x

Member of BASW (British Ass ociation of Social Workers)

0 no 39 36 75

1 yes 58 13

PE31 : B : Til,12 : 2 : 3.2 .07 : 0.21 .02

Member of group relevant to social work practice
0 no 28 18 46

1 yes 17 26 43

Despite the wording of question Til, only membership of groups

relevant to social work practice was included - departmental sports

teams etc. were not counted.
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PF01 : 0 : see comments : 3 : x : x

Number of mistakes made in completing sheet T
0 none

1 one

2 two 7 7 14

21 28 49

11 3 14

3 three+ 5 6 11

This variable was intended as a measure of the social worker's ability
at form-completion. The variable correlates with CA28 (which attempts

to measure the same ability) with a chi-2 significance of 0.00, a high
level of concurrent validity. In coding the data for the variable a

"mistake" was taken to be an occasion when the social worker had not

followed the instructions on the sheet exactly - even if it was

possible to discover their probable intention from the entry. The

following mistakes were encountered (number of occasions in brackets).
Note that "no entry" was not a mistake in questions 4, 11 or 12 as the

sheet did not demand an answer in these cases.

T1 - no entry (5)
T2 - no entry (1), "F" instead of tick (1)
T4 - no entry in DATES column despite entries in other columns (2)
T5 - ditto (2), present job not stated (10)
T6 - no entry (5)
T8 - no box with two ticks (17), more than one with two ticks (1)
T9 - no box with two ticks (17), no entry (5)
T10 - no entry (1)
T13 - no entry (2), reference to social services system (1)

PP01 : N : other entries not relevant

District in which the social worker was employed
1 district A1 - 2nd district visited 11 0 11

2 district A2 - 3rd district visited 12 0 12

3 district A3 - 1st district visited 12 0 12

4 district A4 - 4th district visited 11 0 11

6 district B1 - 5th district visited 0 11 11

7 district B2 - 6th district visited 0 11 11

8 district B3 - 7th district visited 0 12 12

9 district B6 - 8th district visited 0 11 11

The sequences A1,A2,... and B1,B2,... indicate the order in which

computer implementation was carried out in the districts in the two

departments.
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PP02 : B : T2 & observation (for 4 missing values) : 0 :: x : x

Sex of respondent

0 female 24 23 47

1 male 22 22 44

PP03 : 0 : T3 & observation (for 3 missing values) :: 0 ;: x : x

Age of respondent
2 0-24 9 11 20

3 25-34 19 13 32

4 35-44 9 14 23

5 45+ 9 7 16

PT01 : 0 : T4 : 3 : 9.9 .08 : 0.16 .05

Number of years of post-school education

0 none 9 5 14

1 one 10 3 13

2 two 6 11 17

3 three 7 12 19

4 four 9 6 15

5 over four 3 7 10

Figures were rounded up or down to the nearest whole year; "0"-level
courses were excluded; in-service training within the department was

excluded; day-release/part-time study was counted as half-time.
PT02 : B : T4 : 3 : x : 0.13 .10

Possession of university degree (courses of 3+ years only)
0 no

1 yes

PT03 : B : T4 : 0 : x : 0.14 .09

36 31

8 13

67

21

Possession of social work qualification

0 no

1 yes

28 21 49

18 24 42

The following were counted: CQSW, DipSW, and qualifications in

probation, child-care, or mental welfare from pre-social work days.
One experienced social worker who had just completed the CQSW course

and was expecting to pass was counted as qualified. Details for three

respondents who did not complete sheet T were obtained verbally.
PT04 : B : T4 : 3 : x : x

Training in science, business, management, librarianship (1 only)
0 no 36 32 68

1 yes 8 12 20
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Any form of post-school training/education in these subjects was

counted if above "0" level standard - including in-service training.
The decision to use this cut-off point was somewhat arbitrary, but it

was felt that when some staff had had degree or "A"-level training the
inclusion of "0"-level standard would be misleading.

PTQ5 : B : T4 : 3 : x : -0.16 .07

Training in administration, secretarial work, etc

0 no 35 40 75

1 yes 9 4 13
Comments as for PT04. In this case the cut-off point perhaps proved

over- restrictive.

PT12 : B : T4 : 0 : x : x

Training in any caring profession
0 no 23 17 40

1 yes 23 28 51
Comment as for PT04. Training in social work, teaching, nursing, or

as a minister of religion was counted.
PT13 : B : T4 : 3 : x : x

Training in arts or social sciences (including law)
0 no 28 28 56

1 yes 16 16 32
Comment as for PT04. Professional social work training was not

counted.

PX21 : 0 : interview with district officer : 0 : x : x

Position in district

1 social work or welfare assistant, family counsellor 10 10 20

2 unqualified social worker 18 10 28

3 qualified social worker 5 9 14

4 senior social worker 9 12 21

5 district officer 4 4 8

PX22 : B : T5 : 3 : x : x

Number of social services departments worked for
1 one 29 31 60

2 two or more 15 13 28

Work for the welfare, probation and mental health departments in

pre-social work days was included; but was not counted separately when
the social worker had continued to work for its successor social

services department.
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PX23 : 0 : T5 : 2 : 11.4 .04 : x

number of years in fieldwork

0 0-1 years 5 10

1 2-3 years 21 8

2 4-5 years 3 9

3 6-7 years 4 6

4 8-9 years 6 4

5 10+ years 6 7

15

29

12

10

10

13

Inspection of the table, and the lack of significance (.40) of the tau

correlation, show that the significance of the chi-2 correlation is of

little import: the combination of categories 0,1,2 shows a very

similar picture in the two departments though department B has more

staff at the upper and lower ends and department A more in the middle.
PX24 : B : T5 : 3 : x : x

Experience of work (any type) in industry before entering social work
0 no 32 30 62

1 yes 12 14 26
PX25 : B : T5 : 3 : x : x

Experience of administrative, clerical or secretarial work before

entering social work

0 no 30 31 61

1 yes 14 13 27
PX28 : B : T5 : 3 : x : x

Experience in management/supervisory position before social work
0 no 34 32 66

1 yes 10 12 22

PX31 : B : T5 : 3 : x : x

Experience in industry or administrative/clerical/secretarial work

before entering social work
0 no 23 22 45

1 yes 21 22 43
This variable was obtained by combining PX24 and PX25.

PX32 : B : T5 : 3 : x : x

Experience in a caring profession prior to entering fieldwork
0 no 19 21 40

1 yes 25 23 48

Teaching, nursing, and branches of social work other than fieldwork

(eg residential) were counted.



SU.. VARIABLES - see A3»4 for method of coding and general comments

SU01 : 0 U1 0 x

Should social worker seek client permission before discussing case

with other agencies?
1 ab - emphasis on client permission 18 22 40
2 ba 19 17 36

3 be 549

4 cb - emphasis on permission unnecessary 4 2 6

SU02 : 0 : U2 : 1 : x : x

Should social worker seek client permission before discussing case

within team?

1 ab - emphasis on client permission
2 ba

3 be

4 cb - emphasis on permission unnecessary

SU03 : 0 : U3 : 3 : x : x

5

9

8

5

8

5

24 26

10

17

13

50

Relative responsibilities of social worker and client in decision

making
1 ab - emphasis on social worker responsibility 77 14
2 ba 18 17 35

3 be 15 13 28

4 cb - emphasis on client responsibility 38 11

SU04 : 0 : U4 x

Client/social worker relationship - should it be emotional or

detached?

1 ab - emphasis on emotional 20 2
2 ba 14 13 27

3 be 22 19 41

4 cb - emphasis on detached 8 12 20

SU05 : 0 : U5 : 0 : * : 0.16 .06

Relative importance of social work theory v. commonsense and intuition

1 ab - emphasis on common sense and intuition 617
2 ba 28 28 56

3 be 10 13 23

4 cb - emphasis on theory 23 5
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SUP6 : 0 : U6 : 2 : * : -0.15 .06

Respective merits of generic and specialist social work

1 ab - emphasis on generic 3 6 9

2 ba 12 17 29

3 be 23 17 40

4 cb - emphasis on specialist 6 5 11

SU07 : see comments : U7 : 11 : * : *

Conflicts between departmental rules and social worker views

1 ab - emphasis on lack of conflict (the rules are OK) 10 1

2 ba 123

3 be 7 8 15

4 cb - emphasis on existence of conflict 34 27 61

The results were not used in analysis, as they showed that the

question had not worked as intended. The 11 missing values were cases

where the respondent chose combinations "ac" or "ca", thus revealing
that the three options (a,b,c) in the question were not seen as

ordinal as intended. There were two problems with the question.

Firstly it confused the question of the existence of conflicts with

that of how conflicts could be solved. More importantly, the wording
of (b) was taken by some social workers as implying corrupt practice,

thus leading to an unwillingness to select that option.

SU08 : 0 : U10 : 2 : * : x

Best length of time to stay working in one department
1 ab - emphasis on short period (1-2 years) 32 5

2 ba 21 20 41

3 be 17 17 34

4 cb,dc,cd - emphasis on long period (7+ years) 45 9

Questions U9 and U10 were intended to refer to how long a social

worker should stay in the one department from the point of view of
their professional development, and this was clearly stated in U9

(though not in U10). However several respondents refused to answer

solely from this perspective, insisting that a longer period (b,c or

d) was necessary for the sake of the client. Presumably, too, other
social workers may have taken this into account, without mentioning it

verbally. Despite this mixture of interpretations the variable was

used in analysis, but little of significance was learned from it -

appendix 6. Secondly, note that few respondents selected option "d",
and it was therefore included in entry "4" as shown.
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SU09 : see comments : U9 : 18 : 20.7 .00 : *

From the perspective of professional development, should a social
worker stay in one department or move around?

The comments to SU08 apply here. More importantly, the results showed
the variable not to be ordinal (as in comments to SU07 above), and

therefore it was not used in analysis. The reason why the three

options a,b,c were not seen as ordinal was not wholly apparent, but my

impression was that it was due to the inclusion of the term

"professional development" in (a) and (c) but not in (b): this made

(b) appear as a "poor relation" and not worthy of selection. Finally

although SU09 was not used in analysis it should be noted that its raw

results above confirm the picture in 4.2.1 of a more cosmopolitan
staff in department B than in department A.

SU23 : B : U8 : 2 : x : x

Whether the context of social work should be seen at the individual or

a wider level

0 more wide - (a) not selected 25 24 49

1 more individual - (a) first or second choice 21 19 40

The results for question U8 were not ordinal when coded as for

SU01-SU09 above. However they were then coded as a binary variable,

showing all those staff who put some emphasis on (a), the individual
context in social work, by selecting it as their first or second
choice, (a) was used thus since it represented one end of the intended

spectrum, and as it provided a more equal split than any other option.

SU24 : B : Ull : 0 : 3.5 .06 : -0.22 .02

Whether it is reasonable to use estimation in form-completion
0 less acceptable - (a) not selected 30 38 68

1 more acceptable - (a) first or second choice 16 7 23
Unlike the other questions on sheet U, it had not been anticipated
that this question would produce an ordinal variable. The question

was intended to gauge what importance the social worker placed on

accuracy (b,c or d) as against just completing the entries (a). The

variable, however, was not successful in obtaining significant
correlations (appendix 6).

1 ab - emphasis on moving round

2 ba

3 be

4 cb - emphasis on staying in one department

4 11 15

12 7 19

4 15 19

17 3 20
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SV.. VARIABLES - see A3.4 for method of coding and general comments

SV01 : 0 : Via : 0 : * : -0.23 .01

How important an influence should be departmental rules and

guidelines?

1 the most important 1 8 9

2 extremely important 19 18 37

3 medium important 19 18 37

4 less important or unimportant 5 1 6

5 the least important 2 0 2

SV02 : 0 : Vlb : 0 : * : 0.22 .01

How important an influence should be the views of the client

1 the most important 18 7 25

2 extremely important 21 28 49

3 medium important 7 9 16

4 less important or unimportant 0 1 1

5 the least important 0 0 0

SV03 : 0 : Vic : 0 : * : 0.13 .09

How important an influence should be the social worker's political
views

1 the most important 4 0 4

2 extremely important 1 3 4

3 medium important 17 10 27

4 less important or unimportant 7 13 20

5 the least important 17 19 36

SV04 : 0 : Vld : 0 : * : -0.20 .02

How important an influence should be professional standards

1 the most important 19 24 43

2 extremely important 9 15 24

3 medium important 17 6 23

4 less important or unimportant 1 0 1

5 the least important 0 0 0

SV05 : 0 : Vie : 0 : * : -0.14 .08

How important an influence should be the general public's views

1 the most important 0 0 0

2 extremely important 4 3 7

3 medium important 21 29 50

4 less important or unimportant 13 9 22

5 the least important 8 4 12



SV06 : 0 : Vlf : 0

How important an influence should be the director's views

1 the most important 0 0 0

2 extremely important 2 1 3

3 medium important 22 23 45

4 less important or unimportant 14 10 24

5 the least important 8 11 19

SV07 : 0 : Vlg : 0 : * : 0.12 .10
How important an influence should be the social worker 's moral

principles
1 the most important 3 6 9

2 extremely important 19 9 28

3 medium important 13 13 26

4 less important or unimportant 6 8 14

5 the least important 5 9 14

SV08 : 0 : Vlh : 0 : * : x

How important an influence should be views of collegues in the team

1 the most important 0 1 1

2 extremely important 1 1 2

3 medium important 34 34 68

4 less important or unimportant 5 7 12

5 the least important 6 2 8

SV09 : 0 : Vli : 0 : * : x

How important an influence should be views of senior or team leader

1 the most important 1 0 1

2 extremely important 15 16 31

3 medium important 26 28 54

4 less important or unimportant 4 1 5

5 the least important 0 0 0

SV41 : 0 : V2a : 1 : x : x

How important an activity should be supervision sessions with seniors

1 the most important 3 7 10

2 extremely important 27 24 51

3 medium important 16 13 29

4 less important or unimportant 0 0 0

5 the least important 0 0 0
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SV42 : 0 : V2b : 1 : * : 0.16 .06

How important an activity should be counselling/casework with clients

1 the most important 40 32 72

2 extremely important 39 12
3 medium important 33 6
4 less important or unimportant 00 0
5 the least important 00 0

SV43 : 0 : V2c : 1 : * : x

How important an activity should be informal contact/discussion with

colleagues

1 the most important 0 1 1

2 extremely important 4 6 10

3 medium important 30 28 58

4 less important or unimportant 4 3 7

5 the least important 8 6 14

SV44 : 0 : V2d : 1 : * : -•0.14 . 09

How important an activity should be writing up of casefiles
1 the most important 0 3 3

2 extremely important 18 19 37

3 medium important 26 21 47

4 less important or unimportant 2 1 3

5 the least important 0 0 0

SV45 : 0 : V2e : 1 : * : -•0.13 . 10

How important an activity should be other form-filling, paperwork, etc

1 the most important 0 0 0

2 extremely important 0 1 1

3 medium important 25 28 53

4 less important or unimportant 4 4 8

5 the least important 17 11 28

SV46 : 0 : V2f : 1 : * : x

How important an activity should be group activities/community work

1 the most important 0 0 0

2 extremely important 6 9 15

3 medium important 33 31 64

4 less important or unimportant 3 2 5

5 the least important 4 2 6



SV47 : 0 : V2g : 1 : * : 0.18 .03

How important an activity should be friendly encouragement, check-ups,
etc

1 the most important 0 0 0

2 extremely important 21 11 32

3 medium important 16 21 37

4 less important or unimportant 3 3 6

5 the least important 6 9 15

SV48 : 0 : V2h : 1 : * : 0.30 .00

How important an activity should be practical help to clients

1 the most important 3 1 4

2 extremely important 30 17 47

3 medium important 12 23 35

4 less important or unimportant 0 3 3

5 the least important 1 0 1

SV49 : 0 : V2i : 1 : * : x

How important an activity should be team/district meetings

1 the most important 0 0 0

2 extremely important 2 4 6

3 medium important 25 23 48

4 less important or unimportant 10 4 14

5 the least important 9 13 22

SW.. VARIABLES

Note that sheet W questions were not put to district officers - hence

the number of missing values is always at least eight.
SW07 : N : W5 : 10 : * : *

Matters normally referred to senior or district officer for final

decision- the first specified is entered below.

1 financial decisions- aids, phones, travel, etc 22 17 39
2 policy matter, councillor/management involvement, etc 44 8
3 admissions/discharges 59 14
4 other social work decision - court, NAI, etc 66 12

5 other 20 2

6 none, always take own final decision, etc 33 6

SW08 : Note- this variable merely lists the second preferences given
in response to the above question (W5) and is not detailed here.
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SW21 : 0 : W3a : 10 : 17.1 .00 : 0.33 .00

Time of last visit to headquarters

1 yesterday or today 11 7 18

2 last 7 days 20 5 25

3 last 2 weeks 5 9 14

4 last 4 weeks 4 10 14

5 longer 2 8 10

SW22 : 0 : W3b : 10 : * : x

Time of last phone to headquarters
1 yesterday or today 17 18 35

2 last 7 days 11 8 19

3 last 2 weeks 9 7 16

4 last 4 weeks 1 5 6

5 longer 4 1 5

SW23 : 0 : W3c : 10 : 8.1 .09 : 0.24 .01

Time of last visit from headquarters staff

1 yesterday or today 14 7 21

2 last 7 days 8 4 12

3 last 2 weeks 4 6 10

4 last 4 weeks 9 6 15

5 longer 7 16 23

SW24 : 0 : W3d : 10 : x : x

Time of last phone from headquarters

1 yesterday or today 10 9 19

2 last 7 days 10 14 24

3 last 2 weeks 5 8 13

4 last 4 weeks 8 5 13

5 longer 9 3 12

SW25 : 0 : W3e : 10 : * : -0.13 .10

Time of receipt of last memo or circular from headquarters
1 yesterday or today 9 13 22

2 last 7 days 14 14 28

3 last 2 weeks 9 4 13

4 last 4 weeks 7 6 13

5 longer 3 2 5
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SW26 : 0 : W2a : 10 : x : x

Time of last two case discussions with senior (codes as in SW25)
2 1+1 10 9 19

3 1+2 18 12 30

4 1+3 or 2+2 79 16

5 total 5+ 7 9 16

Time periods were coded as in SW25, and the codes for the two

occasions then added together as shown. For example a social worker

coded "3" would have had one case discussion "yesterday or today" and

one during the "last 7 days".
SW27 : 0 : W2b : 10 : x : x

Time of last two case discussions with any other colleagues
2 1+1 12 11 23

3 1+2 9 13 22

4 1+3 or 2+2 10 4 14

5 total 5+ 11 11 22

Coded as for SW26.

SW41 :: B : W4c : 10 : 4.4 .04 : -0.26 .01

Knowledge of name of research officer heading the computer project

team

0 no 11 20 31

1 yes 31 19 50

Social workers were asked to name as many headquarters staff as they

could remember who were involved in the project. Replies were counted
even if only the first name was remembered. Descriptions (eg "the

long-haired lad"; "the Scotsman") were not counted. For this variable

"1" was coded if the names included the research officer heading the

project team.

SW51 : B : W4c : 10 : 20.7 .00 : -0.53 .00

Knowledge of name of at least one other headquarters person involved

with the project.

0 no 8 28 36

1 yes 34 11 45

See comments for SW41.
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VARIABLES CODED FROM THE TAPED INTERVIEWS WITH SOCIAL WORKERS

CA01 : B : S01,01e : 12 : x : x

Whether the social worker considers him/herself a generic or

specialist worker
1 generic 25 25 50
2 specialist 16 13 29

This question was not asked of district officers.
CAP2 : 0 : S05 : 18 : x : -0.22 .03

Whether the respondent considers the district to have a team or an

individual approach
1 team 4 10 14

2 mixed 8 10 18

3 individual 24 17 41

This question was not asked of district officers.
CA03 : B : S01 (and interview with district officer) : 11 : x : x

Whether the social worker does long or short-term (intake) work

1 long term 20 16 36
2 short term/intake 22 22 44

This information was not applicable to district officers. Social

workers who worked in "mixed" teams, handling both long and short-term

cases, were coded "2", as the primary aim of the question was to

distinguish those staff who regularly performed a considerable amount

of short-term work and who were therefore likely to have greater

contact with computer information.

CAP4 : B : Slla,w,b : 40 : x : x

Method of caseload management used by the social worker

1 computer-printed caseload list 9 12 21

2 own manual system/no system 17 13 30
This question was not applicable to district officers or seniors.

CAP5 : 0 : S12 : 16 : x : x

Social worker views on accuracy of information in computer reports

1 good/very few mistakes 13 11 24
2 some problems/medium accuracy 14 18 32
3 poor/very poor 13 6 19

Missing values include respondents who said they did not know, or did

not use the computer information enough to know.
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CAP6 : 0 : S17 : 12 : 5.2 .07 : -0.24 .01

Overall value of reports received from the computer

1 great help
2 some help/slight help

3 no help/no difference/less good than before

CAP7 : 0 : S23,23a : 0 : 6.8 .03 : x

Whether the social worker ever uses the VDU

6 13 19

11 14 25

22 13 35

1 never 26 27 53

2 only once or twice ever 4 11 15

3 occasionally or normally 16 7 23

CA08 : 0 : S25 : 4 : x : x

Whether social workers should be able to use the VDU for look-up
1 admin only should use it 10 8 18
2 basically admin's job, but social workers who wish to

should be allowed to 18 17 35

3 social workers should be allowed to, without

qualification 16 18 34

Generally social workers in category "3" either used the VDU

themselves or wished to be able to. Those in category "2" did not -

they felt it was really a job for admin, although if any social
workers wished to use it they should be allowed to.

CA09 : 0 : S2Ce : 17 : x : x

Whether, overall, the respondent prefers the previous card index or"
the VDU/client index

1 VDU/client index 16 15 31

2 no real preference 6 10 16
3 card index 17 10 27

This question was not put to district officers, and some social
workers were unwilling to answer on the grounds that their work did

not entail use of either.

CA10 : B : S33,33f : 5 : 14.1 .00 : 0.43 .00

Whether the respondent performs code completion him/herself
1 usually or always 39 19 58

2 rarely or never 6 22 28
Staff in category 2 include those who said that seniors or admin staff

often did their code completion, or that code completion was rarely or

ever necessary. The respondents position was sometimes further

illuminated by reference to question S31.
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CA11 : 0 : S36 : 9 : x : 0.16 .07

Whether respondent has access to computer procedure guides
1 has own copy 13 8 21

2 has seen a copy or knows where one is 17 13 30

3 has never seen a copy 13 18 31
In department A reference was usually made to the User Guide, whilst

in department B there were photocopied procedure sheets as well as the

system manual (5.4.1).
CA12 : 0 : S41e : 13 : 13.2 .00 : -0.39 .00

Usefulness of the "review form" as a reference document in casefiles

1 Very useful/quite useful
2 Some use/slight use

3 Not useful/insignificant value
The relevant form in department A

"review/movement/termination" form, and in department
Information Sheet" (5.1.4c).

CA13 : 0 : S43 : 16 : * : x

Frequency of use of the review form

5 17 22

22 18 40

13 3 16

was the

the "Client

1 not used more than once or twice ever 5 3 8

2 a few used per month 17 12 29

3 a few used per week 20 18 38

This question was not asked of district officers.
CA14 : 0 : S52 : 1 : 5.3 .07 : -0.13 .09

Overall preference (excluding cost) for computer or previous manual

system

1 prefer computer 18 26 44
2 no preference/not sure 15 6 21
3 prefer previous manual system 13 12 25

CA15 : 0 : S53 : 9 : x : x

Whether social workers now spend more or less time on form-filling and

paperwork than before
1 less than before 9 11 20

2 no difference/about the same 13 17 30

3 more than before 18 14 32
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CA16 : B : S54a : 1 : 2.6 .11 : 0.20 .03

Whether the fact of superiors having more access to information about
social workers is an infringement of professional rights and skills

1 infringement (whether or not beneficial) 11 4 15
2 not infringement 35 40 75

The respondent's position was sometimes further illuminated by

reference to questions S18 and S20.

CA17 : 0 : S56 : 4 : x : x

Change in attitude to the computer since it was introduced
1 more favourable now 19 14 33

2 no change 19 22 41
3 less favourable now 67 13

CA18 : 0 : S63 : 1 : x : x

Whether the cost of computerisation was a reasonable priority for the

department to adopt at the time the decision was taken
1 yes or not sure 17 11 28
2 no 19 26 45

3 certainly not/ strongly opposed 10 7 17
Several social workers asked before answering the question whether in

fact any of the cost came from the department's budget rather than

from central funds. I replied that some did, although I did not know
what amount or what proportion.

CA19 : B : S61,63,64 : 0 : x : x

Whether any cynicism was expressed by the respondent regarding the
reasons for the introduction of the computer

1 yes 31 35 66
2 no 15 10 25

Questions 61-64 (and in particular 61c) implicitly gave the respondent
a clear opportunity to voice any feelings that there might have been

motivations other than the official objectives behind the introduction

of the computer. The type of suspicions voiced are described in

6.1.5c.

CA20 : 0 : S64,64b : 39 : x : x

Adequacy of consultation over form-design and what the computer would
do

1 adequate/reasonable 12 8 20
2 some consultation, but inadequate 88 16
3 none 10 6 16
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The high number of missing values had two causes. First, the question

was only put to social workers who had been in the department for at

least two years. Second, the question was sometimes omitted in

interviews which were running short of time.
CA21 : B : S67a : 11 : x : 0.18 .06

Adequacy of training in use of forms and computer in general

1 adequate; or satisfactory considering pressures on

social worker time 25 15 40

2 inadequate/very inadequate 18 22 40
As with CA20 this question was sometimes omitted where time was short.

CA22 : 0 : S81 : 0 : 7.4 .02 : -0.27 .00

Security of information on the computer as compared to casefile and

card index

1 more secure on computer 22 34 56
2 no difference/better and worse in different respects 15 7 22

3 less secure on computer 94 13

CA23 : 0 : S84 : 4 : x : x

What respondent thinks clients do or would feel about storage of
information about them on a computer

1 clients wouldn't mind 21 23 44

2 some would not like it 14 16 30

3 some would be very unhappy/angry about it 8 5 13
In the question, "do feel" or "would feel" was used according to

whether the social worker had said (in question S83) that clients knew

information was stored.

CA24 : 0 : S86,86d : 1 : x : x

Whether client should have the right to look at information in

casefiles

1 yes - at least in principle 8 10 18
2 yes, but subject to social worker's discretion 15 12 27
3 no/rarely/only very selectively 23 22 45

Despite the wording of question S86, referring to both casefiles and
the computer, most social workers referred only to casefiles in their
answer. In many cases there was not time to prompt further, and
therefore a further variable concerning the computer has not been

included.
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CA25 : 0 : S88-88g : 2 : * : -0.17 .06

How much information about clients should go on the computer

1 anything in files 10 15 25

2 some things should not 29 29 58
3 nothing else should go on/too much on already 51 6

CA26 : 0 : S91 : 3 : 5.5 .06 : 0.19 .03

Does the nature of social work make computers inappropriate

1 yes - inappropriate 18 7 25

2 to some extent/in some ways/useful for administration 20 26 46

3 no - computers not inappropriate 8 9 17

CA27 : 0 : see comments : 0 : 13.1 .01 : -0.16 .05

Number of months experience of this computer system

1 1-2 months 14 12 26

2 3-4 months 10 23 33

3 5-6 months 12 9 21

4 7+ months 10 1 11

This variable was not obtained from interviews, but from a knowledge
of when the computer had been introduced in the district and when the

social worker had moved to the district (sheet T).

CA28 : 0 : see comments : 15 : x : x

Errors in completion of mock case - see comments

1 least errors 97 16

2 second least 6 12 18

3 third 17 10 27

4 most errors 78 15

The actual number of errors could not be used, and a standardised

figure was used instead (A3.3), to compensate for differences between

departments etc. - the question was intended to identify form-filling

ability of individuals. The question was not asked of district

officers, and had to be omitted for reasons of time in a few other

cases.
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APPENDIX 6: KENDALL'S XAU CORRELATIONS BETWEEN COMPUTER ATTITUDE VARIABLES AND ALL ORDINAL VARIABLES

Not*:
This table shows all Kendall's tau correlations which arc significant at the .05 level or better. The explanation at the start
of section 6.1 of the sain cables in that section is also applicable here, except that in this table the decimal points have been
omitted to seve space. Thus, for example, 03 refers to a negative correlation significant at the .03 level.

Var- Meaning of variable
iable
name

Lower values
of v»rl«bl«

SV) no

PPLA Local authority
PP02 Sex
PP03 Age
PT01 Tears of post-school education
PTQ2 Degree qualification
PT03 Social work qualification
PT04 Science or management training
PT13 Arts/social-science training (excl
PX21 Position in district
PX23 Tears in fieldwork
PX24 Industrial experience (any type)
PX25 Ada!n/clerical experience
PX28 Supervisory experience (excl. SV)
PX32 Caring profession experience
PE05 Previous computer experience
PE21 Caseload size
PE22 Expected stay in deparcaent
PE2A Highest position expect to reach
PE25 Meaner of NALGO
PE26 Member of RASV
PE31 Member of work-related group
PP01 Mistakes completing abeet T
SUQ1 Agency diseuesion- client permission?
SU02 Collegue discuaeion- diant permlasion?
SU03 Client/Stter reletlve responsibility
S004 Detecbed/cmotlonel relationship battar?
SD05 Theory v. common sense better in SV?
SO06 Specialist v. generic approach better?
SU06 Best tins to stay in one department
SU23 Individual v. wider SV context

SU2A Use of estimation in form*completion
SV01 Influences- departmental rules
SVQ2 Influences- clients' views
SV03 Influences- SV's political views
SV04 Influences- professional standards
SV05 Influences- public's views
SV06 Influences- director's views
SV07 Influences- SV's morel principles
SV08 Influences- colleagues' views
SV09 Influences- SSV/district-offleer views
SV41 Activities- supervision seasions
SV42 Activities- counselling, casework
SV43 Activities- informal work discussions
SV44 Activities- wrltlng-up of files
SV45 Activities- form-filling (not files)
SV46 Activities- group/coemunlty work
SV47 Activities- friendly check-ups
SVA8 Activities- practical help
SV49 Activities- teem meetings
SV21 Time of last visit to HQ
SV22 Time of last phone to HQ
SV23 Time of last visit from HQ
SV2A Tim* of last phone from HQ
SWA 1 Project leader's name
SV51 Project staff (excl. leader) names
CA01 View of self- generic v. specialist
CA02 Individual v. team approach in district
CA03 Own caseload- long or short-term?
CA2A Client access to own file
GA27 Own experience of this system
CA28 Mistakes in mock-case completion
CAOA Caseload management- computer v. manual
CA05 Computer reports- accuracy
CA06 Computer reports- usefulness
CA07 VDU- usage by self
CA08 VDU look-up: job for admin or SW?
CA09 Computer v. card index preference
CA10 Code-completion by self v. other
CAll Procedure guide access

CA12 Review form- reference value
CA13 Review form- own usage
CA1A Computer v. previous- overall praferance
CA15 Form-filling 4 paperwork - time taken
CA16 Superiors' access- infringement?
CA17 Attitude change post-computer
CA18 Cost- rsesonable priority?
CA19 Cynicism re objectives of computer
CA20 Form design- consultation adequacy?
CA21 Training adequacy?
CA22 Security- computer v. manual
CA23 Computer use: would clients mind?
CA25 More client Information on computer?
CA26 Computer appropriate in SV?

department A
female
younger
less years

lower position
lass years

lass cases

less years
lower position
no

no

no

less mistakes
more necessary
more necessary
more SVar's
emotional
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more Important
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more important
more important
more Important
more important
more recent

more recent

more recent
more recent

lees known
less known
more generic
more teen

more long
more acceptable
leas months
less mistakes
more computer
more accurate

more useful
less often
Mrs admin
more computer
more self
more access

more useful
lass frequent
sore computer
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sore worried
more favourable
more reasonable
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more adequate
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more acceptable
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APPENDIX 7: PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS SENT TO DEPARTMENT A

SOCIAL SERVICES COMPUTER SYST3H -

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENTS TO THE EXISTING SYSTB<

CONTENTS:

0. Introduction
1. Some overall viewpoints
2. Codes and codelist
3. General comments on forms
4. Blue IRP form
5. Yellow RMT form - general comments
6. Yellow RMT form - comments on individual sections
7. VDU input
8. VDU interrogation / monthly client index / VEU hard copies
9. Monthly caseload printouts
10. Training and procedures
11. Civil liberties

I would like to thank very
much all those staff in A)
who gave upiitheir time to
assist in my research. I would
be pleased to hear from anyone
who has any comments on this
paper - you can write to me
at the address above.

David du Feu

Dept Social Administration
23 Buccleuch Place

Edinburgh 8

031-667-1011 *. M2G

Pebruary 1978

12. Use of information from the computer
Appendix 1. Revised IRF
Appendix 2. Revised RKTF

ABBREVIATIONS USED:

IRP - initial referral form
RKTF - review / movement / termination form
VDU - visual display unit
NAA - name and address
DOB - date of birth
DO - district officer
SSW - senior social worker
SW social worker
(x) - see section x

INTROEPCTICN:

A number of area team and headquarter;staff expressed the hope that I would pass
on suggestions for improvements to the computer information system. This paper is
an attempt to bring together all the suggestions made by people with whom I talked,
plus some of my own. To avoid any misunderstandings I would first like to emphasise
the following points:
a. This is not an evaluation of the system. Some evaluation will be in my thesis.
b. These are suggestions, and they come from a wide range of people. Some of them

would be easy to implement, others would involve a lot of work. Some might not
be worth the trouble of implementing, but I put them forward nonetheless so that
they can be discussed. I would certainly not expect everyone to agree with all
of them.

c. It is a long time since I was in t and there Iwill have been changes in
the system and its use since then. Therefore some of the comments made here
will now be superceeded. I apologise for the delay in sending this - I had other
places to visit after (Dept.A) , and then I had to type out the taped interviews
before I could analyse the information.

d. The fact that there are a lot of suggestions is probably a reflection of the
fact that I talked in great detail to over 50 people in (jJ-epf-A) , that the system
was in its teething stages, and that this was one of the first very large
terminal-based systems in the local authority.

e. I did not look in detail at all parts of the system - only those which are
particularly relevant to SWs in area teams - caseload lists, VDU, forms, etc.
These.suggestions are for improvements to those parts of the system. Neither do
I attempt to cover what future developments might be considered.
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1. SOME OVERALL COMMENTS AND VIEWPOINTS

This section summarises the ways in which SWs had been helped by the C, and the areas
in which it had been frustrating or disappointing. Of course, not all staff had the
same views on this, but I have tried to give my overall impressions based on the
interviews and discussions.

Areas in which the computer had proved beneficial

- In general, benefits had been felt more by seniors than by basic grade staff. But SWs
were pleased that SSWs now had more information about their work and their caseload.
Areas which had been particularly helped were supervision (some aspects)^ caseload
managai ent. It was perhaps because S|Ws had felt/Senefits from the C that some SSWs
were taking on a lot of the day to day work of correcting and updating of records.

- Supervisions had been helped by the monthly caseload lists, so that the overall
caseload could be discussed as well as just those individual cases which the SW raised.

- Caseload management had been improved for SWs, again thanks to the monthly caseload
list - it was easier to keep caseloads manageable, remember to close cases, remember
reviews, etc.

- SSWs found that the caseload information was of help in allocation of-cases.
- Staff felt that the statistics available from the computer were potentially of

considerable use at departmental level once all the teams were fully on. They
hoped for eventual feedback from HQ as to how the statistics were used (12B).

- It was also hoped that the computer would provide information of use to teams, in
addition to the regular printouts, and a few teams had started using the FIND2 facility
in this way.

- Apart perhaps from the take-on period, the computer had not dominated the work of
the office to the extent that many SWs said they had feared.

Areas which caused frustration or disappointment or worry.

- The design of forms led to problems in form-complctlon. in particular with the RMTF (3-6)
- It was felt that the amount and nature of the narrative information entered on the

computer forms was less satisfactory than previously, owing in part to the design of
the forms (3).

- There was a feeling that too many categories required coding, although the codelist
itself was thought to be fairly satisfactory (2).

- SWs felt that the procedures in volved in the use of forms, printouts, etc, were not
clearly enough known, although few staff wanted further formal training sessions (10).

- There was some unease about civil liberties aspects of the system, although views
were fairly divergent on this (11).

- There were some worries about how information from the computer was used and inter¬
preted by area and HQ management (12).

- The usefulness of the VDU for interrogation had not proved as great as expected, in
comparison with the former team card indexes. However the VDU was essential for
up-to-date and accurate input. The various printouts were at least as important as
the VDU, or more so, when it came to looking up information.(8).

2. CODES AND CODELIST

Definitions: By "code" I mean one entry, such as "single" (code no. 01 within categom 50).
By "category" I mean a group of codes, such as "marital status" (category50).

2A. Within each category, SWs were in general happy with the breakdown of codes
provided by the codelist (the main exceptions being that ACCOMODATION in the
PROBLEMS category should be further subdivided, and some further points in 4-6
below). However, many SWs thought that there was a too great emphasis on coding
at the expense of narrative. In other words, it was felt that there were too many
categories, some of which were not relevant or not particularly useful. This
applied to most of the computer forms. The result was that non-obligatory fields
were sometimes not asked about, and obligatory fields were sometimes filled in
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filled in "automatically" (eg, for TASK, "I always use 03"). It might be worth
doing a small survey to discover ;

a. which boxes are never or rarely filled in (this could be done from the
VDU without bothering the SWs).

b. Which categories are of least value to SWs, management and administration -
i.e. are there any categories for which the results are rarely used ?

It should then be possible to decide if any categories could be eliminated.

2B. Many SWs questioned the consistency of interpretation of codes, both between diff¬
erent form-fillers, and between forra-filjers and information users. (This is of
course a problem which applies equally to non-computer systems). Again, a small
survey, asking people how they would code a few hypothetical situations, would
establish whether there are serious inconsistencies inparticular categories. If
so, it might be possible to elaborate the meanings of the codes, or this might be
another reason for deciding to abolish one or more categories. The categories
most often mentioned were MAJCR CHANGE AREA, TASK, a*A SW ACTIVITIES.

2C. The use of OTHER revealed some inconsistency. In cases where no code fitted
exactly most SWs entered whatever Codes were nearest, and used OTHER only as a
last resort; but other SWs used OTHER in any case where no code fitted exactly.
To improve consistency it might be useful to type a sentence on the bottom of
page 1 of the code list, to indicate the recommended interpretation of OTHER.

2D. Some SWs found it hard to find the right section of the codelist. This does not
apply to the IRF, where the codelist categories follow the same order as on the
form, but it did apply to the RMTF. It might prove difficult to improve the
layout of the codelist much further in this respect (although categories 57, 63,
64 could perhaps be reordered), but another solution would be to print the category
number in very small print on the RMTF beside the appropriate category name or
box (appJfJL).

2E. Some SWs found it difficult, with the larger and less frequently used categories,
to find the right code within the category on the codelist. Several said they
would like the entries to be listed alphabetically rather than numerically. This
would of course make it harder to use the code list in reverse, to read a coded
form, but SWs said that they rarely did this anyway, and they could in any case
get a hard copy print-out if necessary with the meaning of the code given in words.

2F. The problems of codelists getting mislaid or being out of date were often mentioned.
There is no obvious answer to this, except perhaps for teams to ensure that an
up-to-date version is kept pinned (or glued I) to the wall in each SW's room, so
that people can quickly get at codes when their own copy is not at hand.

3. GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE PORMS

Note: Discussion about forms in my interviews centred on the IRF and RMTF,so there are
are not many comments here about the other forms. Several of the general points
would probably apply to them nonetheless.

-2A. There was a general uncertainty about the relationship between the computer forms
and the structured recording forms, and when or whether each should be used.
What happened in practice seemed to depend on the preferences of individual SWs,
SSWs, and DOs. The general wish was to only have to use one set of forms, but
there were 2 recurring complaints about the current computer forms used alone -

see 2A and 3B.

JB. The spaces for narrative information on the IRF and RMTF were felt to be inadequate
in size and to require some structuring. A nunber of SWs, especiaRy less experienced
staff, felt that recording and planning in individual cases had suffered to some
extent by the absence of structuring.

2C. There was a general feeling that the forms had gone too far towards becoming useful
for statistical purposes only, and losing 6ome of their value in working in individual
cases^ Examples of this were 3B, 40, 4D.

2D. SWs were reluctant to contemplate a further change in form-design, but on the other
hand the frequency with Which the above points were made suggested that modified
versions of the existing IRF and R(fTF should be considered. Suggested revisions
are attached as appendices 1 and 2. °
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3E. Many SWs felt that the presentation and layout of some of the forms was confuting,
and that boxes and headings could perhaps be better ordered and structured, for
example so as to lead the eye more clearly from one question to the next.

3F. Several SWs said that all forms should have a space for the SSW's signature, for
accountability purposes. It was felt to be insufficient for the continuation
sheets only to have this, since a continuation sheet is often not required.

3G. There were a few examples of errors arising because of ticks and other entries
being transmitted through the carbonated pads. I can't see an obvious remedy!

3H. In entering DATE in , ,, , , |boxes, some SWs were unsure how to deal with single-figure
numbers - where to enter spaces. Re-designing the boxes as | , | , f7~[will provide
a partial answer, and the common sense of the VIXJ operator should cover any further
difficulties.

31. Several SWs wanted the forms for admission of children and elderly persons to
have a financial asigsmcnt section, rather than having a separate form which could
be forgotten and result in having to do a further visit. Alternatively, the
existing financial form could be stapled on to or folded in with the other form.

4, IRF- initial referral form

Note: A suggested revised IRF, based on the existing one and on the comments and
suggestions received, is attached as appendix 1. It might require some re-ordering
of the layout of the input screen. The revised IRF includes a larger narrative
section - I have shown one way of splitting this up, but obviously there are others.

4A. Comnents 3A - 3H all applied to the IRF.

4B. Categories whose value was questioned most often were: TASK, METHOD OF COOKING,
METHOD OF HEATING (2A). My own feeling is that TASK,at least,should be kept,
being potentially very useful both to teams and to HQ, in considerations of staff
training, staff appointment, teaik structure, etc. It might be useful to specify
the meanings of codes 03 and 04 more precisely on the codelist, since they are
sometimes taken as "catch-all" items.

4C. There should be boxes for GP's name and address and phone. If possible, these
should be input to the computer.

4D. There should be boxes for NAA and phone of referral agent. If possible, these
should be input to the computer.

4E. The IRF is awkward to refer to in files because of being printed "sideways".

4F. A number of SWs wanted spaces for names and ages of children on the IRF. They
were reluctant to use the household members fcirav, partly because it is less
convenient for reference back in the casefile than having the whole family on
the one sheet, and partly because the fom looks rather daunting when all that
is wanted is a list of aarnes and ages.

5. RMTF - general comments on its design and use

Note: A suggested revised RMTF is attached as appendix 2. See also comments in the note
at (4) above.

5A. Comments 3A - 3H all applied to the RMTF.

5B. This form was without doubt the one which caused most confusion and difficulties,
Many SWs had worked out their own interpretation of it, so that it had

become less problematical to them, although the result was not always what had been
originally intended (eg 6E, 6F). SSWs were sometimes almost as unclear about
the form as were their SWs.

SC. SWs very rarely referred back to the RMTF, apart from the SW NOTES section,
because of the difficulty in looking up coded information. According to the
procedural notes, a hard copy of screen 13 should always be taken when the form
is input to the computer, and this should be attached to the form in the file
to give up-to-date information in narrative form. This does not always happen,
and partly as a result many SWs see the RMTF largely as intended to provide
information for HQ but not for their own casefiles. This is reinforced by the size
of the coded section as compared to the SW NOTES section.



5D. Because the form is sometimes hard to understand, and because it is time consuming
to de-code it, there was a tendency when filling in a RMTF to refer back to the
client's previous RMTF, and copy down some of the codes off that - especially in
categories seen as not of crucial importance - such as the MAJOR CHANGE AREA code.
ObviouAly errors can creep in, since codes will not always thereby be updated.

5E. Another tendency irs to enter details of movements or reviews direct onto the VDU
without completing the form. Thus the file may not contain an RMTF with the updated
information correspoading to the computer (though details will presumably be
entered in narrative in the casenotes in the file).

5F. In my opinion the answer to these problems does not lie in "education". Apart
from the difficulty in making education effective, SWs cannot realistically be
blamed for not always using the form as intended when the intention is difficult
or time-consuming to follow. The answer lies in making the form and the procedures
simpler and more self-explanatory. There are 2 aspects to this:

a. A suggested re-design of the RMTF is attached (app. 2). Detailed comments on
it and justifications of it are given in section 6 below.

b. In addition, the use of the form might be improved by axanging that each time
a review or termination is typed into the VDC, a hard copy of screen 13 should
be automatically printed out, if possible without the operator having to
request it, on the termiprinter of the team holding that case. The hard copy
should then be attached to the top copy of the RMTF in the casefile. This
would have the following advantages;

1. The file would always be up-to-date with the canputer on review and
referral information.

2. The SW would be able to refer to the information without having to decode it.
3. When a further RMTF was completed, it would be obvious which codes were

now out of date and required updating.
4. Errors in inputting codes to the computer would be more likely to be

spotted, since the hard copy would show them up in narrative.

This suggestion also has the disadvantage that a certain amount of extra
filing (of the hard copies) would be required.

5G. The idea of an "automatic" printout might also apply to other screens. For
example, some SWs said that they were "always checking the VDU" to see if aids
had been delivered yet, and this would no longer be necessary if they automatic¬
ally received a printout when the data was entered.

5H. It is not obvious from the RMTF who is supposed to complete which sections of the
form. It is unrealistic to expectstaff to be looking up procedure guides for
this - it should be as clear as possible from the design of the form. In any case,
whilst the User Guide states (p. 17) that admin staff should code the resource
baxes, the procedural notes indicate that SWs should do it. In fact SWs did
usually enter the codes, and did not find this an impossible task.

6. RMTF - CCMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL SECTIONS OF THE FORM

Introductory section - NAA and POP

6A. Some SWs wanted the NAA spaces to be larger, and NAME to be split into FCRENAME
and SURNAME.

6B. DOB is in the space where one might expect to find TODAY'S DATE, and a few SWs
said that they had filled it in incorrectly on occasions.

6C. Some SWs considered NAA and DOB to be duplication, since they are already on the
computer. I would feel that NAA should be kept, as a check for the VDU operator,
and also for changes in address. DOB could be qualified, as shown in the appendix.

6D. The case reference number box should be divided thus: The current
format is harder to read, and some S'.Vs were unsure about how to complete it, whether
to write in hyphens, etc.
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Type of Action

6E. Many SWs were confused by the meanings of this category. Of those who Aid not ^etl
confused a number in fact had the wrong meaning for them nonetheless. For example,
TERMINATION was taken to refer to termination of a case more often than to termin¬
ation of a resource, its intended meaning. There is a need to clarify the form
so that it is obvious to the person completing it which sections to fill in.
However I do not think it should be necessary for the SW to have to^ick
boxes here, since the VDU operator is quite able to see from the/form which type
of action is required.

Movements

6F. Partly due to the layout, SWs are confused as to which boxes here to complete
for which purposes. Por example, some SWs do not know what STAY IND means; some
think it is the title of box 1, some don't know whether it refers to admission
or discharge. Some SWs were also worried that by putting HCME LEAVE or HCTIE ON
TRIAL as a discharge reason they would erase the original admission reason (the
form gives the impression that only one reason can be stored).

6G. In addition to the difficulty of knowing what to fill in, many SWs felt it was
unnecessary to have to complete 2 forms for weekend leave, one for discharge and
one for admission. As a result, this information is sometimes entered direct
onto ;the VDU (5E). See 9D for a further related problem.

6H. The current form design means there is a danger that the date of form completion
will be entered, rather than the date of admission/discharge.

61. The procedural notes indicate that the entry ADDRESS FROM WHICH ADMITTED is to be
completed only when the client is moving from their home address. It would seem
unnecessary to have this entry, since the client's address is entered at the top
of the form. If it is retained, however, the form itself, rather than the notes,
should clarify when and hai it should be used.

Termination

6J. Since a review must be done when a termination is done, it would seem to simplify
matters if the 2 sections were comblhed on the form. (The VDU operator would easily
be able to spot from the form that a termination was also required). If this is
not done, the termination section should include a note to cover the ambiguity
about termination of cases or resources (6E).

Reviews

6K. A general point is that SWs were unsure as to exactly what was now meant by the
term "review". Under the old system there were statutory reviews, reviews of
complex cases, and there were cases which were not reviewed regularly in any
formal sense. Now, every case, of whatever type, has a review date, which will
be set by the computer if the SW does not do so. Perhaps guidance notes could be
issued to seniors suggesting ways in which the new review system can assist in
supervisions of cases and caseloads, and indicating the system by which the computer
generates review dates when these are not fixed by the SW.

6L. SWs were unsure whether boxes should be coded where there is not any diange to the
categories now on the computer. This is confusing since, for example, PROBLEM
should always be entered, whereas RESOURCES ALLOCATED shouldn't unless a new
resource has just been allocated.

Major change area

6M. Comments 2A and 2B applied most often to this category. It was felt, in particular,
that this code was of little value for statistical purposes; and that there might
be more value in having a narrative section under this heading to help in planning
work with individual clients.

SW Activities

6N. There was uncertainty if this referred to past, present or planned activities.

60. Some SWs felt that there should be a NO SW ACTIVITIES code, although I do not
remember what situations they were thinking of in which a case would be open but
have no SW activities.
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Problems

6P. There was confusion as to whether this represented "presenting" or "underlying"
problems; and whether past or present problems. Few people were sure whether the
computer stored both presenting and current problems, which in fact it does (I think),
the former being those entered on the IRF and the latter those on the RMTF - they
are not the same category within the computer.

6Q. There were few occasions when more than 2 or 3 of the available boxes were used,
and so the number of these boxes could be reduced.

6R. The fact that the first box entered is taken as the "main" problem area should be
made clearer.

Resources

6S. Some SWs used ALLOCATED to mean "allocated by this review", others to mean "all
resources that are now allocated", and others in different ways.

6T. The intended difference between NEEDED and UNAVAILABLE was often not appreciated.
UNAVAILABLE was very rarely completed. Some thought NEEDED meant "needed and
ordered", others "needed and held by the client", others "needed but not currently
available". I suggest combining the 2 categories, in the light of experience.
The resulting category will still give an indication of resource areas where the
department is short.

6U. Thse SWs who did realise the intended meaning of TERMINATION were often confused
between that and NO LONGER REQUIRED. I suggest moving TERMINATION into the
review section, and re-wording as shown.

6V. It was felt that too many boxes were available. Very few clients were entered
as having more than 2 or 3 resources, and in addition to taking up valuable space
on the form the number of boxes gave the form an "over-statistical" appearance
to many SWs.

6W. Most SWs entered the code number of the resource and did not use the dotted lines
for a narrative entry.

SW Notes

6X. See 5C regarding the usefulness of the form as a document for referring back to
in the file.

6Y. See 3C regarding the amount of space and the lack of structure.

6Z. There is confusion over the purpose of this section. The 2 main views are:

a. to provide a 1 or 2 sentence summary.

b. to elaborate on or clarify any codes which were inadequate (eg where OTHER was
used or where no code fitted very well).

Although (a) is I believe the intention, (b) often happened. This is perhaps
unfortunate since:

i. the coded information which is typed into the computer does of course not
get clarified, since NOTES are not stored on the computer.

ii. when SWs refer back to the form in the file they usually do so for a
summary of the review; rarely for clarification of the codes; since they
rarely find it helpful to decode the codes anyway.(5C).

7. VDU INPUT

7A. The general feeling was that this should be largely the responsibility of the admin
staff:
i.For speed - to reduce congestion at the VDU
b. for accuracy - admin staff are more experienced
c. for accountability - so that admin cannot be held responsible for errors made

by SWs, and vice versa.

7B. There were complaints that delays at (HQ) were being aggravated by there
only being one VDU available.
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7C. Some VDU operators complained of problems of hum and glare with prolonged use of
the VDU. There is some dispute about this at present amongst scientists, and
research is being carried out in several places. Until the findings are available
some experts recommend that people operating VDUs for long periods should arrange
their work so as to take frequent rests from the VDU, for example by alternating
with other work.

7D. There are occasional problems due to MR, MRS, MS or MISS or other titles having
been typed into the NAME fields, since the names then appear out or alphabetical
order on the list of all clients. Some possible solutions would be:
a. instruct input staff to type the title either after the forename or not at all.
b. add a field for TITLE to the computer forms and programs.
c. the computer to val idate the SURNAME field, and reject any name preceeded

Cor followed 7) by a title.

7E. There is the occasional problem of how to enter a complex household on the computer.
Who is the principal client ? Should it be entered as 1 or 2 or more cases ? This
problem is probably inevitable in any such system, where formats must be pre-defined
to an extent.

8. INTERROGATION OF VDU / MONTHLY CLIENT INDEX / VDU HARD COPIES

The VDU has various uses, including:
a. input, including updating.
b. client index - to see if a person is known / to see who the SW involved is /

to locate the file by getting the reference number.
c. to obtain more detailed information about cases.

d. taking hard copies of information held on clients.

8A. The use which probably requires the quickest access to the VDU is (b), and there
are often delays in this due to the other uses, and occasions «4i en the system is
down. Even when it is available immediately, it can be slow due to response time,
and a test showed that for (b) it was usually quicker to look up the monthly
backup name index. It might therefore be useful if the monthly client index was
made better known to SWs, and perhaps a copy made available in the main SW's room
as well as the one normally kept beside the VDU. This would also relieve the
pressure of interruptions to uses (a), (c) and (d) of the VDU.

SB. Certain changes might improve the usefulness of the monthly index, especially
if 8A is adopted:

a. To make the index more manageable, each client should be listed on 2 lines.
instead of the 5 originally used. This could be, for example,
1st line - surnane , forenames, ref no, status/relationship, resources, SW involved,
2nd line - address, resources (ctd, under 1st line), closure details,
with the following other changes:
i. resources to be printed in code, to save space. This should not be a serious

restriction, since the main purposes of the index do n± require resources
information (see use (b) above).

ii. where STATUS is HHCLD MEM, print relationship instead, to avoid the need
for a separate column as at present.

iii. to improve readability, the amputer could insert a comma and erase excess
spaces between surname and forenames, and between the 3 address lines.

b. If the index took on a more important function, as suggested, it should be
printed weekly.

c. It might be better to re-order the index by surname/addressCline l)/forename
rather than as at present by surname/forename. This would mean that -
i. people with the same surname living in the same house would appear together

on the index instead of sometimes being quite widely separated, as when
there are a lot of people with the same surname.

ii. look-up on the printed index would be quicker for a person who's address
was known but who's forename was not - this, I think, is more common than
knowing forename but not street.

8C. There was a general feeling that SWs should be able to interrogate the VDU - many
people pointed out that everyone was able to use the old card index. But it was
thought to be up to individual teams and members of staff to work out in practice
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to work out in practice the most appropriate balance between SWs doing their own
interrogation or requesting admin staff to do it.

8D. Many SWs pointed out that the value of the computer to SWs would be greatly
enhanced if it could be accessed in evenings and at weekends via a phone call
to a VDU operator at HQ. The cost of doing this would however be prohibitive
unless there was sufficient demand from other departments using the computer to
have it operating outside normal hours. One step that could be taken would be
for the 24-hour phone service operator to be equipped with a copy of the index
of clients , so that the out-of-hours duty SW could at least discover the very
basic details. (This may be done already - I can't remember).

8E. Screens 04, OS, 05 (retrievals) should indicate whether the case is active or
closed, since to find this out the VDU operator currently has to additionally
look up screen 13 and note whether or not SW INVOLVEMENT is present.

3F. Some SWs suggested that the computer information should include an indication
of "at risk", so that if there is an enquiry or re-referral when the SW is out
or temporarily absent, it would be sure to be handled immediately. If this was
done, a YES/NO category would have to be added to the IRF and the review section
of the RMTF, and the monthly client index should also include the information (eg
as an asterisk).

8G. Many SWs wanted the computer to store more historical information. Particularly
often mentioned were:

a. SWs previously involved with the case.
b. More than the 6 movements currently stored (or, less satisfactorily, perhaps the

computer could automatically print out a hard copy every 6 movements, by includ¬
ing in the computer program a variable to keep count of the number of movsents ).

c. Previous addresses.

8H. Many SWs, though it was not usually expressed directly, would dso like the computer
to include some free-format space for "other infoamtion" - important points which
do not fit any of the categories provided, as was possible in the old card index.
Por example, the name of another important person or agency involved in the case.

Hard Copy printouts

81. There were complaints that the hard copy was too wide to fit into files, and makes
the file awkward /when folded over to fit.

8J. In general, hard copies were used more by senior team staff than by basic grade
staff. This seems a pity, since they could help with the problem of coded
information not being very useful to SWs (see 5F for more comments on thisJ.

9. MONTHLY CASELOAD PRINTOUT FOR INDIVIDUAL SWs

9A. This was beginning to be used for a wide number of purposes. Most coramonly-
a. caseload management by SWs and SSWs, particularly in supervisions - closing,

reviewing, assessing overall caseload.
b. use for handwritten notes and reminders about clients.
And also for-
c. allocating the caseload of a SW who is leaving.
d. use by the SSW when the SW is absent.
e. to assist in form completion (eg DCK, NAA, Ref. No. ).
f. checking for innaccurate information on the computer, and marking corrections

for amendment on the VDU by admin, SSW or the SW themself.

The use of the printout depended very much on the individual SW and SSW, but it
looked as if the printout could grow into a basic tool for b&th and be one of
most important benefits of the computer.

9B. The main drawback of the monthly caseload printout was that it was much too bulky;
and this put many SWs off, to the extent that they found it more useful to stick
to their previous manual system - handwritten lists, front pages of diary, going
through their drawer of files, not having a method at all, etc. I would suggest
two alternatives to the present design of the printout (in both cases with the
divisions into clioit group bei ng on the same sheet rather than on a new page as
originally).



The suggested alternatives aret

(a) To just have one line per client (with !WA, DCB, ref no, next review), leaving
alternate lines blank to provide space for very brief notes by the user (9A(b)).
This would mean that the complete caseload would normally appear on one sheet,
which might then become more widely used for more of the purposes listed above.
The information lost, in comparison with the previous version, would still be
available on the hard copy in the files (5F) and on the VDU, and it is here
rather than on the caseload list that I feel it's main value lies.

(b) To have 4 lines per client, with columns as follows-Capprax width of each
column is also given):

2" case ref / surname / forename / DOB
2i" address

2§" home / establishment / legal details
2" resources allocated (up to 4 items; if more, print MCRE-SEE FILE on 4th row)
2" resources needed ( " " " " " " " ")
1" next review (and major change area, if kept - see 6M)

9C. It is important, in my view, that both SW and SSW have a copy of the caseload list.
Thus in those teams where the DO wishes to keep one of the 2 copies, a third copy
should be supplied.

9D. Most SWs felt that the caseload lists were reasonably accurate, apart from getting
out of date. Occasionally cases appeared on the wrong person's list, but this
was not very frequent. One problem was children home on leave for a short
period which co-incided with the time the printout appeared. This problem
would be removed if the RMTF allowed discharge and re-admission to be entered
on the same form, and this would be one advantage of the revised RMTF in appendix 2.

10. TRAINING AND PROCEDURES

Most learning about the system is done on the job. When a SW is unsure of how to
complete a form, they either try and make some interpretation of it , or they go for
advice to other SWs, SSWs, or admin staff. SWs said that this^far more usual, and
more effective, than either lookingfifrocedural guides-or learning from formal training
sessions. For this approach to be successful, I feel it is important that:

1CW. The forms, and the system as a whole, should be as self-explanatory as possible,
so that doubts, ambiguities, and the need for formal training and guidance notes
is minimised. Many of the comments and suggestions made by SWs reflected the
desire for this.

, ... ,,, , ...SW

10B. Each team should include one or 2 identified person(s)/to whom SWs can go with
queries about form-completion, VDU use, interpretation of printouts, and any
other aspects of the system. Under the present more ad-hoc arrangements, mistaken
impressions can easily arise as to fcrm-corapletion and procedures, these can
then get passed on and become so accepted that they are not questioned. Two
examples of this: It was commonly accepted amongst many SWs that the TERMINATION
section of the RMTF refers to termination of a case, rather than of a resource.
Secondly, some SWs were entering foster parent assessments on the computer,
whilst others thought they were not intended to go on.

IOC. So that these "resource persons" can be more sure of their ground, and should not
themselves pass on wrong information, periodic sessions could be held at HQ
(say, 2 one-day sessions yearly). These'could include completion of mock cases,
use of example printouts, etc, followed by discussion of difficulties, mistakes,
possible improvements, etc, and other points raised. This would also give the
resource staff a continued basic contact with HQ staff, so that they would
continue to feel able to ring up with the more difficult enquiries. Following
each session, the resource persons could report back to team meetings and/or DOs and
SSV.'s in their team, so that confusions could be pointed out and rectified.

10D. When I was in (i)gpV A) I think that/proce3ural instructions and flowcharts were
being drawn up. These would be useful, since the User Guide needs too much famil¬
iarity to be of much help to most SWs. However, in view of the initial comments
above, they should be seen as a back-up to the ideas in A, B, and C above.
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11. CIVIL LIBERTIES ASPECTS

11A. Some SWs were quite worried that information about clients might remain on the
computer years after the event. A client might be entered under DELINQUENCY, and
this could remain for years, even if it had only been the one incident. This
problem obviously also arises with manual files, but several SWs thought it more
serious with the computer - a conputer printout or a TOO display always look
new, whereas files become dog-eared and may get lost or burnt.
However, the computer in fact provides an opportunity to operate a "file destruction"
policy which would be more effective than a manual approach would be likely to
acheive. After suitable consultation the department could decide, for each type
of case, a time-period which might be anything from "1 year" to, say, "2 years after
death of client". Each year the computer would printout a list of all those
cases which had reached the time limit since they were closed. The cases would
then be scrutinised by the team and, except in exceptional situations, the manual
file and the computer record would then be destroyed. This would also solve the
problems of accumulation of outdated manual files and an ever-growing computer index.

115. There were strong differences of opinion about 2 further civil liberties aspects
which deserve further discussion, although there are no very obvious answers.
Firstly - what information should in future be added to the system. As mentioned
earlier, some SWs were unsure as to exactly what was on or what was meant to
be on, but in general SWs thought that what was on was about the right amount and
type of information for a computer system. Some however felt strongly that too

much was on already - sensitive items such as NAI, delinquency, mental illness etc.
Others felt that anything that goes on manual files should also in principle be
able to go on the computer. The second point of difference between SWs was
whether clients should, if they so desired, be given a copy of the printout of
what was held about them on computer - although SWs did not in any case expect that
many clients would particularly want to^'"""6 this right. It is of course possible
that clients will eventually be given this right, under either UK or EEC legislation.

11C. SWs were concerned about the possibility of other departments asking for access
to the Social Services databank at some future date, snd many were strongly of the
opinion that this should not be permitted.

12. USE OF INFORMATION FRCM THE COMPUTER

12A. Many SWs were worried that information from the computer could be misinterpreted
(apart from the question of codes - see (2)). There were 2 areas particularly
where management could misinterpret the computer information:
a. The danger that caseload size is taken as a measure of the amount of work,

possibly because it is the only figure readily available. Some SWs were so
concerned about this that they said it could affect their approach to using
the computer - what to put on (eg foster parents), when to close cases, etc.

b. The danger of over-reliance being placed on the figures for overdue reviews.
SWs pointed out firstly that.the meaning of a review had now changed (6K) and
that, as long as important reviews were done, there might be more pressing
work than conducting minor reviews of cases which prior to the computer would
probably not have been formally reviewed at all. Secondly that the monthly
printout might not be fully up-to-date even when it was printed, due to input
delays, and, thirdly, that even where a lot of reviews were overdue, they might
all be just a few weeks behind, which could be the result of illness, holiday,
staff shortage, or sodden work pressure. Most SWs were in fact pleased to have
the new system of reminders, which assisted in caseload management, but their
concern lay in the possibility of the new statistical information being
used at its face value when this was often not justified.

12B. SWs were keen to know the ways in which information from the computer had been
used (and would be when all teams were on) in planning, allocation of resources,
etc. This would give a greater feeling of value when completing the coded parts
of forms. Some of the suggestions made included:
a. TASK statistics could be used to identify training needs at a team level or

departmental level (and here, local colleges could be informed). How far do
the tasks entered on forms correspond to the training and experience of the staff ?

b. Statistics could be used in identifying gaps and allocating resources in teams
and between teams, (eg number and type of new staff).

c. Using the statistics to persuade the Committee of the need for additional
resources in particular areas.

The problem was pointed out that computer statistics are based on what now happens
rather than what mijtht_happen_if alternative resources were available or if SWs
knew of alternative possibilities and methods.
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Appendix - existing CIS, completed for the same example family as above

1), INTRODUCTION

A number of area team and headquarters staff expressed the hope that I would
pass on suggestions for improvements to the computer information system. This
paper is an attempt to bring together all the suggestions made by people with
whom I talked, plus a few of my own. To avoid any misunderstandings I would
first like to emphasize the following points:

a. This is not an evaluation of the system - I may include that in my final
university thesis.

b. These are suggestions, and they come from a wide range of people. Some
of them would involve a lot of work to implement, others would be quick
and easy. Some might not be worth the trouble of implementing, but I
put them forward nonetheless so that they can be discussed. I would
certainly not expect everyone to agree with all or even most of them !

c. The fact that there are a lot of suggestions certainly should not be
thought of as implying that it is a 'bad* system. In fact, to make just
one evaluative point, I very much like the basic simplicity of design,
with social workers only having to fill in 2 computer forms, the referral
sheet 8; the CIS, and with the CIS only requiring alteration rather than
completion. Very few of the suggestions made involve the'basic design
of the system; most are smaller points which hopefully might iron out
some of the irritations and problems that do arise. Secondly, when you
consider that I have already talked in great detail with over 50 people

. in , that the computer is in its teething stage, and that this
is the first major terminal-based system on the local authority computer,
there are bound to be plenty of comments. And, finally, you may decide
that many of these suggestions are not improvements anyway.*

d. The comments are all on the system as it is, without going into the
resources side, as this is something that I did not have time to look at.

I would like to thank very much all the people who have helped me in my research
so far; and with regard to this paper I would especially like to thank (yxx)

for his comments on the technical implications of many of the
suggestions.

I would be pleased to hear from anyone who has comments on this paper - you
can write to me at the address above; or I wili be coming to (fte-yfc. B) once
more, as I still have one more team to visit of the four that were chosen.
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CLIENT INFORMATION SHEET (CIS) - SEE SECTIONS 2-7 BSLO'.V

2. CIS - I NT R 031'CT ION

The CIS is generally felt to be a valuable document and an improvement on the
previous system. There were very few suggestions for improvements to its
content or its usp. There were many complaints, however, about its design and
layout. The general feeling was that it should be possible to make it easier
to read, understand, and alter, without having to lose any of the information i£
provides for the social worker, and indeed with a few auditions.

X have drawn out an alternative layout for the CIS, taking account of the
suggestions, and I have commented on all the changes involved in it. Those
changes that involve additions to the content (rather than just the layout)
are marked by an * .

First, a few general points summarizing space gained & lost (vertically) on
the new version. The numbers refer to sections of this paper, where detailed
comments are made. The proposed CIS and the existing version, both completed
for the same mock family, are at the end of the paper.

space lost

3. Identification etc. is longer, as referral/allocation data is also entered
here and space is left for marking •on-the-spot' changes.

space gained

5. Family is shorter since, although more family members can be listed, there
is now only one line per person.

7. Change information is shortened to nothing.

use of remaining space

5,6 Frevious addresses, other agencies, or family can be lengthened to use
the extra space.

4. Summary of problem (a new category) could be introduced.
4. Category codes - each client could have several codes, & their meaning

could be printed out.

3. CIS - IDENTIFICATION' / REFERRAL / ALLOCATION

Main complaints / problems

a. Cluttered up, hard to read, hard to find what you are looking for.
b. Punctuation inconsistent and therefore confusing, and often unnecessary:

e.g. RELATION-_ CATEGORYC / ) TEAM- (..)
(./..)

c. Same tvpe of print used everywhere; so it's hard to distinguish between
categories and their contents, and it's hard to know what parts of the
CIS are allowed to be altered. [The CIS does in fact make these distinc¬
tions by a variety of methods to try and make category contents stand
out - brackets, underlining etc - but the variety and amount confuse a lot

. of people].

Suggested changes (see mock-up CIS)

3A. Use 2 clear columns to present all this information.

3B. A single system of punctuation using dots replaces the existing variety,
and links category names with their contents without the need for brackets,
underlining, etc. This and the above also alleviate the difficulty of only
having a single type face on the computer printer.

3C. Plenty room is left for the social worker to cross out existing entries
and make the new or changed entry beside then.

-M-if-o-



3D. Move form numbgr (SSF CIS1J to top right, for consistency with referral
form.

3E. Use "HOUSE" instead of "N'Q."t as this is more in keeping with this
field being used for placement code as well as for house number.

4. CIS - CATEGORY / NATURE OF PROBLEM

Complaints & problems

a. Category codes on CIS are often not updated when the nature of the
problem changes.

b. CIS doesn't indicate nature of problem. Although a category code is
present, many people do not find it worth looking up the code list, which
may not be at hand anyway. See also (c) & (d).

c. Household mav have more than one major problem area, but only one category
code is allowed. This is especially important where the file is used as
a register, since

- the code for the register must be used, even if not the main problem.
- a person may require to be on two different registers.

d. Codes cannot properly summarize a case anvwav, certainly not as satis¬
factorily as can a couple of free-format sentences.

Suggested changes (see mock-up CIS)

4A. Print category in words as well as in code. This would
- give a rough idea, of the nature of the case (see (b)).
- help people become familiar with the codes, by seeing their meaning

printed on the CIS.
- make it more obvious when the code needs to be updated (a).

* 4B. Allow several category"codes per client where necessary, possibly with
the first being the .'"main" one. This would help with both (c) and (d).
It would involve quite a lot of re-programming since a number of analysis
and printout programs would have to be changed in consequence. But
this would be minimised if the first code was taken as the main one and
if most printouts and analyses were done in terms of it only.

* 4C. Introduce new SUMMARY Or PROBLEM free-format field in which the social
worker could write, say, a couple of sentences on the nature of the
problem without being restricted by the use of codes. The wording
could be taken directly from the PROBLEM SUMMARY section on the referral
form. This would help with (b), (c), (d) above, especially if 4B is
not adopted.

5. CIS - FAMILY MEMBERS

Complaints & problems

a. Confusing layout, hard to read even when you understand the format.
b. Date of birth of family members is omitted, although this is often

important - eg ages or children in the family are necessary in calculating
entitlement to Supplementary Benefit.

c. Order in which family members are printed appears to be random. This was
a very common complaint. Social workers wanted, for example, children to
appear together, preferably in order of age.

d. Family section of CIS can get full up, and you forget or don't realise
that more names are stored on the computer and accessible on the VDU.

-fff-



Suggested changes (see mock-up CIS)

5A. Each person to be printed on one line only, so that name, address, etc
appear in columns and so are easy to read and so that there is room for
more people on the CIS. This has been acheived by:

- moving referral/allocation data upwards out of the way.
- removing unecessary spaces in name & address (and at the same time

inserting commas to improve readability further). This is easy to
do technically.

The manual states that names can usually fit in 25 spaces and addresses
in 30, and the layout in fact allows more than this. However, in the
unusual event of any name or address being too long for the alloted space
it could be allowed to spill over into the ling below (in the same
column) by adding a hyphen, as shown in one example on the mocK-up CIS.

» 5B. Date of birth to be printed where known. Of course D.O.B. is not always
relevcnt for family members, and would be blank in such cases. Note that
the referral form currently askd for age rather than D.O.B. , and this
would have to be changed accordingly. If age only is known, this can
still be entered on the computer by working out year of birth and putting
OOOO for day and month, as is allowed at present for other date entries.
Age is in any case rather unsatisfactory to use on forms, since it changes
each year;

5C. Order family members bv relation, and within that by D.O.B. If relation
not entered for any family member(s), they would then go at the bottom of
the list; and if age not entered, at the bottom of their relation
category. A certain amount of programming would be required,,since
the relation field is not currently validated by the program (but see
11B). Two suggested alternatives to ordering by relation are

- Ordering by age/P.0.3.; but age & D.O.B. are often not known and it
is often not relevant to ask them anyway.

- Ordering bv input order; but this is unsatisfactory since not all
family members may be known or relevant when the referral form is
first completed, so that subsequent entries would not be in an
appropriate order.

* 5D. Print SEE VPTJ PCP. MORE FAMILY METERS at bottom of family members section
if there is not room to print them all. This should be infrequent
anyway if 5A is adopted as there would be space for more family members
than currently.
Alternativelyt it might be possible to continue onto a second CIS and
print SEE NEXT CIS FOR MORE at the bottom of the list on the first sheet.

6. CIS - ADDRESSES / ACTIONS / AGENCIES

Complaints & problems

a. Possible lack of space eventually for actions & addresses, particularly
for children having a great deal of involvement with the department.

b._ Inconsistency, since most recent address is at top of list and most
recent action is at bottom.

c. Agencies don't have codes. One senior clerk wanted this very much, since
the present rree-fornat approach does not allow any computer analysis
of the information, and so these have to be done manually even though
the information is on the computer.

Suggestions (see mock-up CIS)

6A. Longer space for previous addresses & other agencies is now possible -

see section 2 above. But this wouid involve increasing the length of the
relevant program segments.
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6B. Increase nunber of actions, by extending down past other agencies.
This involves reducing the width of actions from 27 characters to 21
by eliminating some blanks between columns, and of other agencies from
60 to 5g. Also gain one line by removing the 2 words DATE, which are
not necessary as the meaning is obvious.

6C. Put most recent address at bottom of list, for consistency (sec b).
Similarly, additions made to other agencies should go at the bottom
of the list - I'm not sure how they're arranged at present.

« 6D. Introduce codes for agencies. It would be a pity to lose the present
free-format, but it would be possible to add codes also (some of these
might be the same as for referral agent) occupying, say, the first 4
characters of each line. There would be a standard set of codes for
common agencies, for which the computer would print out the meaning;
and a code OTHER for which the social wouker would have free format
entry as at present. This would allow the use of this section for
reminders or important facts not to do with agencies, as quite a number
of people find it useful to do at present. If 6D is adopted, see SE also.

6E. Improve readability & layout, by:
- centering the word ACTUAL over its column.
- printing D. O.M. instead of DOM (& shorten the previous sentence

to allow this).
- introducing a vertical line dividing address/agencies from

actions/signatures.

7. CIS - CilAN'GE INFORMATION

Complaints S; problems

a. People use different methods of indicating CIS changes, some writing
them at the appropriate spot, others at the bottom, and others just using
the bottom section to summarize what has happened and leaving admin to
decide how the CIS should be altered correspondingly. This confusion
sometimes causes difficulties for admin staff as they may have to go
and ask for of look up further information before they can get on with
inputting the CIS.

b. Social workers find the tick boxes confusing. Their meaning is nowhere
clearly indicated on the CIS, and this would not be easy to do in any case.

c. The bottom 3 lines of the CIS were sometimes mentioned as being a waste of
space as all social workess know the procedure.

Suggestions (see nock-up CIS)

7A. Delete the K5M/CHANG5 INFORMATION section, and ask for changes to be
made on the spot. There was some disagreement about this idea, but it
seems to me to have the following advantages:

- changes made on the spot are more likely to be appropriate than
the present system of a "general" change area at the bottom, and
this might reduce the mumber of times admin staff have to correct
the CIS before getting on with inputting changes.

- the mock-up CIS layout allows more room for changes and makes it
more obvious where they should be written (especially for identifica¬
tion/allocation) than on the present CIS.

- eliminating the CHANGE section gives extra space on the CIS, allowing
other sections to be lengthened as in 2 above.

7B. Remove the tick boxes. Now that the number of change types has been
reduced (see 11A) there is little if any need forboxes. if they do
remain, I think they would be better left for the admin staff to tick,
since they use them and so understand their meaning better.

7C. Replace the 3 instruction lines at the bottom by one, as shown, or
possibly emiminate them altogether.



S. CODES / COD EI. I STS N3 - for further comments on category codes see section 4.

Suggestions

8A. Print all the code lists together on 1 or at most 2 sheets of A4.
This should be possible by retyping them without blank lines between
each entry and by using Xerox reduction (as in the departmental list
of field staff). This would make it easier to refer to the codes,
much easier to pin it up on the wall, and cheaper to produce in
quantity.

S3. The new placement codes should be entered on the codelist.

8C. The convention used when age is known and D, 0, B.-is unknown (ie if age
is 30 in 1977, enter 000047 for D.O.B.) should be entered on the codelist
as many people don't know it, and some people are using other conventions
of their own.

8D. Allow more than one category per client - see 4B.

8E. All groups of codes should be:
- validated on inpur to the computer - see 11B.
- easily uodateable from VDU's. (eg X think that action-type is not).

This would normally be done only from the central VDU - but see
footnote to 11B.

- displavable on VDUs. I'm not sure whether this facility is currently
provided for all code lists or for some only.

Any new groups of codes that are introduced (eg 6D) should also follow
these guidelines.

9. TABULAR PRINTOUTS

Complaints & problems

There is some confusion over the meanings of different totals on the various
printouts. Main sources of confusion appear to be:

a. The term "non-client" is confusing - the manual on p. 34 has to talk of
categorising "clients" into various groups including "non-clients". Some
people mix up "non-clients" and "members of the family who are not clients".

b. Are non-clicnts included in the totals of clients and of caseload ?
For example the statement TOTAL ACTIVE CASELOAD 15 CLIENTS on the active
caseload list counts all clients including non-clients, whereas the
total on the ACTIVE CASELOAD STATISTICS table excludes non-clients (and
in fact also excludes any clients for whom an invalid category code has
inadvertently been entered).

c. Thfe phrase TOTAL ACTIVE CASELOAD is confusing. Does it refer to number
of cases, of clients (including or excluding non-clients ?) , or of
people including family members ?

The answers to these questions should be obvious from the printouts, but
are not always. A number of seniors and others therefore have the wrong
interpretation of them.

Suggestions

9A. Replace the term "non-client" by some other term (eg "helper" ?).

9B. Replace "total active caseload" by "total number of clients" on both
the active caseload list and the separate sheet which gives the active
caseload list total.

9C. Include N (non-clients) in all tables and totals where the other category
totals C, A, r, M, E, D are also specified. (If 9A is adopted, the letter
N would be replaced by another letter appropriate to the new term chosen).



9D. The overall total on all tables should be the total number of
clients ( including N; with the horizontal and vertical totals adding
up to this and checked for tallying with each other by the computer
program. Thus for example:

- active caseload statistics: add column N. (It is in any case
misleading to omit this from a social workers caseload statistics
since they may form a major part of the workload; and since this
printout is only much used by social workers for the purpose of
assessing the size and composition of their workload).

- category analysis: add column N.
- aee analysis: add column N and add row for "age unknown" (so the

total again equals the total number of clients).

Apart from clearing up some of the confusions mentioned above, this
would also mean that team admin staff could easily check the printouts
by looking to see if each one has the same total. Currently such
checking is very difficult because tables are not meant to have the same
totals.

9E. If 9D is not implemented, then under each table print details of which
clients are excluded by the table. For example:

- THIS TABLE DOES NOT INCLUDE PEOPLE WHOSE AGE IS UNKNOWN
- THIS TABLE DOES NOT INCLUDE NON-CLIENTS (or what ever other

term is adopted for non-clients if 9A is adopted).

10. ALPHABETICAL NAME INDEX (ANI) AND VDU

NB - see section 11 for comments on VDU input.

One important problem is time of look-up in finding out whether clients
are known, and this problem will grow as more names are added. The ANI
is as quick as, or quicker than, the old card index, despite holding more
names than most of the remaining team card indexes do. The VDU, however,
is often much slower because of the response time to get the next screen.
Suggestions 1QA - 10D & 1CH below may help with this problem of time of
look-up.

Suggestions

lGi. Use ANI for looking up whether a person is known, and reserve VDU for
input and for making more detailed enquiries. Some teams currently
operate wholly or partly like this. Of course, the ANI is up to a
week out of date whilst the VDU is only a day or two out of date, so
there is an argument for using the VDU only; but teams also keep a
referral book, and if designed appropriately this can be used to
check the few days since the last ANI. Alternatively there could be
a daily computer print of new referrals, preferably cumulative since
the last ANI was printed.

This would also mean that the VDU could be sited in the main admin
room ot a social worker room, rather than in reception which is often
quite distracting for staff using it for input.

103. Re-order the ANI by surname then street name then street number then
forename, rather than as at present by surname then foremame then street.
This would mean that:

- people with the same surname living in the same house would
always appear together (currently they could be separated - eg in
a long street with a lot of Jones they could be quite widely
separated ).

- look-up would be quicker for a person who's address was known
but who's forename was not - this I think is more common than
the forename being known but not the street.



ICC. Names of family members who arc not clients should be omitted from
the ANI, since:

- several social workers were worried about the confidentiality
and civil liberties aspects, since these people are not clients,
and may well be unaware that the department holds any form of
record about them. One, for example, was just a neighbour who
helped the client (an'old lady) with her shopping.

- it would reduce the number of names on the ANI.
- family members of a client could still be looked up on the CIS

or VDU if wanted.

ICD. It would be useful to be able to look up a person on the VDU bv
surname and streetname, since forename is often not known. This
would apply especially if VDUs are retained for interrogation of
new referrals as at present in most teams. Note: although this
is possible technically, it would probably not be easy because of
the way the computer files are structured.• See also 10E.

10E. The suggestion above is really just a special case of the more general
suggestion that it should be possible to look up a list of all clients
who satisfy certain characteristics. For example, all clients of a

certain name who live in a certain street; or all clients over 40 who
are physically handicapped and live alone in streets A, B, or C.
Similarly, it should be possible to call up statistical tabulations
in any such categories on the VDU. Note that such lists can be
obtained currently by sending a request to HQ for the central computer,
and some teams have done this. To allow this feature on the VDUs
would probably be a very difficult task with the present computer
file structure, but it may be possible in/the long run, and the
feasibility is being looked into.

10F. It should be possible to send messages from one VDU to another and
also to and from the computer room. This would be particularly useful
in that team admin could be informed over the VDU a few minutes before
the computer was going to go down, to give the team time to complete
input of the current case and log off without losing input,as sometimes
happens at present. Apparently this facility will be provided as from
about Christmas 1977 when some new equipment for the computer room is
arriving .

1CXJ. It sometimes happens that when interrogating the VDU by surname the
name after the one you asked for comes up instead. This is serious
since it means that you cannot be sure if the name you want really is
there or not. This is a programming bug which is currently being
investigated. It is particularly '.odd since the error may not recur
if you try the same name again the next day - though I think it does
remain consistent between updatings.

1CH. The problem of slow response time on the VDU should be eased by work
currently being done by tne computer department to improve the technical
efficiency of the computer programs, and is also expected to improve
when the new computer equipment arrives.

101. The fact of the VDU being off in early morning and late afternoon was

mentioned by a number of people. In fact tne computer and its operation
are to be upgraded and a shift system introduced which should allow
the VDU to be o,n-line during working hours. To handle the new Libraries
system, which incorporates on-line updating, it is necessary that
the computer be on for the full hours that the libraries are open.



11. VPU INPUT NB - see 10 for other comments on vise of VBtJs.

Suggest ions & comments

IIA. Probably the worst frustration here was that if more than one chance
of type A, B, D, F., or F was made on one dav then only one of then
took effectj, so that several one-Jay turnarounds were often needed
before a change to a CIS could be completed. Now that categories
A, D, E, and F have been combined into A the problem only remains
when both A and B have to be changed, and since this is very infrequent
the problem has been effectively solved.

IIB. All input data should be validated except where it is intentionally
designed as free-format. Thus all codes should be validated. It is
irritating for admin staff to find when a CIS returns that they wrongly
entered a code during the previous day's input, when the computer
itself could easily have spotted the mistake at the time it was made.
Inevitably also, a small number of invalid codes can slip through the
manual checking procedures and come out on the monthly printouts,
with the result that printouts occasionally appear for non-existent
social workers (due to social worker code being wrongly entered), or
that the referral analysis can include entries with the same meaning
but entered as DR., G.P., GP, DOCT, etc.
Additionally, unless fields are validated, there is no guarantee they
will be used consistently, and they are therefore less useful for
statistical purposes. Validation can of course allow fields to be
left blank where appropriate rather than prohibiting all input until
some entry is made.
The present position and my suggestions are:

fields now validated fields to be validated fields to remain freeformat

All dates. (OOOO allowed Relation Tel No
if year only is known) Placement/Street No. Names

Sex SSW» Street
Status SW* District
Team Referred by Town
Action type Any further codes Religion
Category (as from June) added to the system Previous address

(eg see 6D) Other agencies
* In order to retain team automomy I would suggest that although the

computer should validate SW and SSW codes to prevent input mistakes,
the responsibility for deciding and updating the codes should remain
with the teams - ie updating of these codes would be done on the team
VDU by the team admin staff.

IIC. Another frustration for admin staff is when a dav's or a session's
input is lost. At one team we found evidence of the CISs having been
printed in updated form, but the file itself not having been corres¬
pondingly updated. By the time this was discovered the new CISs had
already been distributed within the team. The problem here presumably
lies outside Social Services, being to do with the operating methods
in the computer section. There are differing opinions about how often
this has happened, but it appears to have improved recently, although
even one occasion is very frustrating. See HE for suggestion.

IID. It is frustrating that mistakes cannot be corrected until the next dav.
For example when the input clerk presses "enter" only to realize that
he/she has made a mistake. In fact it is not generally realized that
it _^s possible to repeat the input - the computer will then do both
updates that night, but unfortunately there is no way of telling
(until you see the CIS the next day) in what order it will do the
two inputs, since before doing them it uses a SORT program to re-order
the days inputs into a more convenient order. If it happens to decide
to do the second (corrected) one second you are CK, otherwise you
will have to repeat the input the next day. It mieht be possible to
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get the SORT program altered so that the second update was always done
second, but this would need looking into.

HE. The problems in A, C, D above would all be completely solved by
on-line updating. In other words the computer client file would be
updated on the spot as changes are input from VDUs, instead of in
the evening in a batch. This could have other advantages such as
the even quicker return of CISs, and the VDU being fully up to date
instead of a day behind. Unfortunately, on-line updating wouId be
difficult to implement because it would involve changes in the original
basic technical design of the system, although it is perfectly simple

■ in principle (eg the Libraries system is to use on-line
updating). At the time the Social Services system was designed it
would have been more expensive to go for on-line updating than for
overnight updating.

12. SYSTEMS MANUAL

The comments in this section concern only additions to the present contents of
the manual, and not to updating where this is necessary. They concern section 1
of the manual only.

Suggestions £ comments

12A. Part 4 - input documents
As for the referral form (4.2 & 4.3 of manual) it would be useful to
have sections called "guide to completion of the CIS" and "guidance to
transfer of information from the CIS".

12B. Part 4 - input documents
Add a new section, a CIS training kit. Most learning of how to use
the CIS currently is done "on the job", and whilst most people felt
this was probably the most satisfactory method, many wanted some more
formal guidance. The training kit could consist of 2 mock cases, with
for each case:

- a short description of the case, including initial problem and
some subsequent changes.

- a completed referral form.
- a CIS as printed out from the referral form, with the subsequent

changes to the case handwritten onto it as would be done by the
social worker in the case.

The kit would form the basis of team-run training sessions, perhaps run
by the Senior Fieldwork Supervisor and the Senior Team Clerk, probably
on the first occasion with a member of the PET section on hand for
questions about the kit or other matters.

12C. Part 5.4 - outputs available
Add a third section explaining possibilities of & procedure for gerring
ad-hoc requests (such as a list of all mental health cases in certain
specified streets, or statistics on everyone known to the department who
is disabled and over 70 and living alone, etc.), and giving one or two
examples of such requests already received %nd dealt with, (see 10E also).

12d. Part 6 - codes See suggestions 8a - 8d.
12E, Part 5 - outputs

Add a new section 5.7, "Distribution* of reports", listing what reports
different people in the department should receive and when. This
repeats the information in 5.6, but in a form more useful for teams
and other users of the information (5.6 is useful for those distributing
the reports).
For example: Teams:

Social workers 1 Active Caseload List monthly (1st T
1 Active Caseload Stats montlly (1st T
• • •

Area Controller 2 Active C. Stats (by team) month (1st T
• • •

Headquarters:
Statistics Off. 1 New/closed anal (by team) monthly(lst T



HOF SMITH, SAMUEL 21, LEAF ST, LEAFY GLADE, ANYTOWN 00/00/31
WIFE SMITH, SANDRA 21, LEAF ST, ANYTOWN 00/00/33
DAUGHT MCCLAY-SMITH, SUSAN MIRABE- 21 , LEAF ST, ANYTOWN 11/11/71

LLA
SON SMITH, JAMES 21, LEAF ST, ANYTOWN 12/12/74

SURNAME.
FORENAME
HOUSE. . .

STREET..
DISTRICT
TOWN

TEL. NO.

RELATION
D.O.B. . .

SEX

RELIGION

CATEGORY

.SMITH

.JOHN

.21

.LEAF ST

.LEAFY GLADE

.ANYTOWN

. SON

.12/02/74

.M

CLIENT INFORMATION SHEET
************************

CLIENT NUMBER.... 12345A
LAST UPDATED 28/08/76
STATUS A

REFERRAL DATE 15/02/76
REFERRED BY SELF

ALLOCATION DATE..18/02/76
CLOSURE DATS / /

TEAM AA
SENIOR BBBB
SOCIAL WORKER CCCC

FORM SSF CIS2
*************

.F31 CHILDREN & FAMILIES - BEHAVIOURAL PROBLEM

.F34 CHILDREN & FAMILIES - HOUSING PROBLEMS

.D80 GENERAL HANDICAP - UNCLASSIFIED

FAMILY MEMBERS - RELATION, SURNAME, FORENAMES, ADDRESS, D.O.B.(IF RELEVANT)
********************************************************************************

PREVIOUS ADDRESSES (MOST RECENT AT BOTTOM) D.O.M. » ACTIONS
************************************************************ ********* * * *********

*TYPE DUE ACTUAL/
/ / * REV 18
/ / *REV 01
/
/
/
/
/
/
/

OTHER AGENCIES (EG SCHOOL, GP, PROBATION, VOL AGENCY) *
***********************************************************

DN21..DAY NURSERY, IVY STREET. TEL 54321 *
HOUS..HOUSING DEPARTMENT, HIGH STREET. TEL 65432 *
OTHR..LAWYER, MR. INJUSTICE, LABURNAM LANE. TEL 76543 *
OTHR..NEIGHBOUR, MS JONES, 19 LEAF ST. *

DUE
08
12

76 28
76

08 76

PROBLEM SUMMARY * SIGNED
********************************************************************************

DATE( / / )

MOTHER WANTS JOHN LOOKED AFTER DURING THE DAY. SHE FINDS *
*

IT HARD TO COPE WITH HIS BEHAVIOUR, AGGRAVATED BY CRAMPED * SW
*

AND VERY DAMP HOUSING. *
* SSW DATE( / / )

********************************************************************************

ENTER NEW/CHANGED INFORMATION. GIVE TOP COPY TO ADMIN. KEEP BOTTOM COPY IN FILE.



WIFE SMITH
21 LEAF STREET
SON SMITH
21 LEAF STREET
HOF SMITH
21 LEAF STREET
DAUGHT MCCLAY-SMITH
21 LEAF STREET

SURNAME-SMITH

CLIENT INFORMATION SHEET

FORENAME-JOHN

CLIENT NUMBER—x2345A
LAST UPCATED-(28^08' 76

CD MM YY

ACDRESS-21 LEAF STREET
NO.- STREET

LEAFY GLADE
—DISTRICT

ANYTOWN
-TOWN

TcL.NO.- REHGICN- D.0.B.(12/02 / 74)R ELAT ICN-SON
DO MM YY

S E X—f,j

FAMILY(RELATION,CLIENT.SURNAME,FORENAMES) REFERRAL/ALLOCAT I ON DAT
************* * * ********

ANYTOWN

ANYTOWN

SANDRA
LEAFY GLADE

JAMES
LEAFY GLADE

SAMUEL
ANYTOWN

SUSAN MIRABELLA
ANYTOWN

STATUS-A C ATEGORYI F/31 '
A/C (.) (./..)

REFERRAL DATE! l^ 02/76
CD MM YY

REFERRED BYISELF*

ALLOCATION DATE (is / 02/76
CD MM YY

CLOSURE DATE! / /
CD MM YY

TEAM-AA (..)

SSW-BBBB (....)

SW-CCCC

PREVIOUS ADDRESSES t MOST RECENT AT TOP OF LIST) COM ACT IONSI IE.REV,MEC,V IS,REP
**************************** **** ************* *** **** *************************=

TYPE REQUIRED ACTUAL
DATE DATE

REV
REV

OTHER AGENCIESIEG.SCHCCLrGP,PROBATION,VOLUNTARY AGENCY)
************************************************************ ******

DAY NURSERY, IVY STREET. TEL 54321
HOUSING DEPARTMENT, HIGH STREET.- TEL 65432
LAWYER, MR. INJUSTICE, LABURNAM LANE. TEL 76543
NEIGHBOUR, MS JONES, 19 LEAF STREET.

/ 08/76 28/08 76

/12/76 /
/ / /
/ / /
/ / /
/ / /
/ / /
/ / /
SIGNED
***** *

(.......
sw.

CATEI

(.... ... • . « . . . » . «

SSw.
DATE (

ENTER NEW/CHANGE INFORMATION BELOW AND TICK APPROPRIATE BOX(ES)
IDENTIFICATION

) UPCATE NEW ACDRESS
TYPE FAMILY

...... ) (TICK) ALLOCATION
RE-REFERRAL

- ) CLOSURE
AGENCY

......) ACTION PLAN

"Note: The entries on this CIS
stand out better than normally,
as they have been made with a
typewriter, and do not have the.
same typeface as the compute
printing does.

ENTER ANY CHANGES TC THIS INFORMATION AS SOCK AS POSSIBLE.
KEEP THE BCTTCM CCPY CF THIS FORM WiTH THE CASE FILE.
GIVE THE TCF CCPY TC YCLR TEAM CLERK. FORM SSF CI SI

—•f-STo -



APPENDIX 9: ORGANISATION OF, AND RECEPTION OF COMPUTER IN,

DISTRICTS A1-A4 AND B6

A9.1 INTRODUCTION

Sections 4.3 and 6.2.1 explain why the questions of organisation and

reception of the computer in districts A1-A4 and B6 have been left to

this appendix. The appendix looks in turn, for each of the districts,
at the areas and the nature of the work (A9.2), the physical nature of

the office (A9.3), the staff composition and attitudes (A9.4), the

organisation of the district (A9.5), and the reception of the computer

(A9.6). The equivalent descriptions for districts B1-B3 appear in 4.3

(district organisation) and 6.2 (reception of the computer).

A9.2 THE AREAS AND THE NATURE OF THE WORK

District A1 was a largely built-up area a couple of miles from the
main town. Built around former villages it catered largely for people
who had been moved out of the town following war damage and later slum
clearance. The population was younger than that of the town and this
showed up in a high percentage of child and family cases.

District A2 was largely rural, with industrial pockets, and was

geographically the biggest district in the borough. Village identity
had been retained, and the population was fairly elderly. Most of the

working population commuted to the nearby town or city.
Districts A3 and A4 were both based in the same buildings as their

headquarters, near the centre of the main town of the borough. Their
areas were primarily urban in character, being largely a mixture of
council housing and old private housing. The population was elderly
in both areas, but particularly in district A3. The caseload in

district A4 included a high proportion of young male adolescents on

care orders, primarily from certain council housing schemes.
District B6 was very diverse. It included a coastal belt with some

of the most expensive housing in the area, which had a high proportion

of single elderly people who had moved there for retirement in better

times and were now having difficulty in living on fixed incomes.

There were also large areas of council housing and old decaying

private property. The area had suffered badly from redundancies in

shipbuilding and manufacturing - its main sources of employment.
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A9.3 THE OFFICES

District A1 had a one-storey prefabricated building. One very large
room contained the social workers, the administration staff (other

than some clerks and the receptionist), and also had the VDU. Senior

staff, a coffee room, and the reception area all came off a shortish

corridor . The large room had developed as the social centre, and the
VDU was a very visible symbol of the recent changeover to the

computer.

District A2 was based in an old building on two floors, with many

rooms. The ground floor (other than social services reception)

belonged to another department of the council. All the other social
services rooms came directly off a corridor- on the first floor.

Here, the coffee room had developed as a social centre, although it

was sparsely furnished. In complete contrast to district A1 the VDU

was contained in a partitioned-off cubby-hole in the administration

room.

Districts A3 and A4 were based on the first floor of the same large

building. They shared a common reception area, in which their shared
VDU was located. District A3 had rather less staff than A4 and was

able to accomodate all its social workers in the one large room, with
one senior in a cubicle in one corner and the other staff in other

rooms very close by. Its social workers' room had developed into a

social centre, and was often used for darts matches at lunchtime.

Some staff from district A4 would occasionally join in these matches.
District A4 had its social workers in two large rooms at opposite ends
of the corridot, with the short term team room being further split
off by glass swing-doors. No real social centre had developed,

although the common reception area might have done so had it been

larger.
The building . which housed these two districts also housed the

departmental headquarters, and this led to some feeling that

independence and initiative was stifled or less easy to express. A

typical comment was: "We are sitting on top of HQ rather than being

sort of fairly autonomous out somewhere, where we can actually do our

own things without thinking that someone is • looking over our

shoulders."



District B6 was based in a pre-fabricated building in one of the

toughest parts of its very mixed (A9.2) area. There were frequent

break-ins, all windows had external shutters, and there was much

broken glass in the car-park outside. The internal layout of the

building was unusual in that rooms led one to the next from reception

through the short-term social workers' room, through long term,

through administration, and to the district officer. This layout

encouraged informal mixing since staff going from one room to another
had to pass other staff on the way. The two social workers' rooms

were social centres, with the large one in particular sometimes being
used for lunchtime table-cricket as well as for district meetings.

The district officer was keen that social workers should have the

opportunity to use the VDU themselves and, with the agreement of the
district meeting, had arranged for it to be sited in a prominent

position in this large room.

A9.4 THE SOCIAL WORK STAFF

District A1 had the smallest staff (table 4.3a) of all eight
districts visited, the lowest proportion of qualified staff, and
indeed of the eleven staff interviewed only three had undertaken more

than one year of post-school education. This latter difference was

statistically significant (variable PT01 in table 4.2b). However,

there was a wide spread of ages, and several members of staff had had

many years experience of fieldwork. Nearly all the staff (including
the district officer) had lived within 20 or so miles of the office

for all their working life, although because of reorganisation the
district itself was only a few years old. The office atmosphere was

friendly and informal, this being reinforced by the design of the

building (A9.3). A senior said that the staff "don't have the
academic approach to casework ... theirs is a pragmatic common-sense

approach."
In district A2 the average age of the staff, and the male/female

proportions, were identical to the average for the whole sample. The
staff were marginally the most qualified of the districts in

department A. As in district A1 most had lived in the area for all

their working life, and this included the district officer. The

atmosphere was again a very informal one.
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In district A3 the staff were again near average age, but the

proportion of males was on the low side. The staff were also slightly
less well qualified and certainly less experienced (PX23 in table

4.2b): only three of the twelve interviewed had been in fieldwork for

more than three years, and none for more than nine years, both figures

being less than in any other district visited. This may explain why

the staff placed a lesser emphasis (although still a high one) on

professional standards as an influence in social work (SV04 in table

4.2b) than did staff in other districts. Despite the low level of
social work qualification, the staff had a higher level of post-school

education than in most districts, and they had also travelled widely.
The district officer felt it an advantage that his staff were "not set

in their ways".
District A4 was unusual in having a very high proportion of male

staff and in being the only district visited with a district officer
who was either female or near retiring age. The majority of the staff
had worked in other parts of the country, and indeed two were from
overseas. They tended to feel (SU08 in table 4.2b) that social

workers were best not to stay too long in the one department. Most

staff (PX31 and PX32) had previous experience in social work or some

other caring profession, but few had any experience of administration
or of industry.

There were various grievances in the district, for example regarding
accommodation and the overall direction of the district; and the

atmosphere was therefore not as relaxed or constructive as in most

other districts. One social worker put this down to the fact that

"people have a wide variety of backgrounds" and to inadequate

leadership in an admittedly difficult situation. One social worker

said that whilst the lack of autonomy given to districts in the

department meant that district officers in general had little to do,

the district officer here spent most of the time at her desk whilst
other district officers at least spent their time "wandering around"

amongst the social workers.
The staff in district B6 was particularly young, and differed from

most other districts in the direction of a more cosmopolitan
orientation. Its membership of BASW (the professional association)
was significantly higher than in other districts (variable PE26 in
table 4.2b) and most staff expected a lot of promotion (PE24). The
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level of professional qualification was around average, but there was

an unusual degree of unanimity on ideal social work practice.

Relative to other districts the staff here thought generic work

preferable to specialist (SU06), were more willing to discuss cases

with colleagues without seeking client permission (SU02), and saw

practical help to clients (SV48) as of rather less importance.
Like most other districts this one had suffered from understaffing

and lack of experience following authority reorganisation, but again
these problems were now being overcome. Although all district
officers felt that an important part of their job was in policy

making, the district officer here was unusual in that he had made a

positive decision to delegate all responsibilities for individual
casework to his seniors and so leave his time entirely free for

district management and participation in those departmental and

borough affairs which could affect the development of social work in

the district and the department.

A9.5 THE ORGANISATION OF THE DISTRICT

District A1

The informal atmosphere in this district, with senior staff often to

be seen chatting in the social workers' room (the social centre -

A9.3) suggested an organic organisation relative to other districts,
and this impression was borne out by other evidence collected.

Although formal district meetings were held rarely ("on demand" said

the district officer) this was because the district officer had a

policy of encouraging team meetings rather than district meetings.

Team meetings were held fortnightly, and one point always on the

agenda was the outcome of the fortnightly departmental district
officers' meeting, together with suggestions for points to be raised
at the next. There were also fortnightly district management

meetings, and here seniors reported back on the views of their team

regarding the district officers' meeting. The date of both meetings
was fixed in relation to that of the fortnightly district officers'

meetings. Although this two-level approach appears rather indirect in
a smallish district, the very deliberate attempt to incorporate social
workers' views into department-level discussions suggests a clear
desire to share dec^'ion-making on the part of the district officer.
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Allocation of cases was done at meetings (normally three per week)
of all staff concerned. The meeting I attended was informal and

included a lot of discussion. The senior told me that where there was

sufficient reason (for example, if a case required particular skills

or needed transport, or if a social worker had a particularly low
caseload or needed his/her experience broadened in some direction) she

would suggest in the meeting that a particular social worker took a

certain case, but that otherwise after the case had been outlined she

would ask for volunteers. Of the seven cases allocated at the meeting

I attended volunteers were sought for four and a social worker was

suggested for three. The frequency of allocation meetings and the
'horizontal' communication that went on within them was a further

organic indication.
The only subdivision in the district was into a short and a

long-term team, but the district officer stated that if any social
worker wanted to take on responsibility for a particular area (eg

geographical) this would be acceptable as long as other workers were

happy with it - and this had happened once recently. A number of
staff had certain normal areas of work (eg the two social work
assistants had high proportions of elderly/handicapped clients) but

these distinctions were not rigid and all staff had a proportion of
both main client groups, elderly/handicapped and families/children.

District A2

Although this district at first sight appeared to show certain
mechanistic indications on some of the factors investigated (number of

meetings and method of allocation), closer study suggested that it

again was nearer the organic pole. This was summed up by one social
worker who stated that staff in the district relied on "expertise and

experience rather than on lines of demarcation."

The number of formal meetings in the district was low, with district

meetings being held every six weeks and with no team meetings unless a

need arose. Allocation of new cases was done by the short-term senior

at his desk, not at a meeting. However it is necessary to note the

high degree of mixing and informal contact in the district (A9.3).
Seniors were more often to be found in the social workers' rooms or

the coffee room than in their own. One senior told me that he often

did his "private" work (i.e. paperwork) after 5.00pm since he was



seeing social workers so much during the day. Indeed, the occasion

when I sat with him to observe his allocation of cases took place in

the early evening.
The senior stated that there had been allocation meetings in the

past, but social workers had asked for them to be stopped as they took

up too much time. It was clear during the allocation process that the
senior was quite au fait with each social worker's caseload,

interests, skills and wishes, and he said that his allocation was

based in part on the "feedback" which he received from social workers

during the day.
As far as specialisation was concerned, the situation was very like

that in district A1. Although most social workers had areas where a

lot of their work was concentrated (elderly and handicapped in the

short term team and children and family cases in long term), all
social workers had some cases in both categories. The "specialists"
often shared their skills with others. One social worker summarised

the position thus: "there is a tendency for each one to have a special
involvement ... specialists more by experience, so that if you meet a

case and it becomes involved you can get good advice". The department
had allocated each district a "family counsellor" to provide intensive

support to families in times of crisis, but the counsellor in this

district was able to say that her caseload was not entirely families

"perhaps because they realise that it wouldn't satisfy me to have just

families. We are all allowed considerable freedom to work the way we

want to."

District A3

Relative to the other districts visited, district A3 was one of the

more mechanistic in organisation. The district officer had something
of a reputation in the department as being administratively-minded,
and had recently been instrumental in setting up a departmental "forms

working party" (5.3.1) to investigate the design and use of the new

computer forms in the light of the early problems that had arisen in

their use.

District meetings were held monthly, and a higher importance was

attached to them (variable SV49) by social workers in this district

than in others, although the difference was not statistically

-significant. At these meetings social workers who had attended



departmental groups and meetings were expected to report back. There

were no regular meetings of individual teams but as was noted in A9.3

there was a fair degree of informal mixing. Allocation was performed

by the senior, with the size of caseloads being one of the main

factors taken into account.

Specialisation was particularly marked but it was not clear how far

this was a deliberate policy. One social worker said: "Policy within
this district is to allow individual social workers to specialise as

far as possible, and that's quite distinctive", whilst another

commented that she regarded her job as "theoretically generic but ...

we are tending towards specialisation in reality, but not because it's

(our) choice - just because that happens to be what our caseloads

are."

A further indication of the more mechanistic orientation of this

district came in response to the question to the district officer as

to what decisions he would expect to be referred to him as district

officer. Whilst most district officers in response to this question

only referred to decisions which involved expenditure (primarily
allocation of aids and adaptations), the district officer here also

mentioned movements of children in and out of care, old people

particularly at risk, and some other decisions. Similarly when social
workers were asked (variable SW08) what decisions they would take to

their senior or district officer for a final decision, only one social

worker in district A3 mentioned just one decision, as against an

average of three social workers in all other districts; and although

(variable SW07) on average five social workers per district mentioned
financial decisions first, there was a much wider range in this
district with only two staff putting this first. These differences
are not listed in table 4.2b, having just failed to be significant at

the 5% level.

Finally, when asked what channels they would use to make suggestions
or complaints about the computer, ten social workers mentioned their

senior or district officer, the highest figure for any district.

District A4

The organic/mechanistic distinction was perhaps less appropriate to

this district than most, since it was so mixed in various respects

(for example, see A9.3, A9.4) and different parts of it tended to work
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in their own ways. It was also noticeably larger than the other

districts visited in department A.

Two district meetings were held each month, but unlike other
districts these included only one member of the administrative staff.
There was considerable dissatisfaction with the frequency and content

of these meetings, and it had just been decided to replace them by a

meeting of all the senior staff and three elected basic grade staff,
with full district meetings to be held less often.

The short term team, more than in other districts, functioned as a

self-contained unit. This was partly due to the arrangement of the

rooms, with all the short-term staff (including the senior) in one

room which was somewhat isolated from the other rooms. The senior did

not hold allocation meetings, although he had done this in the past

when there were several new staff, and said he would consider it if
the same position arose again. The allocation meetings had petered

out, as social workers had not had the time to attend three times a

week. The senior was very quick and efficient, sorting and allocating

36 cases in the hour whilst I was observing allocation, as against 10
or 20 cases per hour by most other seniors. In order to ensure that

casework was effective he tried to keep caseloads low, often handling
cases himself where nothing more than a letter was required.

Although there were two long-term teams, this split was only for the

purposes of supervision, and there was not such a team identity as in

the short term team. As in district A3 specialisation in terms of
caseload composition was quite marked.

In the district as a whole there was a clear feeling, especially

prevalent in the long term teams, of an "individual" rather than a

"team" approach. This was suggested by variable CA02 (table 4.2b) and
reflected in comments from individuals. There was a feeling that the

district had not yet organised itself to be fully on top of its
workload. A senior said: "I think we're still very much wrestling
with basics ... it's very much you do your individual thing". A

social worker gave two reasons for the lack of a coherent approach:

"People (the staff) have such a wide variety of backgrounds ... and,
the seniors have been engaged largely in maintaining the practical

day-to-day functioning of the team rather than being able to act very

much in a learning, supervisory way". The lack of organisation within
the district, augmented by the significant lack of administrative



experience among the staff (A9.4) may have led to the situation

(variable SU24 in table 4.2b) where, significantly more frequently
than in other districts, staff thought it reasonable to use an

estimate rather than the exact figure in form completion.

District B6

This district has been classified as being nearer the organic pole,

primarily because of the high degree of informal communication (A9.3)
and the horizontal formal communication.

District meetings were held fortnightly, and the chair rotated

amongst all social workers. Unlike district B2, however, minutes were

the responsibility of the senior team clerk. In addition there was a

fortnightly district management group which (unlike all other

districts) included not only all senior staff, but two elected social

workers and two members of the administrative staff. Frequently an

item raised at a district meeting would be passed to the management

group for detailed discussion, and a report and proposals would then

be taken to a future district meeting for the final decision. This

procedure appeared to preserve the democratic decision making which
could take place in a smaller district through the district meeting
alone. An agenda book for district meetings was available and any

member of the staff could enter an item for the next meeting. There
were also fortnightly training meetings.

Allocation of new cases was done by the short-term senior. Her desk

was in the short-term room, and she was therefore very much part of
the social life of the team, and knew the caseloads and feelings of
her staff well. An allocation meeting had been discussed but the
staff had felt it unnecessary. There was considerable pressure of

work and allocation could occasionally get four or five days behind

(apart from cases pointed out as urgent by the duty officer who took
the referral). There was no sophisticated system of allocation

queueing as in district B3, reflecting the generally less-developed

administration.

The social workers in this district thought generic work preferable
to specialist (SU06 in table 4.2b) and a higher proportion regarded
their own work as "generic" than in other districts (CA01). The
welfare assistants were largely (although not exclusively) restricted
to their normal role in the department, of dealing with elderly and
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handicapped cases - but other staff in general had fairly mixed

caseloads. Unlike the other district (Bl) in this department which

had a short-term team, the distinction between long-term and
short-term was not always rigorously followed. As one short-term
worker put it: "All the social workers (in the intake team) have

long-term cases - we've all got a few pet cases" (laughter).
A further indication of the devolving of responsibilities within the

district was that the district officer had made a deliberate decision

(A9.4) not to have any involvement with individual cases, and to

delegate the final responsibility for case decisions to the senior
fieldwork supervisor.

A9.6 THE RECEPTION OF THE COMPUTER

(a) Reception of the computer in district A1 - summary

The district (which was the "pilot" district in department A - see

5.3.1 and 4.3.1) was very much around the average as regards opinions

on the usefulness of the computer system. A factor of great

importance was a feeling by staff that they had been adequately

consulted and informed about the project - at least relative to other
districts. Consultation over form-design (variable CA20 in table 6.1)
was felt to have been particularly good, as was familiarity with the
existence of the procedure guide (CA11). Computer project staff were

very well known in the district (SW51 in table 4.2b). Although

initially there had been as many or more doubts about the computer as

in any district, the prolonged period of intensive contact with

project staff from headquarters had made an important impact on the
district's social workers. However, as in the pilot district in

department B there was some cynicism about the reasons for introducing
the computer in the first place (CA19).

(b) Reception of the computer in district A2 - summary

The staff of this district were amongst the most favourable to

computerisation, and were significantly different from all other
districts in that (CA18 in table 6.1) a majority of staff regarded the
cost of the computer as a reasonable priority for the department. The



reasons given by social workers for liking the computer were practical

ones: a majority of the staff felt (CA14) it more useful than the

previous manual system, especially (CA09) in comparison to the old
card index (this was not the case in any other district in department

A); the proportion of staff who felt (CA15) that less time was now

spent on form-filling was the highest of any district; and this was

one of only two districts in which (CA05) the majority of staff felt
that the accuracy of the new system could be called "good". Training

(CA21) was also seen as particularly satisfactory. There was,

however, some concern (CA25) at the confidentiality implications of

the computer.

(c) Reception of the computer in district A3 - summary

Staff in this district did not like computerisation. They were

significantly different from other districts in their greater

preference for the previous manual system (CA14 in table 6.1) and in

the strength of their view that a computer is inappropriate in social
work (CA26). In more practical terms this was the only district in

department A where a majority of staff felt they now spent more time
on form-completion than before (CA15) and although that difference was

not significant at the 5% level, there was a significant difference

(CA10) in that social workers here felt they did more of their own

coding than did staff in other districts. The caseload lists were not

used for caseload management (CA04), and the computer was seen as much
less satisfactory than the old card index (CA09). Less social workers
felt computer information to be secure than in any other district

(CA22), and more were worried that access by superiors to computer

information was an infringement of social workers' rights.

(d) Reception of the computer in district A4 - summary

There was no marked and distinctive overall view about the computer

in this district, although several individual members of the district

had extremely forceful opinions either for or against. This was in
line with the general individualism and lack of unity of organisation
within the district. However opinions were if anything less
favourable to the computer than on average, and there was particular
dissatisfaction over the accuracy of computer reports (CA05 in table

6.1) and the degree of consultation on form-design (CA20).



(e) Reception of the computer in district B6 - summary

At the time of my visit the computer had only recently become

operational (although the VDU had been present physically for some

months - 5.5.5b) in the district. Opinions were still very much in

flux and most social workers were reluctant to express firm opinions.

There was considerable dissatisfaction over accuracy (CA05) but this

was probably due to the early state of implementation.
The major respect in which the district stood out from others was in

its very clear feeling (CA08) that the VDU was for the use of social
workers as much as for admin staff. Similarly (CA07) usage of the VDU

by social workers was high. Paradoxically (CA09) the old card index
was preferred to the VDU and the client index.

As in district B1 there had been a marked increase in doubt about

the value of the computer (CA17) since it had been introduced - this

was probably related to the inordinately long period of waiting for
the VDU to become live (5.5.5b). However, more social workers in this

district than in any other felt that the information stored on the

computer was more secure than that in manual files (CA22).
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GLOSSARY

Batch processing See "on-line".

CIS Client Information Sheet - the computer-printed form

used in department B for review/change information

(5.1.2b,5.1.4c).

Client Index Computer-printed list (5.1.6a) of all clients and

household members of clients known to the department

(in department B) or the district (in department A).

District A fieldwork office of a social services department;

staffed by a district officer, a number (usually 2-4)
of senior social workers, qualified and unqualified

social workers of various grades, administrative

support staff (headed by a senior district clerk),
P

and possibly specialist and ancillary staff of
various kinds. Note: See also "team" below.

Hardware The equipment associated with a computer system - the

computer itself, VDU's, tapes and disks for data

storage, communications cables linking VDUs in

district offices to the central computer, etc. (as

opposed to "software").

On-line An on-line computer system allows users immediate

access to the information stored on and the

processing ability of the computer, by use of a

terminal connected to the central computer. The

(increasingly outdated) alternative is a "batch"
system, under which access to the computer is through
another medium such as punched cards so that the user

is unable to communicate with the computer while a

program is running or to use the computer in a

'conversational' way (question, answer, question,

answer, etc).



Peripherals Associated hardware other than the computer itself

VDUs, printers, disk drives, etc.

Project staff All staff working largely full-time on the project,

whether from the social services or computer

departments or from the computer company.

Senior officers Departmental staff of assistant director, deputy

director or director status.

Senior Senior social worker in a district office.

Software The computer programs associated with a computer

system (as opposed to "hardware").

Supervision team A senior social worker and a group of social workers

(usually about six) within a district office, the

senior being responsible for advising, supervising

and (usually) allocating cases to the workers in the
team.

Team The term 'team' is used as shorthand for 'supervision
team'. To avoid confusion the other common meaning

of 'team' - all members of a district office - is not

used here, and a phrase such as 'district staff' is

used instead.

Terminal The equipment through which a user gains access to an

on-line computer system. The terminal includes a

keyboard similar to a that of a typewriter and

normally incorporates either a screen or a typing
head to display the information entered by the user

and the responses from the computer. A terminal

which includes a display screen is known as a visual

display unit (VDU).

VDU Visual Display Unit (see 'terminal' and 5.1.5).
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